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Dear Colleagues,

On behalf of the Scandinavian Physiological Society and the local organization committee it is a
great honor and pleasure to welcome you to the Scandinavian Physiological Society Conference
in Bergen, August 12 - 14, 2011. We trust that you find the scientific program interesting and
stimulating, and that you will enjoy your stay in Bergen.

Welcome to Bergen!

Anne K Jonassen Head, Organizing Committee

Local organizing committee:
Anne K. Jonassen (head)
Clive Bramham
Karin Heyeraas
Arvid Lundervold
Rolf K. Reed
Bolek Srebro
Linda Stuhr
Anne Sverdrup
Arne Tjølsen
Helge Wiig

Scientific committee:

Anders Arner (Sweden)
Peter Bie (Denmark)
Lars Folkow (Norway)
Per Hellstrand (Sweden)
Karl-Heinz Herzig (Finland)
Stine Falsig Pedersen (Denmark)
Olav Sand (Norway)
Gudrun V. Skuladottir (Iceland)

Local programme committee:
Rolf K. Reed (head), Clive Bramham, Bjarne Iversen, Anne K. Jonassen, Arvid Lundervold
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1 General Information

Badges
Please always wear your personal badge as this is your entrance ticket to all sessions.

Language
All sessions will be in English.

Meeting Rooms
The session rooms, Auditorium 1-3, are situated at Dragefjellet (Dept. of Law, Law Building,
University of Bergen) with the main entrance at the top floor.

Speakers preview room
Speakers must deliver their presentation in the auditorium of their lecture minimum 20 min
before their presentation. There will be on site assistance, which will help to place the respective
lecture in session folders established on the desktop of the computer in each auditorium.

Meeting Secretariat
The meeting secretariat will be located in the foyer/exhibiting area of Dragefjellet, just outside
the auditoriums 1-3. It will be open at all times during the scientific sessions. Wireless network
will be available in the conference area. Contact the secretariat for password (free of charge).

Poster Area
The poster area is located close to the main entrance at the top floor of Dragefjellet. You can
mount your poster from Friday morning. Pins and assistance will be available. The posters will
be on display throughout the meeting. The scheduled poster presentations will take place on
Friday 11th August 15.30 - 16.30. Posters are combined into related groups for guided sessions.
Each presenter should give a short (approx. 5 min) oral presentation of the poster, followed by
a short chaired general discussion. The presenters are to remain at their poster sites during the
guided poster sessions and during the lunch break on Friday.

Lunch
Lunch will be served in the cantina on the same floor as the auditoriums.

Coffee Breaks
Coffee will be served in the foyer/exhibiting area. The delegates are free to use the Nespresso
coffee machines throughout the meeting.
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2 Social Programme

Early Registration, Thursday 11
We encourage all participants arriving on August 11th to register, receive conference material
and name badge at Scandic Bergen City Hotel. Registration will take place from 18.00 - 21.00.

Welcome Reception, August 12
The City of Bergen kindly invites all participants to the Welcome Reception on Friday August
12th at 19.00. The reception takes place at ”Tårnsalen” at Bergen Art Museum, which is located
in the city centre of Bergen, within walking distance from Dragefjellet and the hotels (please
see maps in the back of the abstract book). The reception is included in the registration fee.

Young Investigator Party, August 12
The Young Investigator Party (for those < 40 years) will be held at Victoria Pub 20.00 - 23.00
(please see map in the back of the abstract book). This event is free of charge, and tickets are
available at registration desk.

Congress Dinner, August 13
The Congress Dinner will be held at Fløien on August 13th, where an aperitif will be served
from 19.00. Tickets for the dinner and Fløibanen funicular will be received at the registration
desk. The Fløibanen funicular will take you on an 8-minute ride to the top of Mount Fløien
(altitude 320 m), offering a magnificent view over Bergen and the suburbs. Please allocate
appropriate time for potential queues and travel time with the funicular (we suggest departure
at 18.45). The last funicular leaves the top of Fløien at midnight.

The Fløibanen funicular is situated in walking distance from the hotels, Dragefjellet and the
city centre (see map in the back of the abstract book).
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3 Program

(The presenting authors are listed in the program. See the abstract section for the complete authorships)

Thursday August 11 :

18.00 - 21.00 Pre-registration at Scandic Bergen City Hotel

Friday August 12 :

07.00 - 16.00 Registration at Dragefjellet
08.15 - 08.20 Welcome - Rector Sigmund Grønmo, University of Bergen
08.20 - 08.25 Welcome - Dean Nina Langeland, Faculty of Medicine and

Dentistry, UoB
08.25 - 08.30 SPS President Anders Arner

Plenary Lectures (Auditorium 1)

08.30 - 09.15 Conversations between tissues and the immune system
Polly Maltzinger, USA

09.15 - 10.00 Homage to Scholander, Johansen and Schmidt-Nielsen:
Ecophysiology of temperature regulation and energetics
Roger Seymour, Australia

10.00 - 10.30 Coffee

01 Symposium (Auditorium 1)

10.30 - 12.30 Mitochondria in Health and Disease
Chairs: Guro Valen (Norway) & Kirsti Ytrehus (Norway)

10:30 Mitochondrial dynamics in wellbeing and degeneration
Jürgen Bereiter Hahn, Germany [4157]

11:00 The mitochondrial permeability transition pore: a multi-faceted
riddle
Fabio Di Lisa, Italy [4116]

11:30 The interaction between mitochondria and sarcoplasmic reticulum
Ca2+ handling in skeletal muscle
Håkan Westerblad, Sweden [4078]

12:00 Impact of mitochondrial DNA on stem cell differentiation - results
from a neuronal model
Lars Eide, Norway [4114]
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02 Symposium (Auditorium 2)

10.30 - 12.30 New Aspects of Acid-Base Regulation in Kidney
Chairs: Jeppe Praetorius (Denmark) & Jens Leipziger (Denmark)

10:30 NHE4 is critical for the renal handling of ammonia in rodents
Pascal Houillier, France [4098]

10:55 Na+-dependent HCO3
− import by the slc4a10 gene product

involves Cl− export
Jeppe Praetorius, Denmark [4059]

11:20 Role of carbonic anhydrases in murine duodenal epithelial sensing
of luminal acid
Markus Sjöblom, Sweden [4012]

11:45 Regulation of pendrin by pH: dependence on glycosylation
Azroyan Anie, France [4107]

12:10 Changes in sodium coupled acid/base transporters and other
carriers of proximal tubules and the choroid plexus by genetic
ablation of AQP1 and slc4a10
Helle Damkier, Denmark [4058]

12:20 Membrane acid-base transport in endothelial cells: molecular
mechanisms and implications for artery function
Ebbe Boedtkjer, Denmark [4106]

03 Symposium (Auditorium 3)

10.30 - 12.30 Sleep: Development, Circuits and Function
Chairs: Karl Ægir Karlsson (Iceland) & GuDrún V. Skuladottir (Iceland)

10:30 Day vs. night work, pursuit of pleasure vs. avoidance of pain: highly
specific role of hypocretin in arousal regulation
Jerry Siegel, USA [4146]

10:55 Hypothalamic and brainstem GABAergic neurons controlling
paradoxical (REM) sleep
Pierre-Hervé Luppi, France [4111]

11:20 What regulates slow wave sleep?
Tarja Porkka-Heiskanen, Finland [4147]

11:45 Lifetime consequences of maternal separation - behavior, sleep,
circadian rhythms and brain activity
Janne Grønli, Norway [4056]

12:05 Spontaneous neural activity of the anterodorsal lobe and
entopenducular nucleus in zebra fish: a putative homologue of the
rodent hippocampal sharp wave
Karl Karlsson, Iceland [4029]

12.30 - 13.30 LUNCH
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04 Symposium (Auditorium 1)

13.30 - 15.30 Aquaporins in Health and Disease
Chairs: Hilde K. Galtung (Norway) & Guro Valen (Norway)

13:30 Role for astrocytes and aquaporins in brain water homeostasis
Eli Gunnarson, Sweden [4077]

14:00 Cardiac aquaporins 1 and 4: localization, regulation and function
Arkady Rutkovskiy, Norway [4113]

14:30 Aquaporins and aquaglyceroporins in water balance regulation and
metabolism
Søren Nielsen, Denmark []

15:00 Routes of epithelial water flow: aquaporins versus cotransporters
Peter Pohl, Austria [4136]

05 Symposium (Auditorium 2)

13.30 - 15.30 Renal Physiology, New Perspectives on Renal Function
Chairs: Jenny Nystrøm (Sweden) & Olav Tenstad (Norway)

13:30 Glomerular handling of albumin
Börje Haraldsson, Sweden [4030]

14:00 Positron Emission Tomography (PET) imaging of single kidney
glomerular filtration rate
Olav Tenstad, Norway [4134]

14:30 Plasmin activation of ENaC in nephrotic syndrome
Per Svenningsen, Denmark [4151]

15:00 Complement activation in renal disease
Diana Karpman, Sweden [4036]

06 Symposium (Auditorium 3)

13.30 - 15.30 Calcium Homeostasis in Contractile Cells
Chairs: William E. Louch (Norway) & Morten B. Thomsen (Denmark)

13:30 The spatio-temporal nature of intracellular calcium signals
Godfrey Smith, UK [4112]

13:55 Calsequestrin expression and calcium handling in mitochondrial
cardiomyopathy
Pasi Tavi, Finland [4035]

14:20 Calcium handling in diabetes
Håkan Westerblad, Sweden [4083]

14:45 Can we prevent cardiac arrhythmias by modulating calcium?
Gudrun Antoons, Belgium [4115]

15:10 Restoring contractility in failing hearts by pharmacological
activation of the transient outward current
Kirstine Callø, Denmark [4018]

15:20 Keeping the balance between sodium and calcium in cardiac disease
Fredrik Swift, Norway [4144]
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15.30-16.30 POSTER SESSIONS

Poster session 1: Cardiovascular Physiology I
Chair: Ellen Aasum (Norway)

P01 Syndecan-4 regulates NFAT activation in cardiac fibroblasts following stretch
Herum KLM [4033]

P02 Ryanodine receptor sensitivity determines Ca2+ wave velocity in cardiomyocytes
Loose KO [4054]

P03 Time irreversibility of the spontaneous heart rate oscillations is dependent on the autonomic
nervous balance
Chladekova L [4061]

P04 Structural remodelling of failing cardiomyocytes and impairment of SERCA function –
consequences for dyssynchrony of Ca2+ release
Øyehaug L [4069]

P05 Sarcoplasmic reticulum calcium release regulates activity – dependent translocation of
histone deacetylase 5 (HDAC5) in mouse embryonic ventricular cardiomyocytes
Karppinen S [4076]

P06 Excitation and contraction of cardiac muscle and coronary arteries of normal and brain dead
pigs
Arlock P [4085]

P07 Low extracellular potassium increases Ca2+ transients and induces Ca2+ waves in
cardiomyocytes
Skogestad J [4104]

Poster session 2: Cardiovascular Physiology II
Chair: Christian Aalkjær (Denmark)

P08 Myoendothelial gap junctions are involved in hypoxic pulmonary hypertension development
Kizub IV [4010]

P09 Rate-dependent regulation of sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ ATPase in human atrial myocytes
Koivumäki JT [4020]

P10 A1-receptor deficiency blunts afferent arteriolar responses to Ang II and L-NAME
Gao X [4023]

P11 Effect of arterial stiffness and pulse pressure on the accuracy of oscillometric blood pressure
measurement
Talts J [4028]

P12 Regression to mean: modification of examination stress data
Dimitriev DA [4048]

P13 The acute effects of cigarette smoking on microvascular reactivity and haemodynamic
measurements in healthy young and adult men
Mikelsone I [4070]

P14 Horizontal motor activity of hypertensive rats is associated with level of blood pressure
Bernatova I [4126]

P15 Vascular function alterations in prehypertensive and hypertensive rats are similar
Puzserova A [4127]

P16 The small GTPase Rac1 is required for smooth muscle force development
Rahman A [4082]

9
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Poster session 3: Cardiovascular Physiology III
Chair: Christoph Maack (Germany)

P17 The effects of diethylcarbamazine citrate on isolated rat hearts
Kaygisiz Z [4037]

P18 LXR is expressed in the heart and causes lipid accumulation
Peng L [4045]

P19 Electro neutral K+/Cl− transport in cardiomyocyte during acute ischemia
Pogorelova VN [4118]

P20 BNP postconditioning provides myocardial protection from ischemic injuries via RISK- and
BNP- receptor signalling
Jensen A [4130]

P21 High intensity interval training normalizes cardiac energetics and ventricular function in
diet-induced obese mice
Hafstad AD [4139]

P22 Activation of the retinoic acid receptors in acute myocardial ischemia and post ischemic
remodelling of the failing heart
Bilbija D [4062]

P23 Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) damage during myocardial ischemia – marker or maker of
injury?
Bliksøen M [4093]

P24 Pannexin 1, a new channel protein in cardiac mitochondria?
Johansen D [4137]

Poster session 4: Renal Physiology
Chair: Jenny Nystrøm (Sweden)

P25 Reactivity of pulmonary and renal arteries after chronic endothelin converting enzyme
blockade in rats
Sofronova S [4053]

P26 Renovascular hypertension development in rats (1 kidney, 1 clip Goldblatt model) is
promoted by endothelin-converting enzyme inhibitor
Ilatovskaya ME [4090]

P27 Development of a renal collecting duct homing peptide using phage display
Svenningsen P [4091]

P28 Sodium intake and renin system activity: Effects of metoprolol on the log-linear relationship
in conscious rats
Isaksson GL [4101]

P29 Acute kidney injury (AKI) in rats with pre-existing chronic kidney disease (CKD) induces
a major increase in pro-inflammatory cytokines (IL-1β , IL-6) and chemokines (RANTES,
MCP-1) in kidney and lung
Skott M [4129]

P30 Alpha11 integrin affects osteopontin and Pdgfb expression in renal fibrosis
Tveitarås MK [4132]

10
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Poster session 5: Metabolism & Muscle Physiology
Chair: Håkan Westerblad (Sweden)

P31 Mitochondrial uncoupling protein 3 and its role in skeletal muscle metabolism during
seasonal adaptation of raccoon dog
Mänttäri S [4040]

P32 Effect of fasting on AMPK and GLUT-4 expression in skeletal muscle of the raccoon dog
Kinnunen S [4042]

P33 Prolonged low-frequency force depression is not explained by reduced sarcoplasmic
reticulum Ca2+ release under physiologically-relevant conditions
Cheng AJ [4051]

P34 Myosin binding protein C (MyBPC) plays a role in contraction of zebrafish skeletal muscle
Li M [4084]

P35 Passive arm movements affect rhythmic activity in the hip joint in human
Emelyannikov DV [4102]

P36 Human prepro-orexin transgenic mice have elevated heat production independent of
uncoupling protein 1
Mäkelä KA [4060]

Poster session 6: Exercise Physiology & Endocrinology
Chair: Linda Stuhr (Norway)

P37 Amount and intensity of physical activity and energy expenditure
Ilveskoski L [4041]

P38 The effects of endurance training on oxidative capacity of locomotor and respiratory muscles
in rats
Borzykh AA [4073]

P39 Aerobic performance improvement and mitochondrial adaptations after endurance training
in hypoxia
Malgoyre A [4086]

P40 Cytokine secretion from adipocytes is regulated by vitamin D via the NF-κB pathway
Mutt SJ [4064]

P41 Effect of local anaesthetics on interstitial colloid osmotic pressure in human subcutaneous
tissue sampled by wick technique
Guthe HJT [4121]

P42 Physiological response to bicycle exercise with hypoventilation
Kume D [4019]

Poster session 7: Neurobiology I
Chair: Bolek Srebro (Norway)

P43 In vitro and in vivo modulation of microglial P2 receptors in the SOD1 G93A mouse model
of ALS
Zschuentzsch J [4066]

P44 An arousal reaction caused by neostigmine in propofol anaesthesia
Jäntti V [4092]

P45 Reliable identification of action potential-linked transients on multi-neuronal calcium images
of dorsal cochlear nucleus slices
Vincze J [4095]

11
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P46 Long-term in vivo imaging of dendritic spines in layer II/III of visual cortex during the
critical period
Hafting T [4097]

P47 A physiological model that relates colour discrimination from retina photoreceptors
information and depth discrimination from disparity-neurons data
Jimenez JR [4122]

P48 Developing computational models of neurons with electrical synapses using multi-photon
excitation (MPE) microscopy and electrophysiological recording
Hartveit E [4135]

Poster session 8: Neurobiology II
Chair: GuDrún V. Skuladottir (Iceland)

P49 Imaging millimeters thick tissues using confocal microscopy
Moe K [4140]

P50 The abundance and distribution of enkephalopsin (OPN3) protein in human brain
Nissilä J [4143]

P51 Translation initiation during Arc-dependent LTP consolidation is controlled by sustained
TrkB activation coupled to ERK-MNK signalling and inhibition of the translation repressor
CYFIP1
Panja D [4145]

P52 Identification of microRNAs targeting Arc: a key regulator of protein synthesis-dependent
forms of synaptic plasticity
Pai BS [4154]

P53 Forward masking: influence of categorical similarity for tests and masks
Gerasimenko NYu [4123]

Poster session 9: Gastrointestinal and Cell physiology
Chair: Karen Helle (Norway)

P54 Ethanol stimulates duodenal bicarbonate secretion via activation of apical Cl−/HCO3
−

exchangers
Sommansson A [4013]

P55 Cholinergic innervation of mouse gastric mucosa requires neurturin-GFRα2 signaling but is
dispensable for basal and histamine-stimulated acid secretion
Kupari J [4081]

P56 The cationic peptide plantaricin A produced by Lactobacillus plantarum permeabilizes
eukaryotic cell membranes by a mechanism dependent on negative surface charge linked to
glycosylated membrane proteins
Sand SL [4105]

P57 Effect of osmolality on growth, budding and aquaporin expression in embryonic mouse
salivary glands
Ruus A [4150]

P58 Volume regulation of mouse oocyte with taurine under hypotonic stress
Pogorelova MA [4031]

P59 Correlation between maximal inspiratory pressure and flow-volume loop indices in young
rowers
Kivastik J [4016]

P60 Imatinib mesylate disturbs bone growth and remodellation in postnatal rats
Nurmio M [4131]
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01 Free oral presentations I (Auditorium 1)

16.30 - 18.00 Cardiovascular Physiology I
Chair: Helge Wiig (Norway)

16:30 Cardiac O-GlcNAc signaling is increased in hypertrophic and
failing hearts
Lunde IG [4011]

16:45 Non-uniform Na+ channel distribution contributes to
electrophysiological heterogeneities in guinea-pig ventricular wall
Osadchii O [4025]

17:00 Targeted deletion of p66Shc adaptor protein gene improves early
survival after myocardial infarction in mice
Baysa A [4043]

17:15 Effects of intravenously administered nanoparticles on arterial blood
pressure and heart rate in rats
Vlasova MA [4057]

17:30 Acetylcholine sensitivity in abdominal subcutaneous arteries from
obese patients
Brøndum ET [4068]

17:45 Developmental changes of skin feed artery endothelium in the rat
Gaynullina DK [4074]

02 Free oral presentations II (Auditorium 2)

16.30 - 18.00 Renal Physiology
Chair: Bjarne Iversen (Norway)

16:30 ANG II and Ca2+-entry is un-coupled in notch3-/- afferent
arterioles due to compromised T-type Ca2+ channel function
Helle F [4021]

16:45 Measurement of glomerular sieving of plasma proteins in rats using
mass spectrometry
Wallace PW [4044]

17:00 Vasopressin-independent targeting of aquaporin-2 by selective E-
prostanoid receptor agonists alleviates nephrogenic diabetes insipidus
Olesen ET [4047]

17:15 Microdissection and proteomics for investigation of hypertensive
kidney damage
Finne K [4052]

17:30 Adenosine sensitization after angiotensin II stimulation in afferent
arterioles from normal rats does not occur during two-kidney, one-
clip hypertension
Dahl TD [4063]

17:45 Renal cortical and medullary blood flow during normotensive saline
loading in man
Damkjaer M [4094]
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03 Free oral presentations III (Auditorium 3)

16.30 - 18.00 Neuro / Muscle Physiology
Chair: Espen Hartveit (Norway)

16:30 From acute to chronic muscle pain – different spinal motor effects
due to short and long lasting activation of muscle nociceptors
Schomburg ED [4022]

16:45 Influence of methylene blue on microglia-induced inflammation and
motoneuronal degeneration in a mouse model for ALS
Dibaj P [4049]

17:00 AICAR prevents heat induced malignant hyperthermia in RyR1
mutant mice independent of AMPK activation
Lanner JT [4065]

17:15 AICAR reverses ketone body mediated insulin resistance in isolated
oxidative muscle
Ivarsson N [4088]

17:30 Electrical stimulation of cervical enlargement can decrease motor
deficit in upper limbs in children with arthrogryposis multiplex
congenita (AMC) neurologica
Shapkova EYu [4099]

17:45 Regulation of the microRNA-induced silencing complex during LTP
in adult rat brain
Pai BS [4133]

19.00-20.00 Welcoming Reception in Tårnsalen in Bergen Art Museum
(Mayor of Bergen)

20.00-23.00 Young Investigator Party (for those < 40 years)
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Saturday August 13 :

Plenary Lectures (Auditorium 1)

08.30 - 09.15 Timing of biological rhythms in Arctic animals: clocks challenged
by an extreme photic environment
Karl-Arne Stokkan, Norway

09.15 - 10.00 Skin electrolyte storage and lymphatic regulation of blood pressure
Jens Titze, Germany

10.00 - 10.30 Coffee

07 Symposium (Auditorium 1)

10.30 - 12.30 Gravity and the Cardiovascular System
Chairs: Tobias Wang (Denmark) & Emil Brøndum (Denmark)

10:30 How can a normal-sized heart generate high blood pressure in the
Giraffe?
Morten Smerup, Denmark [4158]

10:55 Structure of blood vessels that experience the highest blood
pressures in the world
Christian Aalkjær, Denmark [4067]

11:20 The influence of gravity on heart position and blood pressure
regulation
Roger Seymour, Australia [4015]

11:45 Kidney function and the regulation of blood volume
Peter Bie, Denmark [4100]

12:10 Left ventricular structure of the giraffe heart examined by
stereological methods
Kristine H Østergaard, Denmark [4055]

12:20 How posture affects the cardiovascular system during voluntary
drinking in giraffes
Emil Brøndum, Denmark [4148]

08 Symposium (Auditorium 2)

10.30 - 12.30 Mechanisms for Spatial Representation in the Grid Cell Network
Chairs: Lisa Giocomo (Norway) & Caswell Barry (UK)

10:30 Grid cell modules
Hanne Stensola, Norway [4087]

11:00 Grid cell firing patterns expand in a novel environment
Caswell Barry, UK [4156]

11:30 Dendritic computation
Michael Hausser, UK [4156]

12:00 The topographical organization of spatial representation in
entorhinal cortex
Lisa Giocomo, Norway [4149]
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12.30 - 13.30 LUNCH

09 Symposium (Auditorium 1)

13.30 - 15.30 Evolution’s Solution to Problems we Have not Solved:
Cardiovascular and Respiratory Adaptations in Non-Human
Vertebrates
Chairs: Lars Folkow (Norway) & Tobias Wang (Denmark)

13:30 Cardiovascular adaptations of fishes in extreme thermal
environments
Michael Axelsson, Sweden [4072]

13:55 Controlling the flow of heat and oxygen during diving –
cardiovascular adaptations of diving mammals
Lars Folkow, Norway [4071]

14:20 Vertebrates that can survive without any oxygen
Göran E. Nilsson, Norway [4038]

14:45 Cardio-respiratory responses to high metabolic demands during
digestion
Tobias Wang, Denmark [4089]

15:10 Rapid neonatal development of myoglobin in hooded seal pups
SJ Geiseler, Norway [4080]

10 Symposium (Auditorium 2)

13.30 - 15.30 The extracellular Matrix, Kidney and Sodium Balance
Chairs: Peter Hansell (Sweden) & Jens Titze (Germany)

13:30 Hyaluronan export through plasma membranes depends on
concurrent K+ efflux
Peter Prehm, Germany [4103]

14:00 Hyaluronan in the renal medulla – functional aspects
Peter Hansell, Sweden [4124]

14:30 Osmotic stress enhances Leishmania clearance from macrophages
Diana Friedrich, Germany [4117]

15:00 Diabetic nephropathy
Fredrik Palm, Sweden [4141]

04 Free oral presentations IV (Auditorium 1)

15.30 - 17.00 Gastrointestinal Physiology
Chair: Gunnar Flemstrøm (Sweden)

15:30 Stimulation of duodenal bicarbonate secretion by the incretins glucose-
dependent insulinotropic peptide (GIP) and glucagon like peptide-1
(GLP-1) but not the response to pancreatic glucagon is prevented by
overnight fasting
Flemström G [4017]

15:45 Membrane expression of deltaF508 mutant increases epithelial HCO3
−

secretion via functional C−/HCO3
− exchanger(s)

Seidler U [4026]
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16:00 Loss of anion exchanger Slc26a3 (DRA) expression results in severely
decreased murine colonic HCO3- secretion, low surface pH, dis-
turbed mucus barrier, signs of colonic mucosal inflammation, and
increased susceptibility to DSS-induced injury
Seidler U [4027]

16:15 Regulation of the hepatic glycerol channel aquaporin-9 in starved
rats is gender specific
Lebeck J [4079]

16:30 Lactobacillus reuteri, human- and rat-derived, each protects against
Dextran Sulphate Sodium (DSS) induced colitis in mice
Holm L [4138]

16:45 Discussion

05 Sponsor Presentation (Auditorium 2)

15:30 Three knockout rat models for cardiovascular research
Jens-Ole Bock, Sigma Advanced Genetic Engineering (SAGE) Labs,
USA
Chair: Linda Stuhr (Norway)
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Sunday August 14 :

Plenary Lectures (Auditorium 1)

09.00 - 09.45 Interactions between stretch activated channels and reactive
oxygen species: role in Duchenne muscular dystrophy
David G Allen, School of Medical Sciences, University of Sydney,
Australia

09.45 - 09.55 Invitation SPS 2012 Annual Meeting in Helsingfors (Finland)
Karl-Heinz Herzig

09.55 - 10.15 Coffee

11 Symposium (Auditorium 1)

10.15 - 12.15 Heart Function and Transgenic Mice
Chairs: Ole Sejersted (Norway) & Rolf Reed (Norway)

10:15 Role of alpha 11 integrin in the fibrosis of diabetic cardiomyopathy
Chistopher McCollugh, Canada [4096]

10:45 Collagen XV is necessary for modeling of the extracellular matrix
and its deficiency predisposes to cardiomyopathy
Taina Pihlajaniemei, Finland [4110]

11:15 Heart function in mice with deletion of SERCA2
Ole Sejersted, Norway [4050]

11:45 Heart function and metabolism in type 2 diabetic db/db mice
Ellen Aasum, Norway [4108]

12 Symposium (Auditorium 2)

10.15 - 12.15 Imaging Physiology
Chairs: Bolek Srebro (Norway) & Arvid Lundervold (Norway)

10:15 Quantification of subtle cellular phenotypes in microscopy-based
high-throughput experiments
Vebjørn Ljoså, USA [S12-1]

10:45 Modeling tumor growth and angiogenesis
Gábor Székely, Switzerland

11:15 TBA
Olav Haraldseth, Norway

11:45 Assessment of structural and functional connectivity of the human
brain using multimodal MRI and graph theory
Arvid Lundervold, Norway [S12-4]
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13 Symposium (Auditorium 3)

10.15 - 12.15 Adipose Tissue Physiology
Chair: Karl-Heinz Herzig (Finland)

10:15 Circadian gene programming and energy homeostasis
Joseph T. Bass, USA [4153]

10:45 Adipose tissue expandability, Lipotoxicity and the Metabolic
Syndrome
Sam Virtue, UK [4162]

11:15 Adipose – muscle cross talk
Chen Bing, UK [4125]

11:45 Brown adipose tissue – a new role in humans?
Sven Enerbäck, Sweden [4046]

12.15 - 13.00 LUNCH
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4 Abstracts - Invited plenary talks

4.0.1 Matzinger P Conversations between tissues and the immune system ... [4160]

Conversations between tissues and the immune system

MATZINGER P

NIH, USA; Email: pcm@helix.nih.gov

When faced with a potential threat, the immune system has to answer two questions. The
first is ”shall I respond?”. If the answer is ”yes”, then the second question is ”what kind of
response should I make?” Burnet’s self-non-self model suggested that the immune system an-
swered ”yes” to the first question if the potential threat included foreign molecules. Janeway’s
Pattern recognition model suggests that the immune system responds if the potential threat
includes conserved molecules from bacteria, and the Danger model suggests that immune re-
sponses occur when damaged tissues send alarm signals. None of these models cover the second
question, namely how the immune system determines the effector class of a response (for ex-
ample, does it generate killer cells? Or IgE? Or IgG? Or activated neutrophils vs eosinophils?)
However, 15 years of working with the Danger model led me to the possibility that this decision
is not made by the immune system, but instead by the tissues in which the response is needed.
In fact, this newly expanded Danger model suggests that most immunological decisions are not
made by the immune system itself, but by the tissues that the immune system was designed to
protect. It is a damaged tissue that sends alarm signals that initiate immune responses. It is a
healthy tissue, expressing its antigens in the absence of alarm, that induces peripheral tolerance,
and it is a tissue that determines the effector class of a local immune response.

4.0.2 Seymour RS Homage to Scholander, Johansen and Schmidt-Nielsen: ... [4014]

Homage to Scholander, Johansen and Schmidt-Nielsen: Ecophysiology of temperature
regulation and energetics

SEYMOUR RS

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Adelaide, Australia;
Email: roger.seymour@adelaide.edu.au

Three Scandinavian physiologists had great influences on the early development of ecophysi-
ology, Per Scholander with temperature regulation and diving, Kjell Johansen with cardiovas-
cular and respiratory physiology and Knut Schmidt-Nielsen with locomotion and the role of
body size, among many other notable contributions. They emphasized the joy of expeditionary
physiology to study unusual animals (and plants) in their natural environments, following the
principle of August Krogh. All of them focused on novel, curiosity-driven questions about bi-
ology and were able to answer them with elegant approaches. These scientists were among the
role models for my career. This presentation selects some of my studies related to their inter-
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ests, as it deals with temperature regulation, cardiovascular physiology and scaling. It includes
three cases illustrating the diversity of thermoregulatory strategies. The first is a Namib Desert
golden mole, which abandons thermoregulation, runs on the surface to find food (unlike all
other moles) and has a resting metabolic rate similar to a lizard. The second is also a shift from
endothermy to ectothermy, but within two archosaur lineages leading to living crocodiles and
birds. Originally endothermic, one lineage gave rise to endothermic dinosaurs and hence birds,
but the crocodilian lineage presumably reverted to ectothermy when it invaded the aquatic, am-
bush predator niche. This loss of endothermy and the acquisition of diving behavior explain
the unique four-chambered heart, the foramen of Panizza and other features of the crocodil-
ian cardiovascular system. Finally, some flowers are not only powerfully endothermic, but also
thermoregulatory, with a surprising precision. Recent work evaluates the precision and analyzes
the role of floral size on heat production and gas exchange. Allometry shows that some flowers
are designed to liberate heat and scent for attraction, while others retain heat that provides an
energy reward to insect visitors.

4.0.3 Stokkan K-A Timing of biological rhythms in arctic animals: ... [4039]

Timing biological rhythms in Arctic animals: clock challenged by an extreme photic
environment

STOKKAN KA

Department of Arctic and Marine Biology, University of Tromsø, N-9037 Tromsø, Norway
Email: karl-arne.stokkan@uit.no

Animals living permanently at high latitudes must cope with long periods of low temperatures
and severely reduced food availability. This has resulted, in long-lived vertebrates, in the devel-
opment of characteristic annual cycles in physiological functions such as the growth and moult-
ing of fur or plumage, food intake, fat deposition and reproduction. These cycles are typically
initiated in advance of, and as preparation for, predictable seasonal changes in the environment.
In general, the timing of annual cycles is believed to be based on the mechanisms which regulate
the timing of daily rhythms in physiological and behavioural function and which are ubiquitous
in living organisms. The timing of daily rhythms generally involves the interplay between en-
dogenous, self-sustained (circadian) rhythms of genetic origin, known as biological clocks, and
ambient time cues (zeitgeber) of which daylength is the most important. However, this timing is
compromised in high latitude residents by extreme photic conditions where permanent daylight
in summer and permanent darkness in winter obliterate the principal zeitgeber. A solution has
been to dispense with normal clock function/circadian mechanisms. Thus, reindeer/caribou,
which are well adapted to high latitudes, possess a weak or non-functioning circadian clock.
Instead of being governed by an endogenous timer entrained by the environment, this species
responds directly and passively to the prevailing light/dark cycle. Consequently, the animals
are largely active across the 24 h day, having shed virtually all traces of underlying, circadian
rhythmicity. This may reflect a general adaptation among resident Arctic species to polar photic
conditions and may represent a fundamental departure from corresponding regulation of sea-
sonal and daily rhythms in species inhabiting lower latitudes.
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4.0.4 Titze J Skin electrolyte storage and lymphatic regulation of blood pressure ... [4152]

Skin electrolyte storage and lymphatic regulation of blood pressure

TITZE J

IZKF Junior Research Group II, Nikolaus-Fiebiger-Centre for Molecular Medicine, FAU Erlangen,
Glückstr. 6, 91054 Erlangen, Germany; Email: jens.titze@uk-erlangen.de

We have shown earlier that in contrast to the traditional view of two-compartment osmotic equi-
librium, large amounts of Na+ can be accumulated in the body without commensurate water
retention. Na+ is stored in a third compartment, associated with increased glycosaminoglycan
charge density in the skin. This third compartment is tightly regulated and features osmolality
higher than in circulating plasma. Going beyond the physiological concept that body fluids
are always at equilibrium, we have identified novel extrarenal regulatory mechanisms to mo-
bilize interstitial electrolytes into the blood stream. It has be shown that local osmotic differ-
ences can be detected by tonicity enhancer binding protein (TonEBP), a transcription factor in
macrophages. These macrophages then produce vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) C
that regulates the lymphatic microenvironment and thereby this third compartment. This new
concept suggests that macrophages are extrarenal regulators of electrolyte, volume, and blood
pressure homeostasis via a novel regulatory feed-back control system. Our findings are apart
from the traditional view of long-term Na+ balance and overall osmoregulation. However, they
could usher in new concepts regarding heart failure, renal insufficiency, and essential hyper-
tension, all of which feature perturbed total body Na+ and water balance. Further studies to
explore cells and molecules critically involved in this novel component of volume and blood
pressure homeostasis may allow us to identify new targets for blood pressure control in pa-
tients with hypertension. In addition, this new area of research will usher in a new direction
in patient-oriented hypertension research. To achieve this goal, interdisciplinary research ap-
proaches placed at the junction between medicine, biology, chemistry, and physics are needed to
better understand the chemical biology involved in the maintenance of the internal environment.

4.0.5 Allen DG Interactions between stretch activated channels and reactive oxygen ... [4032]

Interactions between stretch activated channels and reactive oxygen species: role in
Duchenne muscular dystrophy

ALLEN DG, GERVASIO OL, WHITEHEAD NP

School of Medical Sciences, Sydney Medical School, University of Sydney, NSW 2006, Australia;
Email: david.allen@sydney.edu.au

Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is characterized by severe muscle weakness, atrophy
and fibrosis causing loss of mobility and respiratory failure. The disease is caused by absence
of the cytoskeletal protein, dystrophin. The mdx mouse also lacks dystrophin and is a model
of DMD. Early studies of the mdx mouse found that a stretch-activated channel (SAC) was
activated and we showed that blocking this channel (with Gd3+ or streptomycin or GsMTx-4)
lowered stretch-induced intracellular Ca2+ and reduced muscle damage (Yeung et al. 2005).
Subsequently we have found that the activation of SACs and the resulting Ca2+ entry can be
caused by reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Gervasio et al., 2008). ROS also activate src kinase
and blocking src kinase with PP2 reduced ROS-induced Ca2+ entry in a cell line expressing
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TRPC1 and caveolin 3. The source of the ROS appears to be increased expression and activity
of NADPH oxidase (Whitehead et al., 2010). Our current working hypothesis is that absence of
dystrophin triggers changes in multiple signaling pathways centered around the caveolae. The
increased activity of NADPH oxidase is an early feature of the disease and appears to have a
role in triggering the Ca influx and inflammation that characterize the early disease. A clearer
understanding of the damage pathways may lead to therapeutic interventions that could reduce
the severity of the muscle damage in DMD. Gervasio et al. (2008) J Cell Sci 121, 2242-2255.
Whitehead et al. (2010) PLOS One, 5, e15354 Yeung et al. (2005) J Physiol 562, 367-380.
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5 Abstracts - Symposia

5.1 S01 - Mitochondria in Health and Disease

5.1.1 Hahn JB Mitochondrial dynamics in wellbeing and degeneration ... S01-1 [4157]

Mitochondrial dynamics in wellbeing and degeneration

HAHN JB

Center of Excellence, Macromolecular Complexes, Institute for Cell Biology and Neurosciences, Goethe
University, Frankfurt am Main, Germany; Email: bereiter-hahn@bio.uni-frankfurt.de

All mutations impairing mitochondrial dynamics result in severe diseases mostly of the neu-
ronal system. Thus the question arises how the continuous fusion and division processes, the
generation and degradation of mitochondria contribute to the wellbeing of a cell. Mitochondria
are the main source for reactive oxygen species (ROS) which primarily have an impact on the
mitochondria themselves. Depending on the proliferative state of cells dysfunctional parts of
mitochondria might be eliminated via fission processes followed by mitophagy or by dilution
taking place in huge mitochondrial networks by shifting the morphological equilibrium to fu-
sion. A process which conveys resistance to the chondriome against the damaging influences of
ROS. The mechanisms which support survival of mitochondria in a hostile environment differ
with the severeness of ROS impact and with age of the cells. This is exemplified in models
for selective impairment of mitochondrial function via phototoxicity in human umbilical vein
endothelial cells, either young and proliferative or in the state of proliferative senescence. The
different rescue pathways are controlled by expression of genes coding for proteins related to
fusion and fission and those involved in autophagy. Mitochondrial membrane potential and mor-
phology, cellular ATP-content, integrity of mtDNA, ROS content and ROS-resistance prove the
significance of the different pathways.

5.1.2 Di Lisa F The mitochondrial permeability transition pore: ... S01-2 [4116]

The mitochondrial permeability transition pore: a multi-faceted riddle

DI LISA F

Department of Biomedical Sciences, Viale G. Colombo 3, 35131 Padova, Italy;
Email: dilisa@bio.unipd.it

Despite the lack of its molecular identification, the mitochondrial permeability transition pore
(PTP) is a fascinating subject because of its important role in cell death. This holds especially
true for cardiovascular diseases and in particular for ischemia-reperfusion injury, where research
on PTP inhibition has been successfully translated from bench to clinical evidence of cardio-
protection. In fact, PTP opening is causally linked to the loss of cell viability as demonstrated
by the reduction in infarct size obtained when PTP opening is counteracted by pharmacological
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inhibitors or by genetic ablation of cyclophilin D (CyPD). PTP opening favours ATP deple-
tion, dysegulation of cellular Ca2+ homeostasis and oxidative stress, all of which synergize in
jeopardizing cell survival. The sequence of events can be summarized as follows. PTP opening
determines an immediate collapse of mitochondrial membrane potential that is followed by ATP
depletion. When opening is prolonged, the initial uncoupling-like effect is rapidly followed by
respiratory inhibition caused by loss of pyridine nucleotides and of cytochrome c. The resulting
inhibition of electron flow might explain the increased ROS formation induced by PTP opening.
Since the latter event is favoured by reactive oxygen species, a vicious cycle of injury amplifica-
tion is likely to be established, especially at the onset of reperfusion. Here, besides summarizing
the major factors controlling PTP opening the following controversial issues, will be addressed:
(i) relationship with mitochondrial dynamics; (ii) potentially adverse effects elicited by pro-
longed CyPD inhibition; (iii) CyPD- independent inhibition of PTP opening.

5.1.3 Westerblad H The interaction between mitochondria and sarcoplasmic ... S01-3 [4078]

The interaction between mitochondria and sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ handling in skele-
tal muscle

WESTERBLAD H

Department of Physiology and Pharmacology, Karolinska Institutet, 171 77 Stockholm, Sweden;
Email: hakan.westerblad@ki.se

Mitochondria have a key role in skeletal muscle in that they decide the oxidative capacity, and
hence the fatigue resistance of muscle fibres. Mitochondria also affect the general status of
muscle fibres, e.g. by altering gene transcription and by inducing apoptotic signalling. Recent
studies from our laboratory show that Ca2+ plays an important role in the interaction between
mitochondria and general cell function. In this context the concentration and location of Ca2+ is
critical for the physiological effects. On the hand, we have observed that a minor increase in the
Ca2+ leak from the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR), resulting in increased basal Ca2+ concentra-
tion in the cytosol, is accompanied by increased mitochondrial biogenesis and increased fatigue
resistance. On the other hand, results from muscle fibres of mitochondrial myopathy show that
increased Ca2+ concentration in the mitochondria is accompanied by decreased SR Ca2+ con-
tent and muscle weakness. These complex Ca2+-dependent interactions will be discussed.

5.1.4 Wang W et al. Impact of mitochondrial DNA on stem cell ... S01-4 [4114]

Impact of mitochondrial DNA on stem cell differentiation - results from a neuronal model

WANG W1,3, ESBENSEN Y4, KUNKE D2,3, SUGANTHAN R2,4, RACHEK L5,
BJØRÅS M2,3 , EIDE L1,3

1Department of Medical Biochemistry and 2Department of Microbiology, Institute of Clinical Medicine,
Oslo University Hospital, Norway, 3Centre of Molecular Biology and Neuroscience, University of Oslo,
Norway, 4Institute of Clinical Epidemiology and Molecular Biology, Faculty Division Akershus Univer-
sity Hospital, University of Oslo, Lørenskog, Norway, 5Department of Cell Biology & Neuroscience,
University of South Alabama, Alabama. Email: lars.eide@medisin.uio.no
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Aim: Subtle manipulations of the cellular redox state affect mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) in
addition to regulating the Neural Stem Cell (NSC) differentiation lineage, alluding to a molecu-
lar link between mtDNA integrity and differentiation regulation. Methods: mtDNA damage in
NSC was manipulated either by exogenous agents or by regulating mtDNA repair capacity, and
the resulting effects on NSC differentiation were evaluated. Results: The DNA repair protein
8-oxoguanine DNA glycosylase (OGG1) is essential for repair of mtDNA damage in NSCs.
Mitochondrial activation during differentiation induce mtDNA damage in ogg1-/- NSCs and
shifts NSC differentiation direction towards astrocytic lineage, similar as wt NSCs subjected to
mtDNA damaging insults. Antioxidant treatments to reverse mtDNA damage accumulation in-
creased neurogenesis in ogg1-/- cells. Overexpressing OGG1 in mitochondria in ogg1-/- NSCs
reduced mtDNA damage accumulation and resulted in elevated neurogenesis. Conclusion: Our
results unravel a novel interdependence between mtDNA integrity and NSC differentiation fate,
suggesting that that mtDNA damage is the primary signal for elevated astrogenesis and lack of
neurogenesis during repair of neuronal injury.

5.2 S02 - New Aspects of Acid-Base Regulation in Kidney

5.2.1 Houillier P et al. NHE4 is critical for the renal handling of ammonia ... S02-1 [4098]

NHE4 is critical for the renal handling of ammonia in rodents

BOURGEOIS S, VAN MEER L, WOOTLA B, BLOCH-FAURE M, CHAMBREY R, SHULL
GE, GAWENIS LR, HOUILLIER P

Paris Descartes University, Cordeliers Research Center, Georges Pompidou University Hospital, Paris,
France; Email: pascal.houillier@egp.aphp.fr

Ammonia absorption by the medullary thick ascending limb of Henle’s loop (MTALH) is
thought to be a critical step in renal ammonia handling and excretion in urine, in which it is
the main acid component. Basolateral Na+/H+ exchangers have been proposed to play a role in
ammonia efflux out of MTALH cells, which express 2 exchanger isoforms: Na+/H+ exchanger
1 (NHE1) and NHE4. Here, we investigated the role of NHE4 in urinary acid excretion and
found that NHE4-/– mice exhibited compensated hyperchloremic metabolic acidosis, together
with inappropriate urinary net acid excretion. When challenged with a 7-day HCl load, NHE4-
/- mice were unable to increase their urinary ammonium and net acid excretion and displayed
reduced ammonium medulla content compared with wild-type littermates. Both pharmacologic
inhibition and genetic disruption of NHE4 caused a marked decrease in ammonia absorption by
the MTALH. Finally, dietary induction of metabolic acidosis increased NHE4 mRNA expres-
sion in mouse MTALH cells and enhanced renal NHE4 activity in rats, as measured by in vitro
microperfusion of MTALH. We therefore conclude that ammonia absorption by the MTALH
requires the presence of NHE4 and that lack of NHE4 reduces the ability of MTALH epithelial
cells to create the cortico-papillary gradient of NH3/NH4

+ needed to excrete an acid load, con-
tributing to systemic metabolic acidosis.
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5.2.2 Praetorius J et al. Na+-dependent HCO3
− import by the slc4a10 gene ... S02-2 [4059]

Na+-dependent HCO3
− import by the slc4a10 gene product involves Cl− export

DAMKIER HD, PRAETORIUS J

Department of Biomedicine & the Water and Salt Research Center, Aarhus University, Denmark
Email: jp@ana.au.dk

Aims: The slc4a10 gene product belongs to the electroneutral Na-dependent HCO3 trans-
porters. Previous studies disagreed whether HCO3 import was Cl dependent or independent.
Methods: We stably transfected mouse and rat slc4a10 into NIH-3T3 fibroblast cells with-
out endogenous Na-dependent HCO3 transport. Acid/base transport was assessed by 2’,7’-bis
(carboxyethyl)-5,6-carboxyfluorescein (BCECF) fluorescence microscopy. Na transport was
evaluated using the Na-sensitive fluorophore CoroNa Green fluorescence microscopy. Cuvette
spectrometry was applied for fast fluid exchange with the same dyes. Cl transport was deter-
mined by 36Cl-efflux. Results: The slc4a10 expression induced a robust Na-dependent pHi

recovery in the presence of CO3/HCO3 as compared to dsRed transfected cells. This was ac-
companied by an increase in the intracellular Na concentration. We estimated the Na:HCO3

stoichiometry to 1:2 after almost instantaneous fluid exchange. This would suggest a negative
counterion to maintain electroneutrality. Cl is the most likely counterion, as the Na-dependent
pHi recovery was eliminated in the absence of extra- and intracellular Cl. Furthermore, acute
extracellular Cl removal led to a substantially larger alkalization in slc4a10 cells than in
control cells, while the anion exchange activity was unaltered. Finally, the Na- and HCO3-
dependent Cl-efflux during pHi recovery was greater in acidified slc4a10 cells than in con-
trol cells, and was sensitive to 4,4’-diisothiocyanato- stilbene-2,2’-disulfonic acid (DIDS). The
slc4a10 induced Cl transport rate was of the same order of magnitude as the Na and HCO3

transport. Conclusion: Taken together, the rodent slc4a10 expressed in mammalian cells
encodes a Na-dependent Cl/HCO3 exchanger.

5.2.3 Sjöblom M et al. Role of carbonic anhydrases in murine duodenal ... S02-3 [4012]

Role of carbonic anhydrases in murine duodenal epithelial sensing of luminal acid

SJÖBLOM M1, SINGH AK2, ZHENG W2, KRABBENHÖFT A2, RIEDERER B2,
SEIDLER U2

1Division of Physiology, Department of Neuroscience, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden.
2Department of Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Endocrinology, Hannover Medical Hannover,
Germany; Email: Markus.Sjoblom@neuro.uu.se

Background and aims: The HCO3
− secretion by the duodenal epithelium (DBS) is under

central nervous as well as local mucosal neurohumoral control, and is a primary mechanism
in mucosal protection against acid from the stomach. Carbonic anhydrase (CA) is strongly
expressed in the duodenum and has been implicated in a variety of physiological functions in-
cluding enterocyte HCO3

− supply for secretion and the ”sensing” of luminal acid and CO2.
The aim of the present study was to elucidate the role of intracellular CA II in acid-induced
murine DBS in vivo. Methods: A ∼10-mm segment of the proximal duodenum with intact
blood supply was perfused under different experimental conditions and DBS was titrated by
pH-stat. Two-photon confocal microscopy using the pH-sensitive dye SNARF-1F were used to
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assess duodenocyte pHi in vivo. Results: The duodenal bicarbonate secretory response to acid
was abolished in CA II-deficient mice, but normal to forskolin- or 16,16-dimethyl prostaglandin
E2 stimulation. Complete inhibition of CAs by luminal methazolamide and intravenous aceta-
zolamide completely inhibited the response to acid, but did not alter the response to forskolin.
While duodenocytes acidified upon luminal perfusion with acid, no significant pHi change oc-
curred in CA II-deficient duodenum. Conclusion: The results suggest that CA II is important
for duodenocyte acidification by low luminal pH and for eliciting the acid-mediated HCO3

−

secretory response, but is not important in the generation of the secreted HCO3
− ions.

5.2.4 Anie A et al. Regulation of pendrin by pH: dependence on glycosylation ... S02-4 [4107]

Regulation of pendrin by pH: dependence on glycosylation

ANIE A, LAGHMANI K, CRAMBERT G, DOUCET A, EDWARDS A

UMRS 872, ERL 7226, Centre de Recherche des Cordeliers, 15 Rue de L’Ecole de Medicine 75006
Paris; Email: anie.azroyan@crc.jussieu.fr

Mutations of the anion exchanger pendrin are responsible for Pendred syndrome, an autosomal
recessive disease characterized by deafness and goiter. Pendrin is highly expressed in kidney
collecting ducts, where it acts as a chloride/bicarbonate exchanger and thereby contributes to
the regulation of acid-base homeostasis and blood pressure. This study aimed to characterize
the intrinsic properties of pendrin. Mouse pendrin was transfected in HEK293 and OKP cells;
its activity was determined by monitoring changes in intracellular pH induced by variations of
transmembrane anion gradients. Combining measurements of pendrin activity with mathemat-
ical modeling, we found that its affinities for Cl−, HCO3

− and OH− vary with intracellular
pH, resulting in increased activity at low intracellular pH. Pendrin maximal activity was also
stimulated at low extracellular pH, suggesting the presence of intra and extracellular proton
regulatory sites. We identified 5 putative pendrin glycosylation sites, only two of which are
used. Mutagenesis-induced disruption of pendrin glycosylation did not alter its cell surface ex-
pression, polarized targeting to the apical membrane and basal activity, but fully abrogated its
sensitivity to extracellular pH. The hereto unknown regulation of pendrin by external pH may
constitute a key mechanism in controlling ionic exchanges across the collecting duct and inner
ear.

5.2.5 Damkier H et al. Changes in sodium coupled acid/base transporters ... S02-5 [4058]

Changes in sodium coupled acid/base transporters and other carriers of proximal tubules
and the choroid plexus by genetic ablation of AQP1 and slc4a10

DAMKIER HD, PRAETORIUS J

The water and Salt Research Center, Department of Biomedicine, Aarhus University, Denmark
Email: hd@ana.au.dk

Aim: The aim of this study was to determine whether there is a link between the knockout
of the key Na+ loader slc4a10 and the water channel aquaporin 1 (AQP1) in two epithelia
with high transport rate; the choroid plexus (CP) and the proximal tubule. Methods: Protein
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abundances in the CP were semi-quantified from the immunofluorescence intensities of con-
focal micrographs. Images were acquired in the focal plane with the highest signal intensity
for each antibody using fixed instrument settings. Results: The Na, K ATPase abundance was
decreased by 36.4% (n=4, p = 0.02) and AQP1 was decrased by 42.7% (n=4, p = 0.02) in the
choroid plexus of slc4a10 knockout mice compared to wildtype littermates. Similarly, we inves-
tigated the abundance of slc4a10 and Na,K ATPase in the choroid plexus of the AQP1 knockout
mouse; a mouse with a similar choroid plexus phenotype. In the AQP1 knockout mice we find
no difference in relative immunofluorescence intensity for slc4a10 (AQP1 wildtype 100±10%,
AQP1 knockout 73±11%, n=5, p = 0.12) or Na, K ATPase (AQP1 wildtype 100±19%, AQP1
knockout 158±32%, n=5, p = 0.15). In the proximal tubule of the AQP1 knockout mouse, the
abundance of NBCe1 was reduced by 31% (n=5, p = 0.02) and Na, K ATPase was reduced by
23% (n=5, p = 0.03). The abundance of NHE3 was unchanged. Conclusion: In contrast to
current belief, lack of slc4a10 seems not be the only cause for decreased brain ventricle volume
in slc4a10-knockout mice and similarly, lack of AQP1 may not be the only cause for decreased
proximal tubule reabsorption in AQP1-knockout mice. More investigations are needed to de-
termine whether AQP1 is more important in cell volume regulation than transport in choroid
plexus and proximal tubules.

5.2.6 Boedtkjer E et al. Membrane acid-base transport in endothelial cells ... S02-6 [4106]

Membrane acid-base transport in endothelial cells: molecular mechanisms and implica-
tions for artery function

BOEDTKJER E, PRAETORIUS J, MATCHKOV V, STANKEVICIUS E, DAMKIER H,
FÜCHTBAUER E, AALKJÆR C

Department of Physiology and Biophysics, Aarhus University. Ole Worms Allé 6, building 1180, DK-
8000 Aarhus C, Denmark; Email: eb@fi.au.dk

Aims: We studied membrane acid-base transport in endothelial cells of mouse resistance arter-
ies. Particularly, we investigated the role of Na+,HCO3

−-cotransporter NBCn1 and Na+/H+-
exchanger NHE1 for resistance artery function and blood pressure regulation. Methods: The
function of isolated arteries was assessed using myography combined with fluorescence mi-
croscopy and NO-sensitive electrodes. Protein expression was investigated using Western blot
analyses, immunofluorescence imaging and immunogold electron microscopy. Blood pressure
effects were studied using radiotelemetry or tail-cuff measurements. Results: Knockout of
NBCn1 acidified mesenteric artery endothelial cells and abolished all endothelial Na+,HCO3

−-
cotransport. Arteries from NBCn1 knockout mice displayed reduced NO-mediated relaxations
and a smaller increase in intraluminal [NO] upon stimulation with acetylcholine. The reduced
relaxation persisted after superoxide-scavenging. No change in endothelial NO-synthase ex-
pression was seen. NBCn1 knockout mice were mildly hypertensive (∼9 mmHg) at rest and
showed an attenuated blood pressure increase to NO-synthase inhibition. Knockout of NHE1
abolished all endothelial Na+/H+-exchange and caused endothelial acidification in the absence
of CO2/HCO3

−. Under these conditions, arteries from NHE1 knockout mice showed reduced
NO-mediated vasorelaxation. Dilation to the NO-donor S-nitroso-N-acetylpenicillamine and
the acetylcholine-induced endothelial Ca2+-increase were unaffected by NBCn1 and NHE1
knockout. Conclusion: We show that endothelial intracellular pH regulation depends on mem-
brane acid-base transport mediated by NBCn1 and NHE1. Endothelial acidification inhibits
NO-mediated vasorelaxation of resistance arteries with implications for blood pressure regula-
tion.
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5.3 S03 - Sleep: Development, Circuits and Function

5.3.1 Siegel J Day vs. night work, pursuit of pleasure vs. avoidance of pain ... S03-1 [4146]

Day vs. night work, pursuit of pleasure vs. avoidance of pain: highly specific role of
hypocretin in arousal regulation

SIEGEL J

UCLA, USA; Email: karlk@hr.is

The loss of the neurotransmitter hypocretin (also called orexin) is responsible for human nar-
colepsy. It has been speculated that this hypothalamic peptide is the master coordinator of
arousal. However, our recent work in mice and rats reveals a much more selective role. We
find that Hcrt knockout (KO) mice are unable to remain awake and equally impaired when their
task is to work for food or water reward during the light (normal sleep) phase. However, they
are unimpaired relative to wild type (WT) when working for reward during the dark phase or
when working to avoid shock in the light or dark phases. In WT, activity of Hcrt neurons, as
indicated by the expression of Fos in Hcrt neurons, occurs only in the light phase when working
for positive reinforcement. Fos is not expressed when unearned rewards are presented, when
working to avoid negative reinforcement, or when given unavoidable shock, conditions that
elicit maximal EEG arousal. Fos is not expressed in the light phase when light is removed.
These findings may indicate the substrate for a prior report that narcoleptics do not show the
arousal response to light seen in normals or patients with hypersomnia or depression. This is
the first demonstration of such specificity of arousal system function and has implications for
understanding the motivational and circadian consequences of arousal system dysfunction.

5.3.2 Luppi P-H Hypothalamic and brainstem GABAergic neurons controlling ... S03-2 [4111]

Hypothalamic and brainstem GABAergic neurons controlling paradoxical (REM) sleep

LUPPI P-H

Team ”Physiopathology of the neuronal network of the sleep-waking cycle” of the centre of Neuroscience
of Lyon UMR 5292 CNRS/U1028 INSERM Faculté de Médecine Laënnec, 7, Rue Guillaume Paradin
69372, LYON, cedex 08, FRANCE; Email: luppi@sommeil.univ-lyon1.fr

Since the discovery of rapid eye movement (REM) sleep (also known as paradoxical sleep; PS),
it is accepted that sleep is an active process. PS is characterized by EEG rhythmic activity re-
sembling that of waking with a disappearance of muscle tone and the occurrence of REMs, in
contrast to slow-wave sleep (SWS, also known as non-REM sleep) identified by the presence of
delta waves. I will describe an updated integrated model of the mechanisms responsible for the
onset and maintenance of PS. This model introduces the notion that the entrance and exit of PS
are induced by different mechanisms. I will hypothesize that the entrance from SWS to PS is
due to the intrinsic activation of PS-on GABAergic neurons localized in the lateral hypothala-
mus, the ventrolateral periaqueductal gray and the dorsal paragigantocellular reticular nucleus.
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These populations of neurons would inhibit during PS all waking systems and a population
of PS-off GABAergic neurons localized at the border between the ventrolateral periaqueductal
gray and the mesencephalic reticular formation. This population of PS-off GABAergic neurons
tonically inhibits during waking and SWS the glutamatergic neurons triggering the state of PS
localized in the pontine sublaterodorsal tegmental nucleus (SLD). The exit from PS would be
induced by the inhibition of the PS-on GABAergic neurons by waking systems such as the pon-
tine and medullary noradrenergic neurons and the hypothalamic hypocretin neurons.

5.3.3 Porkka-Heiskanen T What regulates slow wave sleep? ... S03-3 [4147]

What regulates slow wave sleep?

PORKKA-HEISKANEN T

University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland; Email: karlk@hr.is

Regulation of sleep and its homeostasis has been modeled from EEG data from many species
and formulated as the two process model of sleep regulation. The model shows how factor c,
the circadian regulation, is responsible for the timing of sleep and how process s, the homeo-
static regulation, is responsible for the duration and intensity of sleep. The model accurately
predicts the duration of sleep not only in humans but also in other mammalian species. A lot
of research has been dedicated to finding the molecular correlates of sleep homeostasis. The
basic concept for a sleep/sleep homeostasis regulating factor has been that it accumulates dur-
ing waking and is able to induce sleep. Often the increase of the molecule has been related
to increased neuronal activity and or/energy depletion during prolonged wakefulness. Several
molecules in different parts of the brain show increases during prolonged wakefulness and re-
turn to base line levels during recovery sleep, indicating that they may be involved in regulation
of sleep homeostasis. Adenosine, nitric oxide (NO), prostaglandins and cytokines are among
these molecules and clearly regulate at least some aspects of sleep/sleep homeostasis. Recent
research has evidenced that neuronal activity during wakefulness is able to regulate the amount
of slow wave sleep during the next sleep period, indicating that not only the duration but also
the quality of wakefulness regulates sleep.

5.3.4 Grönli J Lifetime consequences of maternal separation ... S03-4 [4056]

Lifetime consequences of maternal separation - behavior, sleep, circadian rhythms and
brain activity

GRØNLI J

Dept. of Biological and Medical Psychology, University of Bergen, Norway and Norwegian Competence
Center for Sleep Disorders, Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen, Norway; Email: janne.gronli@uib.no

Negative childhood experiences, such as abuse, neglect or loss of a parent, may bring a life-long
burden of behavioural and pathophysiological problems. The risk for sleep disturbances and
later emotional problems are widespread and prevalent. For many species the environment in
which they develop is of a crucial importance for how they develop, the brain especially. Nega-
tive and stressful maternal regulatory input can induce long- term alterations in behavioural and
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neurobiological systems. In rats, maternal separation was combined with challenges to daily,
uncontrollable mild stressors for 4 weeks as adults. Pups were separated daily from the dam
during the postnatal days 2-14 for either180min (long maternal separation; LMS), 10min (brief
maternal separation; BMS) or undisturbed (non-handled; NH). N=20 in all groups. As adults,
they were further subdivided into 4 weeks of chronic mild stress (CMS) or control condition.
Prior to CMS exposure, 8 LMS-CMS and 7 BMS-CMS animals were implanted with a subcuta-
neous telemetric device for EEG, EMG and peripheral body temperature measurements. LMS
induces reduced body weight and lower brain activity (EEG power density) during wakefulness,
slow-wave-sleep and REM sleep, an effect potentiated by CMS. LMS offspring showed also a
vulnerability to later life challenges with reduced body weight gain, increased plasma corticos-
terone, reduced preference for sucrose (anhedonia-like measurement in rodents), lower body
temperature, increased total sleep time, and REM sleep changes. BMS offspring seem more
robust to handle chronic stressors as adults. Normal bodyweight gain, no change in plasma cor-
ticosterone, preference for sucrose or sleep, only transient changes of body temperature were
found after CMS. Non-handled offspring seem also vulnerable to later life stress. An increased
plasma corticosterone and less preference for sucrose were found. Long maternal separation
results in lower brain activity and a weakness to handle later life challenges.

5.3.5 Karlsson K Spontaneous neural activity of the anterodorsal lobe ... S03-5 [4029]

Spontaneous neural activity of the anterodorsal lobe and entopeduncular nucleus in adult
zebrafish: a putative zebrafish homologue of hippocampal sharp waves

KARLSSON K

Reykjavik University, Department of Biomedical Engineering, Reykjavik, Iceland; Email: karlsson@ru.is

In the lecture, first, mammalian sleep-related spontaneous neural events will be discussed. Sec-
ond, sleep in zebrafish, and zebrafish neuroanatomy, will be briefly reviewed and, third, the
presence of spontaneous neural activity in zebrafish is described. It is suggested t hat this ac-
tivity is the zebrafish homologue of hippocampal sharp waves. Spontaneous neural activity is
argued to be instrumental in the formation and maintenance of neural circuits. In mammals,
spontaneous activity is observed in the spinal cord, brainstem, diencephalon, and neocortex, but
has been most extensively studied in the hippocampus and is prominent during slow-wave sleep.
Using whole-brain in vitro recordings the presence of spontaneous activity in the zebrafish te-
lenchephalon is established. Only two areas exhibit spontaneous activity: The entopeduncular
nucleus (EN) and (more prominently) the anterodorsal lobe (ADL). Interestingly, the ADL is
part of the lateral telencephalic pallium, an area hypothesized to be functionally equivalent to
the mammalian hippocampus. The EN, however, has been hypothesized to be equivalent to the
mammalian basal ganglia. The spontaneous activity is GABA modulated and sensitive to gluta-
mate and chloride transporter antagonists and is abolished by sodium pump blockers; moreover,
the spontaneous activity is a slow (approximately 100 ms) multiband event that is characterized
by an embedded fast ripple (approximately 200 Hz). Thus, the spontaneous activity shares neu-
roanatomical and physiological features with hippocampal sharp waves in rodents. We suggest
that this activity is homologous to hippocampal sharp waves and is important for the formation
and maintenance of neural circuits in zebrafish; moreover, we argue that applying techniques
unique to the fish may open novel routes to understand the function of spontaneous activity.
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5.4 S04 - Aquaporins in Health and Disease

5.4.1 Gunnarson E Role for astrocytes and aquaporins in brain ... S04-1 [4077]

Role for astrocytes and aquaporins in brain water homeostasis

GUNNARSON E

Karolinska Institutet, Dept. of Women’s and Children’s Health, Q2:09 Pediatric research lab, Astrid
Lindgren Children’s Hospital, 17176 Stockholm, Sweden; Email: eli.gunnarson@ki.se

A well controlled brain water homeostasis is critical for normal brain function. In a macroscopic
perspective the production and absorption of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) needs to be in balance.
On the microscopic level the regulation of water transport between cellular compartments and
extracellular space is of utmost importance for cell volume regulation and optimal synaptic ac-
tivity. Perturbations in water and ion homeostasis accompany brain injuries and are probably
involved in several brain pathologies. Astrocytes are key players in maintaining brain water
homeostasis as well as in metabolism. In the brain astrocytes express aquaporin 4 (AQP4). As-
trocyte AQP4 water permeability can be dynamically regulated by endogenous and exogenous
factors. AQP4 is thought to facilitate the critical astrocyte function of potassium homeostasis
and is involved in pathological disorders such as brain edema. AQP1 is expressed in choroid
plexus and is involved in CSF production. Reports on the expression and functional role of
other aquaporins have been conflicting. The role of astrocytes and aquaporins in brain water
and ion homeostasis will be discussed, including recent findings on functional and molecular
interactions of AQP4 from our group.

5.4.2 Rutkovskiy A Cardiac aquaporins 1 and -4: localization ... S04-2 [4113]

Cardiac aquaporins 1 and -4: localization, regulation and function

RUTKOVSKIY A

Institute of Clinical Medicine, Oslo University Hospital – Ullevål; Department of Physiology, Institute
of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Oslo, Norway; Email: dunnay@mail.ru

Discovery of aquaporins nearly 30 years ago has substantially broadened our understanding of
cellular water transport. Aquaporins are expresed in the majority of tissues where filtration and
separation of fluids takes place. Aquaporins have been extensively studied in the brain, kidney,
eyes and other organs, but cardiac aquaporins have not been brought into focus yet. Cardiac
aquaporins may potentially influence formation and resolution of tissue edema which is an inte-
gral part of ischemic damage. We studied expression of AQP1 and -4 in the mouse and human
heart. AQP1 was found expressed exclusively in endothelial cells, both on basal and apical
membranes, and in submembrane domain – in caveolae. AQP4, conversely, was found only
in cardiomyocytes. Both proteins were uniformly distributed over the cell membranes. Both
aquaporins were downregulated on mRNA and protein levels by acute myocardial ischemia and
chronic exposure to normobaric hypoxia. At the same time, plasma hyperosmolarity regulated
them differentially. AQP1 expression was induced, while AQP4 was inhibited. AQP4 ablation
was found to decrease cardiac ischemic injury both in the model of isolated heart perfusion and
induced infarction in vivo. The effect may partially be explained by a minor reduction in my-
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ocardial water accumulation, however, survival cell signaling pathways may also be involved.
Conclusion: AQP1 and -4 have different cellular localization in the heart. Their expression ap-
pears to decrease during ischemia and hypoxia and changes in opposite directions in response to
hyperosmolarity. AQP4 contributes to myocardial ischemic injury, however, the precise mech-
anisms are still unclear.

5.4.3 Nielsen S Aquaporins and aquaglyceroporins in water balance regulation ... S04-3 [-]

Aquaporins and aquaglyceroporins in water balance regulation and metabolism

NIELSEN A

Abstract missing

5.4.4 Pohl P Routes of epithelial water flow: aquaporins ... S04-4 [4136]

Routes of epithelial water flow: aquaporins versus cotransporters

POHL P

Institut für Biophysik, Johanes Kepler Universität, 4040 Linz, Austria; Email: peter.pohl@jku.at

Aims: The pathways taken by water through epithelia are not well understood. According to
the ”molecular water pumping” hypothesis, water transport is not due to osmosis. It occurs
when a cotransporter (e.g. the potassium-chloride-cotransporter, KCC1, or the sodium-glucose
cotransporter, SGLT1) picks up water molecules from one side of the membrane and a confor-
mational change releases them to the other side. An alternative hypothesis envisions that water
passively follows the substrate through water channels. To distinguish between both hypotheses
we monitored water permeability Pf of epithelial monolayers. Local osmosis requires high Pf
values. In contrast, efficient water pumping against an osmotic gradient calls for rather low
Pf values. Methods: We derived the osmotic water flux across a single copy of SGLT1 from
spatially resolved fluorescence correlation spectroscopy measurements of (i) SGLT1 concen-
tration in the membrane of stably transfected MDCK cells grown on a permeable support and
(ii) the dilution of an aqueous reporter dye in the immediate vicinity of the epithelial mono-
layer. Results: SGLT1 and aquaporin-1 have equally high single water channel permeabilities.
In contrast, renal KCC1 does not allow osmotic water transport. However, the neighbouring
aquaporin-2 ensures a rather high Pf of inner medulla collecting duct (when stimulated with
vasopressin). Inhibition of KCC1 reduced Pf of primary cultured cell monolayers by roughly
1/3. The inhibitory effect of furosemid or DIOA on Pf was reversed by the K+-H+ exchanger
nigericin indicating that KCC1 affects water transport solely by K+ extrusion. Conclusion:
Neither SGLT1 nor KCC1 perform secondary active water transport. Instead, solute and tran-
scellular solvent transport must be osmotically coupled.
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5.5 S05 - Renal Physiology, new Perspectives on Renal Function

5.5.1 Haraldsson B Glomerular handling of albumin ... S05-1 [4030]

Glomerular handling of albumin

HARALDSSON B

Inst. of medicine, Nephrology, Univ. of Gothenburg, Sweden; Email: borje.haraldsson@gu.se

Aims: To present our current understanding of one of Nature’s intricate mysteries – the proper-
ties of the glomerular membrane. In recent years, there has been a debate regarding the prop-
erties of the glomerular barrier. Most researchers have found data consistent with the classical
view of a negatively charged barrier reducing the albumin concentration across the filter by four
orders of magnitude . However, an alternative view has been proposed, the albumin retrieval
hypothesis, according to which the glomerular capillary has similar properties at that of skeletal
muscle. Proteinuria would then be a consequence of tubular, not glomerular, disorder. Today,
this debate has been settled. Thus, evidence based on molecular biology, physiological mea-
surements, theoretical modeling, as well as intravital microscopy clearly show that the barrier
is highly permselective. Our knowledge of the podocyte has increased tremendously, but the
glomerular basement (GBM) is also important for the properties of the barrier. The endothelium
has been neglected until recently, but is know attracting substantial interest. In particular, the
endothelial surface layer (ESL, or ’glycocalyx’) probably plays an important role in restricting
large molecules, such as albumin, from entering the GBM. More molecular and physiological
details of the ESL and the glomerular barrier will be discussed during the talk. Conclusion: The
normal glomerular barrier requires intact endothelium, basement membrane and podocytes and
defects in any of these layer result in proteinuria. The normal barrier restricts solutes dependent
on their size, charge and shape in qualitative agreement with the classical view.

5.5.2 Tenstad O et al. Positron Emission Tomography (PET) imaging of ... S05-2 [4134]

Positron Emission Tomography (PET) imaging of single kidney glomerular filtration rate

TENSTAD O, ADAMSEN TCH, BRØNSTAD A, NÆSS B, ABELL GE, TAXT T

Department of Biomedicine, University of Bergen, Norway; Email: olav.tenstad@biomed.uib.no

Chronic kidney disease, i.e. a progressive and irreversible decline in glomerular filtration rate
(GFR), is a major socio-economic, medical and scientific challenge. Correct and timely mea-
surements of GFR in risk groups like patients with diabetes mellitus and hypertension seem
therefore essential in order to prevent an epidemic increase in end stage renal failure and need
for renal replacement therapy. Unfortunately, there are presently no satisfactory non-invasive
methods to measure GFR. Plasma creatinine is far too insensitive and urinary clearance mea-
surement of a GFR marker like inulin or creatinine is troublesome, time consuming and does not
provide information of single kidney function. Isotop renography and SPECT suffers from low
resolution and exposure of relatively large amount of radioactive materials. We have therefore
developed new probes for molecular imaging of renal function using PET that is highly spe-
cific for filtering nephrons. Since the GFR-marker accumulates quantitatively and exclusively
in filtering nephrons close to their parent glomeruli, the dose can be reduced by two orders of
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magnitudes as compared to conventional tracers used in nuclear medicine. Furthermore, po-
tential side effects are minimized by utilizing endogenous substances already present in human
body fluids. Proof of concept in 10 anaesthetized farm pigs with different unilateral perturba-
tions of renal function will be presented and the potential clinical and scientific value of the new
technology will be discussed.

5.5.3 Skøtt O et al. Plasmin activation of ENaC in nephrotic syndrome ... S05-3 [4151]

Plasmin activation of ENaC in nephrotic syndrome

SVENNINGSEN P, FRIIS UG, BISTRUP C, BUHL KB, JENSEN BL, SKØTT O

Dept Cardiovascular and Renal Research, Univ. Southern Denmark, Odense, Denmark
Email: psvenningsen@health.sdu.dk

We aimed to identify possible mechanisms by which renal sodium retention could be acti-
vated during proteinuria. By using single cell patch clamp technique we found, surprisingly,
that urine from the rat Puromycin Aminonucleoside model of Nephrotic syndromel and from
nephrotic patients activate the epithelial sodium channel (ENaC) in model systems – mainly
mouse collecting duct M1 cells. The activation depended on a serine protease activity, which
was identified by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry to be plasmin. Consistent with this, purified
plasmin activated ENaC currents, and inhibitors of plasmin abolished urinary protease activity
and the ability of nephrotic urine to activate ENaC. The activation by plasmin involved cleavage
of an inhibitory peptide from the ENaC gamma subunit ectodomain. Plasmin was found to bind
to the surface of the M-1 cells, in a way which depended on the presence of a GPI-anchored pro-
tein, which was identified by plasmin biotin-label transfer to be the channel-activating protease
prostasin. Removal of GPI-anchored proteins led to inhibition of the ability of low concentra-
tions of plasmin (1-4 µg/ml ) to stimulate ENaC activity. At higher concentrations activation of
ENaC did not depend on GPI-anchored proteins. Consistent with this, knockdown of prostasin
blocked plasmin-stimulated ENaC activity. In nephrotic urine plasmin was likely to be con-
verted from filtered plasminogen by tubular urokinase-type plasminogen activator (uPA). Thus,
the uPA-inhbitor amiloride blocked production of plasmin in nephrotic rat urine in vivo. In
conclusion, a defective glomerular filtration barrier allows passage of proteolytic enzymes that
activate ENaC directly, or indirectly. This mechanism provides a simple coupling between pro-
teinuria and sodium retention, and is currently under investigation in proteinuric patient groups.

5.5.4 Karpman D Complement activation in renal disease ... S05-4 [4036]

Complement activation in renal disease

KARPMAN D

Department of Pediatrics, Clinical Sciences Lund, Lund University, Lund, Sweden
Email: diana.karpman@med.lu.se

Kidney disease is often accompanied by activation of the complement system leading to com-
plement deposition in the kidney. Activation may occur through the classical, lectin and/or
alternative pathways and complement deposition may be demonstrated in acute and chronic
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renal diseases such as post-streptococcal glomerulonephritis, acute graft rejection, membra-
noproliferative glomerulonephritis, systemic lupus erythematosis, IgA nephropathy, thrombotic
microangiopathies and vasculitides. The complement cascade results in release of proteins and
peptides that promote opsonisation, inflammation, chemotaxis and anaphylaxis. All pathways
ultimately result in formation of the terminal complement pathway and the membrane attack
complex (C5b-9) leading to pore formation in the cell membrane and cytolysis. Regardless
of the initiating event all pathways may undergo amplification via the alternative pathway’s
amplification loop. Between the fenestrated glomerular endothelium and the podocytes is the
glomerular basement membrane (GBM) that functions as a filtration barrier between the circu-
lation and the urinary space. The GBM is devoid of cell-bound complement regulators and thus
dependent on soluble regulators. When soluble regulators are dysfunctional, due to mutations
or neutralizing antibodies, complement will deposit in the kidney. This may explain why com-
plement deposits in the kidney and why certain complement-mediated renal diseases recur after
transplant. Systemic complement activation may also contribute to prothrombotic mechanisms
occurring in certain kidney diseases.

5.6 S06 - Calcium Homeostasis in Contractile Cells

5.6.1 Smith G The spatio-temporal nature of intracellular calcium signals ... S06-1 [4112]

The spatio-temporal nature of intracellular calcium signals

SMITH G

Institute of Cardiovascular and Medical Sciences University of Glasgow, Glasgow, UK
Email: godfrey.smith@glasgow.ac.uk

Spontaneous release of Ca2+ from the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) of cardiac cells and the
subsequent intracellular Ca2+ 2+ fluxes associated with Ca2+ waves measured in rabbit ven-
tricular myocytes both in terms of cytoplasmic and intra-SR Ca2+ on the basis of fluorescence
measurements using confocal fluorescence microscopy. The role of with Ca2+ waves in terms
of promoting cellular with Ca2+ efflux will be also be discussed including the modulation of
this efflux by calcium/calmodulin dependent protein (CaM) kinase. The relationship between
Ca2+ waves and the underlying Ca2+ spark event will also be described along with the recent
evidence that non-spark Ca2+ release is an important for Ca2+ wave initiation and propagation.
Ca2+ sparks arise from regular arrays of clusters of ryanodine receptors while the non-spark SR
Ca release may arise from ”rogue” ryanodine receptors that represent a novel target for anti-
arrhythmic therapy.
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5.6.2 Tavi P et al. Calsequestrin expression and calcium handling ... S06-2 [4035]

Calsequestrin expression and calcium handling in mitochondrial cardiomyopathy

HÄNNINEN SL, TAVI P

Department of Biotechnology and Molecular Medicine, A.I. Virtanen Institute for Molecular Sciences,
University of Eastern Finland, P.O. Box 1627, FI-70211 Kuopio, Finland; Email: pasi.tavi@uef.fi

Aims: Mitochondrial cardiomyopathy is associated with deleterious remodeling of cardiomy-
ocyte Ca2+ signalling partly due to suppressed expression of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR)
Ca2+-buffer calsequestrin (CASQ2). This study aimed to determine if CASQ2 downregula-
tion is directly caused by impaired mitochondrial function. Methods and results: Mitochon-
drial stress was induced in cultured neonatal rat cardiomyocytes by means of the mitochon-
drial uncoupler FCCP. Mitochondrial stress led to concentration-dependent downregulation of
calsequestrin (CASQ2) expression, increased production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and
changes in the Ca2+ signals of the cardiomyocytes, accompanied by reduction in SR Ca2+ con-
tent and amplitude and duration of Ca2+ sparks. Caspase 3, p38 and p53 inhibitors had no effect
on FCCP-induced CASQ2 downregulation; however, it was attenuated by the ROS scavenger
N-acetylcysteine (NAC). Importantly, NAC not only decreased FCCP-induced ROS, but it also
restored the Ca2+ signals, SR Ca2+ content and Ca2+ spark properties to control levels. Fur-
thermore, CASQ2 promoter – luciferase construct and the endogenous CASQ2 gene responded
similarly to mitochondrial uncoupling and NAC. Conclusion: Mitochondrial uncoupling re-
sults in fast transcriptional changes in CASQ2 expression that manifest as compromised Ca2+

signalling, and these changes can be prevented by ROS scavengers. As impaired mitochondrial
function has been implicated in several cardiac pathologies and well as in normal ageing, the
mechanisms described here might be involved in a wide spectrum of cardiac conditions.

5.6.3 Westerblad H et al. Calcium handling in diabetes ... S06-3 [4083]

Calcium handling in diabetes

WESTERBLAD H, LANNER J

Department of Physiology and Pharmacology, Karolinska Institutet, 171 77 Stockholm, Sweden
Email: hakan.westerblad@ki.se

In addition to being the critical signal determining muscle contraction, Ca2+ has many other im-
portant cellular functions. For instance, our laboratory has shown an important role of Ca2+ in
the insulin-mediated glucose uptake in skeletal muscle cells. Insulin potentiates influx of Ca2+

via non-selective cation channels (TRPC3 channels) in both skeletal and cardiac muscle cells.
Inhibition of this Ca2+ influx results in decreased insulin-mediated glucose uptake in skeletal
muscle, whereas increased influx ha the opposite effect. The insulin-mediated Ca2+ influx is
blunted in both skeletal and cardiac muscle cells of obese, insulin-resistant mice. Moreover,
the cellular Ca2+ response to electrical stimulation, and hence the contractility, is defective in
cardiac muscle cells of obese, insulin resistant mice. The relation between insulin, cellular Ca2+

handling and insulin resistance will be discussed.
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5.6.4 Antoons G Can we prevent cardiac arrhythmias by ... S06-4 [4115]

Can we prevent cardiac arrhythmias by modulating calcium?

ANTOONS G

Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, University of Leuven, Belgium
Email: Gudrun.Antoons@med.kuleuven.be

Recent insights in the molecular nature of genetic arrhythmia syndromes, as well as more
common conditions such as heart failure, have demonstrated a link between abnormal calcium
(Ca2+) handling and ventricular arrhythmias. Mechanistically, abnormal Ca2+ can contribute
to arrhythmogenesis by triggering delayed afterdepolarizations, and/or by modulating the du-
ration and time course of the action potential. In both scenarios, the Na/Ca exchanger (NCX)
has a pivotal role, and thus partial NCX block is a potential antiarrhythmic strategy. This is
currently being explored in a number of arrhythmia diseases using a new generation of NCX
blockers with improved potency and selectivity, such as SEA0400. Because the NCX is es-
sential for maintaining proper Ca2+ balance of the cardiac cell, the functional consequences of
NCX block on Ca2+ handling should be carefully considered. We have addressed this by study-
ing Ca2+ handling in heterozygous NCX knockout mice with reduced cardiac NCX expression
and function, and by using pharmacological approaches in large animal models of proarrhyth-
mia. Finally, our newest findings with SEA0400 as an antiarrhythmic agent in a dog model of
triggered arrhythmias related to abnormal repolarization and enhanced NCX activity, will be
presented.

5.6.5 Callø K et al. Restoring calcium transients in failing hearts by ... S06-5 [4018]

Restoring contractility in failing hearts by pharmacological activation of the transient
outward current

CALLOE K, DI DIEGO JM, MOISE NS, ANTZELEVITCH C, OLESEN SP, CORDEIRO JM

Department of Biomedical Sciences 12.5.10, Blegdamsvej 3, University of Copenhagen, Denmark;
Email: kirstine@callo.dk

Aim: To determine the reduction of transient outward current (Ito) in a canine model of tachypacing-
induced HF and assess the ability of the Ito activator NS5806 to recover Ito, phase 1 repolariza-
tion and contractility. Methods: Action potentials (AP) were recorded from coronary-perfused
left ventricular (LV) wedge preparations along with a pseudo-ECG. Ito were recorded in iso-
lated Epi ventricular myocytes and unloaded cell shortening determined using a video edge
detector. Results: APs were recorded from LV Epi of wedges. In HF dogs, phase 1 amplitude
was reduced to 53% of control. Application of NS5806 (10 µM) to HF wedges (3/4 HF wedges)
restored the spike-and-dome morphology of the Epi AP and normalized the ECG. The Ito den-
sity was reduced in Epi moycytes from HF vs. control dogs (11.28±2.5 vs 23.13±2.9 pA/pF,
at +50 mV). Application of NS5806 (10 µM) to HF Epi cells increased Ito (at +50 mV) from
11.28±2.5 to 17.0±2.9 pA/pF (p < 0.05). Using AP voltage-clamp techniques, application of a
control Epi AP waveform with a prominent spike-and-dome morphology resulted in larger ICa
compared to when an HF Epi AP waveform with no spike-and-dome morphology was applied to
the same cell. On average, peak current and total charge were 26±11 and 47±10% (p < 0.05)
larger (n=5), respectively, with a normal Epi vs. HF Epi AP clamp protocol. In addition, the
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magnitude of cell shortening was 19.7±6.8% larger when the control Epi AP waveform was ap-
plied to the cells. Conclusion: Our results indicate that phase 1 repolarization is substantially
reduced in HF dogs due to a reduction in Ito. Application of the Ito agonist NS5806 rescued
Ito and restored the spike-and-dome morphology of the Epi AP. Using AP clamp techniques,
we also show that ICa and unloaded cell shortening are greater when a control Epi waveform is
applied to cells suggesting that both electrical and contractile remodelling encountered during
the development of heart failure can be pharmacologically reversed.

5.6.6 Swift F et al. Keeping the balance between sodium and calcium ... S06-6 [4144]

Keeping the balance between sodium and calcium in cardiac disease

SWIFT F, TOVSRUD T, ARONSEN JM, LOUCH WE, STOKKE MK, ENGER UH,
SJAASTAD I, SEJERSTED OM

Institute for Experimental Medical Research, Oslo University Hospital Ullevål, Oslo, Norway and Center
for Heart Failure Research, University of Oslo, Norway; Email: fredrik.swift@medisin.uio.no

Aims: Cardiac contractility is under the control of intracellular [Ca] which is linked to intra-
cellular [Na] through the Na/Ca-exchanger (NCX). Intracellular [Na] is in turn regulated by
the Na/K-ATPase (NKA). Recent research suggest that important crosstalk between Ca and Na
handling membrane proteins occurs through defined microdomains. We aim to investigate how
these microdomains are altered during cardiac disease. Methods: Ca and Na handling were
studied in cardiomyocytes using fluorescence and microelectrode techniques. Results: The
NKA 2-isoform was observed to be efficiently coupled to NCX by colocalisation in discrete
locations in the t-tubules of rat cardiomyocytes. This coupling involves a shared subsarcolem-
mal microdomain of Na and constitutes an important regulatory mechanism of cardiomyocyte
contractility. In a rat model of heart failure, altered t-tubule network structure and downreg-
ulation of the NKA 2-isoform caused attenuated control of NCX. It has been reported that
NKA and NCX are anchored to an intracellular polypeptide called ankyrin-B. Disruption of
the NKA-ankyrin-B binding using disruptor peptides caused a reduction in NKA current. A
similar reduction was observed in heterozygous ankyrin-B KO mice, indicating that ankyrin-B
is important for NKA regulation. These mice also exhibited increased propensity for Ca waves,
which likely results from increased SR Ca load. However, the increased SR Ca load was not due
to altered microdomain crosstalk between NCX and NKA, but may instead result from a direct
regulatory effect of ankyrin-B on NKA, or through altered global intracellular [Na] and NCX.
Conclusion: Tight regulation of the crosstalk between NKA and NCX plays an important role
in inter-regulation of Na and Ca in cardiac disease.
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5.7 S07 - Gravity and the Cardiovascular System

5.7.1 Smerup M How can a normal-sized heart generate high ... S07-1 [4158]

How can a normal-sized heart generate high blood pressure in the Giraffe?

SMERUP M

Dept. Of Cardiothoracic Surgery, Aarhus University Hospital, Skejby, and Cardiothoracic Clinic RT,
Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen, and the DaGiR-group; Email: morten.smerup@ki.au.dk

To secure cerebral perfusion, the giraffe heart generates a blood pressure that is twice as high
as other mammals. Myocardial wall stress is normalized by a pronounced thickening of the left
ventricular wall of the giraffe as compared to other species. However, since the relative heart
mass of giraffes is similar to that of other mammals (0.6% of body mass), we hypothesized
that the giraffe heart exhibits smaller left ventricular end-diastolic volumes. In α-chloralose
anaesthetized giraffes we determined a cardiac output and a stroke volume that are consider-
ably lower than similar-sized mammals (500 kg). By means of intravascular echocardiography,
we measured typical mammalian ejection fractions and normal myocardial function, but low
end-diastolic and end-systolic volumes. The ability of the giraffe heart to generate high pres-
sures, therefore, seems to reside in a decreased ventricular radius and a thickened left ventricular
wall that normalizes wall stress. As such, the myocardial adaptation to the high afterload with
increased blood pressure entails a reduction in stroke volume that may render giraffes unable of
sustaining a high cardiac output.

5.7.2 Aalkjær C et al. Structure of blood vessels that experience ... S07-2 [4067]

Structure of blood vessels that experience the highest blood pressures in the world

AALKJÆR C, ANDRESEN J, BAANDRUP U, BERTELSEN M, BROEGGER T,
BROENDUM E, GROENDAHL C, HASENKAM M, HOERLYCK A, OESTERGAARD K,
PETERSEN KK, SKOVGAARD N, TELINIUS N, SECHER N, WANG T

Inst. Physiology and Biophysics, Aarhus University, Denmark; Email: ca@fi.au.dk

Aims: In both human and experimental hypertension the resistance arteries are structurally al-
tered i.e. the media is thickened while the lumen size is reduced. This provides an amplification
of the resistance increase in response to vasoconstriction and may thus be important for the in-
creased resistance seen in most forms of hypertension. The amplified vasoconstrictor response
may also serve though to protect the capillary bed against a high transmural pressure. The vas-
cular structure might also be important in the giraffe, where due to the height of the animal, the
capillary bed in the legs might be exposed to a very high transmural pressure. Methods: To test
this possibility we obtained biopsies of leg muscles and from muscles on lower and upper neck
neck1 and neck2, respectively from six male giraffes (Giraffa camleopardalis). We also used
ultrasound to follow the conduit arteries from the leg and measured the pressure along the leg
arteries. From the biopsies small arteries were dissected and mounted in a myograph. Results:
The normalized diameters of the arteries from the 3 sites did not differ, whereas the media thick-
ness decreased significantly with the height and was leg: 24.7±2.4 µm, neck1: 16.4±1.1 µm
and neck 2: 12.3±0.4 µm. With ultrasound a noradrenaline sensitive sphincter like structure
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was apparent in the main artery at the leg immediately below the elbow. Constriction of this
structure provided a resistance which results in a viscous pressure drop of up till 100 mmHg.
Conclusion: The study strongly suggests that structurale features of both conduit and resistance
arteries play a role in protecting capillaries in the leg against a high transmural pressure.

5.7.3 Seymour R et al. The influence of gravity on heart position and ... S07-3 [4015]

The influence of gravity on heart position and blood pressure regulation

SEYMOUR RS, LILLYWHITE HB, ARNDT JO

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Adelaide, Australia;
Email: roger.seymour@adelaide.edu.au

Changes in orientation in a gravitational field markedly alter the patterns of blood pressure and
flow in animals, especially tall or long ones such as giraffes or snakes. Vertical orientation tends
to reduce blood flow and pressure in the head for two major reasons. First, the increased verti-
cal blood column above the heart creates a gravitational hydrostatic pressure against which the
heart must work. Second, expansion of dependent vessels in the lower extremities causes blood
pooling and reduces return of venous blood to the heart, thereby lowering flow and pressure.
For most animals, it is difficult to separate these two effects, but snakes offer the possibility
of bending the animal in the region of the heart and manipulating the two ends of the body
independently. We studied baroregulatory responses in terrestrial pythons (Liasis fuscus) and
aquatic file snakes (Acrochordus arafurae) by tilting only the front or rear parts and then the
whole animal. Changes in head blood pressure during partial tilts added up to the change during
full tilt. The vertical distance to the head had twice as much influence on head blood pressure
than did blood pooling in the pythons and four times as much in file snakes. This accounts
for the cephalad location of the heart in terrestrial species compared with aquatic ones. A
phylogenetically-informed analysis of relative heart position (the ratio of head-heart distance
to total length) in 154 species of snakes revealed that the heart was relatively close to the head
in climbing species, and relatively closer to the body center in aquatic species, compared to
terrestrial species. Nevertheless, it is important to recognize the absolute head-heart distance,
because gravity affects the absolute vertical blood column, not the relative one. As terrestrial
snakes grow longer, their systemic arterial blood pressure increases and compensates for the
increase in absolute head-heart distance.

5.7.4 Bie P Kidney function and the regulation of blood volume ... S07-4 [4100]

Kidney function and the regulation of blood volume

BIE P

University of Southern Denmark, 21 Winslowparken, 5000 Odense C, Denmark;
Email: pbie@health.sdu.dk

Body fluid regulation includes control of intakes and losses. Homeostasis by excretion is pro-
vided by the kidney. The signaling pathways linking total body sodium to sodium excretion are
ill defined particularly when sodium intakes are high. Two mutually exclusive concepts exist, (i)
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parallel inputs to the kidney through nervous, hormonal, and physical factors, and (ii) one dom-
inating mechanism (’pressure natriuresis’) modulated by said factors. The aim is to evaluate the
background of the two concepts. Methodological considerations are crucial. Like temperature
control and osmoregulation, sodium homeostasis is sensitive to all forms of stress including
anesthesia and must be studied under stress-free conditions. Recently several models, including
trained, conscious animals and human volunteers, have provided new information. Perturba-
tions included chronic baroreceptor deactivation (Thrasher, 2005) and activation (Lohmeier &
Iliescu, 2011) as well as subtle, acute volume expansion (Bie & Damkjaer, 2010). It is now clear
that (i) the assumption of general baroreceptor resetting is invalid (1,2), (ii) chronic barorecep-
tor activation changes sodium balance by non-pressor, non-nervous pathways, and (iii) trivial
volume expansion can drive a robust natriuresis without change in arterial blood pressure (3).
In addition, results of recent studies of giraffes question the importance of renal interstitial hy-
drostatic pressure. When operative, the pressure natriuresis mechanism is dominating; however,
the recent results indicate that key assumptions behind its dominating role are weak. Physiolog-
ical natriuresis seems to be elicited primarily by neurohumoral regulation. References: Bie P &
Damkjaer M: Clin.Exp.Pharm.Physiol. (2010) 37: e34-e42. Lohmeier T & Iliescu R: Hyper-
tension, 2011[DOI:10.1161HYPERTENSIONAHA.108. 119859] Thrasher TN: Am.J.Physiol.
Regul.Integr.Comp.Physiol. (2005) R819-27.

5.7.5 Østergaard KH et al. Left ventricular structure of the giraffe heart ... S07-5 [4055]

Left ventricular structure of the giraffe heart examined by stereological methods

ØSTERGAARD KH, WANG T, NYENGAARD JR, BERTELSEN MF, BRØNDUM ET,
BAANDRUP U

Center for klinisk forskning, Bispensgade 37, 9800 Hjørring, Denmark; Email: kho@hst.aau.dk

Aims: The mean arterial pressure of the giraffe is twice as high as humans and other mam-
mals (Brøndum et al., 2009), but heart mass relative to body mass is similar to other mammals
(Mitchell and Skinner, 2009). To understand how the giraffe heart generates these high pres-
sures, we studied the structure of the left ventricle using stereology. Methods: Tissue was
gathered by systematic uniform random sampling from the hearts of 26 giraffes, including 4
calves (less than six month old), and analysed with a microscope connected to a computer
equipped with newCAST software (Visiopharm, Denmark). Results: The mean volume den-
sity of left ventricular (LV) cardiomyocytes in the adult heart was 0.89 (0.01) (CVtot) and the
total volume was 1053.7 cm3 (0.3). In the immature hearts, these were 0.89 (0.02) and 93.6 cm3

(0.3), respectively. The numerical density of LV cardiomyocyte nuclei was 103.7×103 mm−3

(0.25) in the adult hearts and 487.7×103 mm−3 (0.17) in the calves. Mean number of nuclei
per cardiomyocyte was 3.9 (0.15) and total number of LV cardiomyocytes was 34×109 (0.3).
The volume per myocyte was 31025 µm3. Further the length of the myocytes as well as length
and surface area of the capillaries will be estimated. Conclusion: The numerical density of
myocyte nuclei and number of nuclei per myocyte was significantly larger than other mammals,
but it remains to be shown whether this difference is linked to the high pressure. We are cur-
rently relating physiological in vivo measurements from the same individuals to our structural
findings. References: Brøndum et al (2009). Am J Physiol 297, R1058-1065. Mitchell G. And
Skinner J.D. (2009).Comp. Biochem and Physiol, Part A 154, 523-529.
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5.7.6 Brøndum E et al. How posture affects the cardiovascular system during ... S07-6 [4148]

How posture affects the cardiovascular system during voluntary drinking in giraffes

BRØNDUM E and the DaGIR group

Dept. of Biomedicin, Aarhus University, 8000 Aarhus, Denmark; Email: etb@fi.au.dk

Aim: The giraffe experiences great cardiovascular challenges. When it lowers its head to drink,
arterial pressure at the brain is expected to increase dramatically. This study investigated how
blood pressure is regulated when lowering the head of anaesthetized giraffe. Methods: We
measured pressure by insertion of catheters at the central part of the carotid artery and jugu-
lar vein of 5 anaesthetized spontaneously breathing giraffes, suspended in upright position.
Changes in jugular cross sectional area were visualized by ultrasound (US). Results: When the
giraffes head was lowered below heart level, the central arterial pressure (CAP) decreased from
205±14 mmHg to 139±18 mmHg, and central venous pressure (CVP) fell 2.9±1.2 mmHg. US
images revealed significant increase of the cross section of the cranial part of the jugular veins
from 0.12±0.04 cm2 to 3.16±0.59 cm2, and thus an accumulation of estimated 2.5L of blood.
Conclusion: When the giraffe lowers its head, central blood volume falls and the associated
reduction in cardiac filling lowers CAP by 60 mmHg. This may contribute to protection of the
brain capillaries. When the giraffe lifts the head, the vein collapses and the accumulated blood
is returned to the central circulation, increasing preload. Our study shows that the Starling
mechanism may be involved in protecting the giraffe’s brain when lowering the head.

5.8 S08 - Mechanisms for Spatial Representation in the Grid Cell Net-
work

5.8.1 Stensola H et al. Grid cell modules ... S08-1 [4087]

Grid cell modules

STENSOLA H, STENSOLA T, SOLSTAD T, FRØLAND K, MOSER MB, MOSER EI

Kavli Institute for Systems Neuroscience, Olav Kyrres gt 9, 7489 Trondheim, Norway
Email: hanne.stensland@ntnu.no

Aims: The aim of this study was to determine whether grid cells on a population level dis-
play step-like or continuous increments in spatial frequency within animals. We also wanted to
know whether grid cells in different mediolateral or dorsoventral locations associate with dis-
tinct or identical orientations. Methods: In contrast to previous reports, we recorded grid cells
in several locations simultaneously using a high density recording setup with 12 independently
movable tetrodes. This allowed us to record grid cells over a large portion of the parahippocam-
pal area concurrently. In addition, we sampled grid cells of increasing spatial frequency using a
continuous dorsoventral recording technique involving 4 tetrodes advanced parallel to the grid
cell layers. Results: Within animals grid cells express step-like, not continuous, spatial fre-
quencies. Grid orientation is similar at different mediolateral and dorsoventral sites of the grid
cell area. However, systematic axis-specific differences in orientation and inter-node distance
which introduce ellipticity to the grid occur across spatial frequency-defined populations of grid
cells. These populations display distinct responses to environmental manipulations suggesting
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functionally segregated modules of grid cells. Conclusions: Grid cells are modularly organized
which is manifested in grid spatial frequency, orientation and response to environmental manip-
ulation.

5.8.2 Barry C et al. Grid cell firing patterns expand in a novel environment ... S08-2 [4156]

Grid cell firing patterns expand in a novel environment

BARRY C, O’KEEFE J, BURGESS N

Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience, UCL, London, UK; Email: caswell.barry@ucl.ac.uk

An animal’s spatial location within its environment is represented by place (O’Keefe & Dostro-
vsky, 1971) and grid cells (Hafting et al., 2005) in the hippocampal formation (HF). The HF
also plays a major role in detecting environmental novelty, a function designed to create new
representations or update old ones. Exploration of novel environments leads to the formation
of new spatial representations (”remapping”) (Muller & Kubie, 1987), which are long-lasting
and depend on NMDA receptors. A key question concerns the mechanisms by which novelty is
detected and how HF spatial representations are created or modified. Here we show that envi-
ronmental novelty causes expansion of the spatial firing patterns of grid cells and a concomitant
reduction in their spatial regularity and in the frequency of the theta-band modulation of their
firing rate. This latter change is consistent with the oscillatory interference model of grid cell
firing (Burgess et al., 2007). Grid scale and regularity change back towards their canonical val-
ues as the environment becomes familiar over subsequent days of experience. Novelty-induced
grid expansion would produce a major mismatch with other spatial inputs (e.g. boundary-related
cells, which do not remap (Solstad et al., 2008)) potentially driving place cell remapping. Fur-
thermore the scale expansion questions the widely-assumed role of grid cells in providing a
fixed metric for navigation in all environments.

BURGESS, N., BARRY, C., & O’KEEFE, J. Hippocampus 17[9], 801-812. 2007.
HAFTING, T., FYHN, M., MOSER, M., & MOSER, E.I. Nature 436, 801-806. 2005.
MULLER, R.U. & KUBIE, J.L. The Journal of Neuroscience 7[7], 1951-1968. 1987.
O’KEEFE, J. & DOSTROVSKY, J. Brain Research 34, 171-175. 1971.
SOLSTAD, T., BOCCARA, C.N., KROPFF, E., MOSER, M.B., & MOSER, E.I. (2008). Science 322, 186 5-1868.

5.8.3 Hausser M Dendritic computation ... S08-3

Dendritic computation

HAUSSER M

Abstract missing
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5.8.4 Giocomo L The topographical organization of spatial representation ... S08-4 [4149]

The topographical organization of spatial representation in entorhinal cortex

GIOCOMO LM

Kavli Institute for Systems Neuroscience and Centre for the Biology of Memory Medical Technical
Research Centre Postboks 8905 7491 Trondheim; Email: giocomo@gmail.com

Grid cells in medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) fire in spatially specific locations in a repeating
hexagonal grid, with smaller spacing between grid fields for neurons in more dorsal anatom-
ical locations and larger spacing between grid fields for neurons in more ventral anatomical
locations (Hafting et al., 2005; Sargolini et al., 2006). Single cell recordings using whole-cell
patch clamp techniques demonstrated a correlation between intrinsic properties dependent on
the hyperpolarization activated cation current (Ih) and the topographical organization of grid
cell field spacing along the dorsal-ventral axis of MEC (Giocomo et al., 2007; Giocomo & Has-
selmo, 2008). In slice recordings, knockout of the HCN1 subunit which conducts Ih reduces the
dorsal-ventral gradients in intrinsic properties (Giocomo & Hasselmo, 2009). To directly test
the role of Ih and intrinsic properties in determining the properties of the grid cell field spacing
topography along the dorsal-ventral axis in vivo, we recorded grid cells along the dorsal-ventral
axis of layer II/III MEC in forebrain restricted HCN1 knockout mice and matched wild type
littermates. We found a significant increase in grid cell field spacing in HCN1 knockout mice
as well as complementary changes in the intrinsic firing properties of grid cells.

5.9 S09 - Evolution’s Solution to Problems we Have not Solved:
Cardiovascular & Respiratory Adaptations in Non-Human
Vertebrates

5.9.1 Axelsson M Cardiovascular adaptations of fishes in extreme thermal ... S09-1 [4072]

Cardiovascular adaptations of fishes in extreme thermal environments

AXELSSON M

University of Gothenburg, Department of Zoology, Medicinaregatan 18, SE-413 90 Gothenburg,
Sweden; Email: m.axelsson@zool.gu.se

This presentation will be focused on fish species living in the polar regions. The two regions
differ in both the tectonic history and the fish fauna composition. The fish fauna around the
Antarctic continent was isolated by the opening of Drake Passage and is today represented by
313 species representing only around 1% of the known fish species. The composition of the
Antarctic fish fauna today is unique and dominated by endemic perciform notothenioids with a
monophyletic background. In contrast, the dominant fish fauna of the Arctic are polyphyletic
and include functionally diverse gadids, cottids, salmonids, pleuronectids, and chondrichthyans
which have representatives with wide latitudinal distribution. Both polar regions shows ex-
tremely low water temperature during the winter months but in the Arctic a larger variation in
temperature is seen during the summer with temperature reaching up to 9oC. In contrast, many
areas around the Antarctic continent have stable water temperatures below 0oC throughout the
year. A worrying aspects of especially the Arctic regions is the very rapid change in climate due
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to the Arctic amplification, it is estimated that the speed of change is 3-4 times faster compared
to the global average. Another linked problem is the decrease in pH of the water (ocean acidi-
fication) due to increase in carbon dioxide levels. This leads to a combined stress (temperature
and pH) that might affect the animals more than the either pH or temperature alone. The adap-
tations to the extreme environment and possible consequences of changes in this environment
of both Antarctic and Arctic fish species will be discussed both in terms of consequences on the
individual leveled but also on a higher ecological level.

5.9.2 Folkow L Controlling the flow of heat and oxygen during diving ... S09-2 [4071]

Controlling the flow of heat and oxygen during diving - cardiovascular adaptations of
diving mammals

FOLKOW LP

Department of Arctic and Marine Biology, University of Tromsø, Breivika, NO-9037 Tromsø, Norway;
Email: lars.folkow@uit.no

Some species of seals can perform dives that last for a staggering 2 hrs. To achieve this they
store large amounts of oxygen in a large volume of hemoglobin-rich blood and in myoglobin-
rich skeletal muscles, and economize with these stores through a selective down-regulation of
tissue perfusion and metabolism. Hematocrit values that may approach 75% make their blood
highly viscous, thereby potentially imposing an increased work load on their heart, but the
diving-associated profound bradycardia relieves this burden to the extent that coronary blood
flow may, in fact, drop to only 10% of pre- dive values. Red blood cells (RBC) of seals also have
properties that reduce aggregation/sedimentation and a subsequent additional rise in viscosity,
under the stasis-like conditions that may prevail in their large central venous compartments dur-
ing dives. In situations where a high oxygen-carrying capacity is not needed, such as during
haul-out, hematocrit values drop due to temporary storage of RBC in their large spleen, which
fully dilated may hold 25-30% of all RBC. The diving-induced redistribution of blood serves
the purpose of securing hypoxia-sensitive tissues (primarily the brain) with adequate oxygen
supply, while most other tissues must subsist on locally stored oxygen and/or anaerobiosis, and
apparently also may enter into a hypometabolic state. Despite these measures, arterial oxygen
tension slowly drops and eventually may fall below 15 mmHg. Under such conditions of severe
hypoxemia the integrity of brain tissue seems to be preserved due to the combined effect of a
high capillary density, a blood-borne brain cooling by up to 4oC, a high capacity for anaerobic
metabolism and an unusual organisation of oxidative metabolism between glia and neurons, and
a high inherent neuronal hypoxia tolerance which is based on still poorly understood mecha-
nisms but which seems to involve hypoxia-induced hypometabolism.
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5.9.3 Nilsson GE Vertebrates that can survive without any oxygen ... S09-3 [4038]

Vertebrates that can survive without any oxygen

NILSSON GE

Dept. Molecular Biosciences, University of Oslo, POBox 1041, NO-0316 Oslo, Norway;
Email: g.e.nilsson@imbv.uio.no

In Northern Europe, small shallow lakes and ponds often becomes anoxic for several months.
The only fish that survives in these waters is the crucian carp (Carassius carassius), which is
arguably the most anoxia-tolerant fish species. Among vertebrates, its anoxia tolerance is only
matched by that of some North American freshwater turtles. However, unlike turtles the crucian
carp remains active during anoxia, although at a reduced level. The key adaptation allowing a
continued high level of activity is probably its exotic ability to convert lactate to ethanol. Nev-
ertheless, producing ethanol and releasing it to the water is a wasteful strategy as an energy-rich
hydrocarbon is forever lost. Indeed, when faced with falling oxygen levels, the crucian carp
strives to take up the little oxygen there is in water, thereby avoiding to turn on ethanol pro-
duction as long as possible when faced with falling oxygen levels. Thus, the crucian carp has a
record high hemoglobin oxygen affinity (P50 = 0.8 mmHg at 10oC), and when exposed to hy-
poxia, it has the remarkable ability to remodel it gills to boosts its capacity for oxygen uptake.
In contrast to turtles, which strongly suppress cardiac work in anoxia, the crucian carp main-
tains all this function at normal levels even after several days in anoxia. This suggests that it
needs an active circulatory system for shuttling fuel and removing ethanol. To maintain activity,
also the brain has to remain turned on in anoxia. Still, brain ATP levels and ion homeostasis
are protected. While channel arrest appears to be important for reducing energy use in anoxic
turtle brain, and there is little evidence for reduced neuronal ion permeability in crucian carp.
In crucian carp, elevated levels of the inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA are likely to play a
major role in reducing the energy use, which still allows a relatively high level of activity and
responsiveness.

5.9.4 Wang T Cardio-respiratory responses to high metabolic demands ... S09-4 [4089]

Cardio-respiratory responses to high metabolic demands during digestion

WANG T

Department of Biological Sciences, Zoophysiology, University of Aarhus, DK-8000 Aarhus C
Denmark; Email: tobias.wang@biology.au.dk

Many ectothermic animals easily tolerate several months of fasting, while retaining the ca-
pacity to ingest and digest meals that may amount to half of their own body mass. In these
animals, metabolism is down-regulated during fasting; a response that prolongs survival given
the finite energy resources. The subsequent ingestion is associated with a 3-5 fold increase in
metabolism, and oxygen uptake during digestion may actually exceed maximal oxygen uptake
during exercise in some animals. In these animals, the digestive period, therefore, serves as an
interesting physiological state to study the cardio-respiratory responses to increased demand for
oxygen. In all air-breathing vertebrates pulmonary ventilation does not increase proportional to
metabolism, which causes arterial PCO2 to increase. This relative hypoventilation serves to
maintain arterial pH in spite of the rise in plasma HCO3

− concentration caused by gastric acid
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secretion. In all animals studied, heart rate and blood flows increase substantially during di-
gestion. Part of these responses is caused by lower vagal tone on the heart, but the heart is
also stimulated by novel circulating non-adrenergic-non-cholinergic factors and an increased
histaminergic tone.

5.9.5 Geiseler SJ et al. Rapid neonatal development of myoglobin in hooded ... S09-5 [4080]

Rapid neonatal development of myoglobin in hooded seal pups

GEISELER SJ, BURNS JM, BLIX AS, FOLKOW LP

Department of Arctic and Marine Biology, University of Tromsø, NO-9037 Tromsø, Norway;
Email: geiseler@gmail.com

Adult hooded seals (Cystophora cristata) may dive for ∼1hr and reach depths of 1000 m. To
achieve this they store large amounts of oxygen bound to hemoglobin in the blood and to myo-
globin in their skeletal muscles, and economize with these stores through cardiovascular and
metabolic adjustments during dives. Their pups are born extremely precocial and display a
rapid increase in diving duration and depth shortly after weaning, which takes place after a lac-
tation period of only 3-4 days. Blood oxygen stores are at birth already at the level of adults,
but muscle stores are only at 25% of the adult value. To investigate factors governing the
development of myoglobin, muscle biopsies were collected at intervals from weaned captive
hooded seal pups that were kept in an indoor pool where they could swim and dive (n=4), and
on a snow ledge outdoors without access to water for swimming/diving (n=4), Samples were
obtained from Musculus longissimus dorsi (LD), which is highly active during swimming but
fairly idle when pups are out of water, and from the fore-flipper muscle M. supraspinatus (SSP),
which is only sporadically used both in water and on land. Pool animals showed a rapid initial
rise of myoglobin levels in LD, from 25.5±3.4 mg/g (n=4) to 43.7±6.4 mg/g (n=4) within the
first month, and displayed significantly higher levels than in the non-diving group (F1,35 = 10.9,
p = 0.002). In contrast, myoglobin levels in SSP showed a slower increase and there were
no differences between pool and outdoor animals (F1,34 = 1.034, p = 0.316). These findings
suggest that activity, rather than hypoxia, is the main trigger for the neonatal increase of myo-
globin in seals. We also found that ∼50% of the adult myoglobin level was reached already
during their first month of life. This coincides with the rapid initial increase in dive duration
of free living hooded seal pups, which suggests that the myoglobin level influences their diving
behavior.
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5.10 S10 - The Extracellular Matrix, Kidney & Sodium Balance

5.10.1 Prehm et al. Hyaluronan export through plasma membranes depends on ... S10-1 [4103]

Hyaluronan export through plasma membranes depends on concurrent K+ efflux

HAGENFELD D, SCHULZ T, SCHUMACHER U, PREHM P

Münster University Hospital, Institute of Physiological Chemistry and Pathobiochemistry,
Waldeyerstrasse 15, D-48149 Münster, Germany; Email: prehm@uni-muenster.de

Hyaluronan is synthesized within the cytoplasm and exported through the cell membrane from
fibroblasts by the MRP5 transporter into the extracellular matrix. As hyaluronan is a highly
charged anion, we hypothesized, that its translocation through the cell membrane is dependent
on the membrane potential. Therefore human skin fibroblasts were incubated under different
conditions all decreasing the membrane potential by alternating the K+ membrane potential:
valinomycin served as a K+ transport facilitator through the cell membrane into the cells, while
increasing extracellular KCl concentrations were used to stimulate K+ influx into the cells. In
addition, a variety of K+ export inhibitors were applied to increase K+ concentration within the
cytoplasm. Both membrane potential and hyaluronan export were determined under these dif-
ferent experimental conditions. While hyaluronan export was not correlated with the membrane
potential, it was significantly correlated with the K+ efflux, irrespective of the individual class
of conductive K+ channels involved. We therefore propose that concurrent K+ efflux is required
to neutralize the emerging negative hyaluronan charges to meet the law of electroneutrality.

5.10.2 Hansell P et al. Hyaluronan in the renal medulla – functional aspects ... S10-2 [4124]

Hyaluronan in the renal medulla - functional aspects

HANSELL P, PALM F, STRIDH S

Section of Integrative Physiology, Dept of Medical Cell Biology, University of Uppsala, Sweden;
Email: peter.hansell@mcb.uu.se

Aims: Hyaluronan (HA) is the dominant glycosaminoglycan in the renal medullary interstitium
while the content in the cortex is very low. HA has been implicated in tubular fluid handling
due to its water attracting properties and the dynamic regulation of the renomedullary intersti-
tial HA levels which occur in parallel to acute variations in body hydration status. To directly
test the importance of renal HA in fluid regulation the following study was performed. Meth-
ods: HA production was inhibited by 4-methylumbelliferone (4-MU in drinking water for five
days, 1.47 g/day/kg body weight) in rats prior to hypotonic hydration. Results: Following hy-
dration for 135 min in control animals, diuresis and osmotic excretion increased while sodium
excretion and GFR remained unchanged. The renomedullary HA content was 7.85±1.29 ng/mg
protein while that in the cortex was 0.08±0.01 ng/mg protein. In animals treated with 4-MU
the renomedullary HA content was 38% of that in control animals (2.98±0.95 ng/g protein,
p < 0.05) while the low levels in the cortex were not different from control rats (0.09±0.01
ng/mg protein). Baseline urine flow prior to hydration was not different from control animals.
The diuretic response to hydration was, however, only 51% of that in the control animals and
the osmolar excretion was only 47% of that in control animals. Sodium excretion and GFR
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were similar to control rats and remained unaltered during hydration. Conclusion: Reduction
of renomedullary interstitial HA using 4-MU reduces the ability of the kidney to respond with
an appropriate excretory response upon acute hydration. The results strengthen the concept of
renomedullary HA as a determinant of tubular fluid handling by changing the physicochemical
properties of the interstitial space.

5.10.3 Friedrich D et al. Osmotic stress enhances Leishmania clearance from ... S10-3 [4117]

Osmotic stress enhances Leishmania clearance from macrophages

FRIEDRICH D1,2, SCHRÖDER A1, SCHLEICHER U2, BOGDAN C2, TITZE J1*,
JANTSCH J2*

1IZKF Junior Research Group II, Interdisciplinary Center for Clinical Research, Nikolaus-Fiebiger-
Center for Molecular Medicine, and 2Microbiology Institute - Clinical Microbiology, Immunology and
Hygiene, University Hospital Erlangen and Friedrich-Alexander University of Erlangen-Nuremberg,
Germany; Email: Jonathan.Jantsch@uk-erlangen.de, * these authors contributed equally

Large amounts of Na+ can be accumulated in the skin upon HSD (high salt diet, 4% NaCl,
0.9% saline) without commensurate water retention, resulting in an increase in interstitial fluid
tonicity which is paralleled by infiltration of macrophages into the Na+-overloaded interstitium.
Whether interstitial hypertonicity modulates immune function and thereby the anti-infective ca-
pacity of the host, is unknown. We hypothesized that local hypertonicity augments immune
response and thereby interstitial clearance of pathogens. To test this hypothesis, we inves-
tigated activation and anti-infective capacity of bone marrow-derived macrophages (BMMs)
exposed to osmotic stress. We cultured BMMs under standard medium conditions (LS), and
with increased NaCl concentration (+40 mM; HS) in the presence or absence of the Toll-like
receptor 4 (TLR4) ligand lipopolysaccharide (LPS). We observed that osmotic stress in concert
with LPS, but not osmotic stress alone, augmented macrophage activation, including increased
iNOS-activity. Leishmania major (L. major) causes a chronic skin infection, and its healing
is critically dependent on iNOS activity. Therefore, we analyzed whether augmented BMM-
activation under osmotic stress conditions resulted in enhanced leishmanicidal capacity. We
found that activation of L. major-infected BMMs in the presence of HS not only synergisti-
cally augmented iNOS mRNA expression, but also NO production. Furthermore, activation of
infected BMMs under HS conditions significantly reduced the infection rate and intracellular
parasite burden, whereas HS alone without additional TLR4 stimulation had no effect on the
cell’s leishmanicidal capacity. We conclude that Na+-mediated hypertonicity of the internal
microenvironment augments TLR4-mediated activation of BMMs and thereby increases their
anti-infective capacity. Our data suggest that internal environment composition plays a hith-
ertofore underestimated role in the host’s ability to combat infections.
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5.10.4 Palm F Diabetic nephropathy ... S10-4 [4141]

Diabetic nephropathy

PALM F

Department of Medical Cell Biology, Uppsala University, Sweden; Email: fredrik.palm@mcb.uu.se

The role of altered renal oxygen metabolism resulting in hypoxia has emerged as a unifying
pathway for several conditions associated with the development of kidney dysfunction, includ-
ing diabetes. The kidney is unique in the sense that increasing oxygen delivery, i.e. blood flow,
not necessarily will result in increased oxygenation since renal blood flow also influences the
glomerular filtration rate, and thus also the energy demand for tubular sodium transport. This is
in vast contrast to e.g. the brain were an increased oxygen demand rapidly is compensated by a
similar increase in blood flow. We have just recently started to understand the intricate balance
between oxygen utilization and oxygen supply in the kidney and the role of tissue hypoxia for
the development of kidney function. Interestingly, the tissue hypoxia in the diabetic kidney
does not result in activation of the HIF system, and the mechanism is likely to involve increased
oxidative stress. However, we have recent data showing that activating the HIF system may
be protective against diabetes-induced proteinuria, tubulointerstitial fibrosis and tissue hypoxia.
Thus, activation of the HIF system might be protective during conditions of elevated oxidative
stress and the concomitant increased kidney oxygen usage.

5.11 S11 - Heart Function and Transgenic Mice

5.11.1 McCollugh C et al. Role of alpha 11 integrin in the fibrosis of diabetic ... S11-1 [4096]

Role of alpha 11 integrin in the fibrosis of diabetic cardiomyopathy

TALIOR I, GULLBERG D & McCULLOCH CA

Matrix Dynamics Group, University of Toronto, 150 College Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 3E2;
Email: christopher.mcculloch@utoronto.ca

Diabetic cardiomyopathy is characterized by myocardial dysfunction and the production of a
disorganized fibrotic matrix in the absence of coronary atherosclerosis and hypertension. We
examined whether adhesion of cardiac fibroblasts to glycated extracellular matrix collagens
mediates the differentiation of myofibroblasts, which may contribute to cardiac fibrosis. By mi-
croarray we found that methylglyoxal-treated collagen selectively enhanced alpha 11 integrin
expression in human cardiac fibroblasts (HCF) while levels of other collagen binding integrins
(alpha 1, alpha 2 and alpha 10) were unchanged. Similar increases of alpha 11 integrin expres-
sion were observed in rat cardiac fibroblasts (RCF) from streptozotocin-induced diabetic rats.
In HCF plated on methyglyoxal-treated collagen and in RCF from diabetic rats, TGF-beta2 but
not TGF- beta1 or TGF-beta3 were increased. Knock down of alpha 11 integrin or TGF-beta re-
ceptors with small interfering RNA abolished the increased expression of TGF-beta1 and alpha
11 integrin in cells plated on methylglyoxal-treated collagen. Our results indicate that inter-
actions between alpha 11 integrin and TGF-beta 2 signaling may contribute to myofibroblast
differentiation and the development of a fibrotic interstitium in diabetic cardiomyopathy.
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5.11.2 Pihlajaniemei T Collagen XV is necessary for modeling of the ... S11-2 [4110]

Collagen XV is necessary for modeling of the extracellular matrix and its deficiency pre-
disposes to cardiomyopathy

PIHLAJANIEMI T

Oulu Center for Cell-Matrix Research, Biocenter Oulu and Department of Medical Biochemistry,
University of Oulu, Finland; Email: taina.pihlajaniemi@oulu.fi

Aim: Collagens XV and XVIII are structurally related basement membrane-associated proteo-
glycans, their highest degree of homology involving the C-terminal endostatin domain which
has a role in controlling blood vessel formation and tumour growth. Our previous studies with
knockout (KO) mice show that ColXV is needed for muscle and capillary integrity. Here we
address the physiological significance of ColXV in KO mice in microvessels and the heart and
the mechanisms whereby it supports the integrity of tissues. Methods: The structure and vas-
culature of selected tissues were analyzed by light and electron microscopy. Cardiac function,
intra-arterial blood pressure, microhemodynamics, and gene expression profiles were studied
using echocardiography, telemetry, intravital microscopy, and PCR, respectively. Experimen-
tal hypertension was induced with angiotensin II or with a nitric oxide synthesis inhibitor.
Results: Under basal conditions, lack of Col XV resulted in increased permeability and im-
paired microvascular hemodynamics, distinct early-onset and aging-dependent defects in the
heart structure and function, a poorly organized fibrillar collagen matrix with marked inter-
stitial deposition of non-fibrillar protein aggregates, increased tissue stiffness, and irregularly
organized cardiomyocytes. In response to experimental hypertension Col15a1 gene expression
was increased in the left ventricle of WT mice, but mRNA expression of natriuretic peptides
and ECM modeling were dysfunctional in KO mice. Lack of ColXV affected collagen fibril
formation in several tissues. Conclusions: Col XV is necessary for ECM organization in the
heart and other tissues, and for the structure and functions of microvessels. Col XV deficiency
leads to a complex cardiac phenotype, and predisposes the subject to pathological responses
under cardiac stress.

5.11.3 Sejersted O Heart function in mice with deletion of SERCA2 ... S11-3 [4050]

Heart function in mice with deletion of SERCA2

SEJERSTED OM

Institute for Experimental Medical Research, University of Oslo, Oslo University Hospital Ullevaal,
Oslo, Norway; Email: o.m.sejersted@medisin.uio.no

The sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) calcium ATPase 2 (SERCA2) recycles Ca2+ back into the
SR following the release of Ca2+ that triggers contraction. This intracellular cycling of Ca2+
accounts for 95% of the Ca2+ transient in rodents. Surprisingly, cardiac function was well
maintained 4 weeks following gene deletion in adult mice (KO) in spite of less than 5% de-
tectable SERCA2 protein. However, KO mice die suddenly between 8 and 10 weeks after
gene deletion. Thus the compensation responsible for maintained cardiac function at 4 weeks
was gradually lost. At 7 weeks echocardiography revealed reduced systolic and diastolic tissue
velocities and SERCA2 protein was undetectable. Na+/ Ca2+-exchanger protein (NCX) had
increased to 255% of control. Also the 1C unit of the L-type Ca2+ channel (LTCC) was in-
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creased to 176% compared to control. Patch clamp experiments revealed increased cycling of
Ca2+ across the cell membrane that partly compensated for the loss of SR function. In face
of the increase in NCX protein, rate of decay of the Ca2+-transient was significantly slowed
compared to 4 weeks. This was due to an elevation of intracellular [Na+] probably linked to
downregulation of the Na+/K+ pump. Also, the action potential was prolonged contributing
to attenuated forward mode operation of NCX. Interestingly, the compensation included forma-
tion of new t-tubules in the longitudinal direction containing NCX protein, but no LTCCs. Thus,
cardiac function in mice can be well maintained in the almost complete absence of SERCA2 by
increased Ca2+ cycling across the sarcolemma, but eventually attenuation of Ca2+ extrusion
by NCX due to Na+ accumulation and prolongation of the action potenitial leads to progressive
heart failure with a strong diastolic dysfunction.

5.11.4 Aasum E Heart function and metabolism in type 2 diabetic ... S11-4 [4108]

Heart function and metabolism in type 2 diabetic db/db mice

AASUM E

Cardiovascular Research group, Department of Medical Biology Faculty of Health Sciences,
University of Tromsø, Norway; Email: ellen.aasum@uit.no

Heart disease is the leading cause of death in patients with type 2 diabetes, and type 2 diabetic
patients show increased risk for developing heart failure and increased mortality rate follow-
ing acute myocardial infarction. Cardiac complications in type 2 diabetes are due to coronary
heart disease, but also to the development of a specific diabetic cardiomyopathy (i.e. ventric-
ular dysfunction in the absence of coronary heart disease or hypertension). The diabetic heart
is associated with altered calcium handling, increased oxidative stress and fibrosis, as well as
altered cardiac metabolism (increased fatty acid oxidation and impaired glucose utilization) and
increased myocardial oxygen consumption (MVO2). Although the pathogenesis of diabetic car-
diomyopathy is multifactorial and complex, several transgenic mouse models have supported
the notion that altered cardiac metabolism may play an important role. The type 2 diabetic
db/db mouse, a monogenic model of obesity due to a mutation in the leptin gene (Leprdb),
has contributed to elucidating the role of altered myocardial substrate utilization and cardiac ef-
ficiency (the relationship between MVO2 and cardiac function) in the development of diabetic
cardiomyopathy and increased susceptibility to ischemic injury.
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5.12 S12 - Imaging Physiology

5.12.1 Ljoså V Quantification of subtle cellular phenotypes in microscopy ... S12-1 [S12-1]

Quantification of subtle cellular phenotypes in microscopy-based high-throughput
experiments

LJOSA V

Imaging Platform, Broad Institute of Harvard and MIT, USA; Email: ljosa@broad.mit.edu

Microscopy-based high-throughput screens can provide a broad view of biological responses
and states at the resolution of single cells. CellProfiler, our open-source software, extracts hun-
dreds of numerical descriptors (morphological features) for every cell in every image. Some
phenotypes are readily identifiable; for instance, mitotic arrest can be detected by measuring
the intensity of a fluorescent marker for mitosis. Other phenotypes, while apparent upon vi-
sual inspection, are much harder to identify computationally. As an example, when signaling
pathways related to cell migration are stimulated, T47D breast-cancer cells take on a motile
appearance, but this is reflected in a complex pattern of small changes to many different mea-
surements. Quantitative analysis of such complex phenotypes is a focus of our group.
Classifiers trained from hand-curated sets of individual cells that exhibit the phenotypes of in-
terest have been successful for a variety of complex phenotypes and assays. Our open-source
data-analysis software CellProfiler Analyst supports the training process and allows a researcher
to train for most phenotypes in just a few hours. Using this approach, we have successfully
scored images in RNA interference and chemical screens for more than two dozen complex
phenotypes, many of which were previously intractable because they were complex and low-
penetrance. These screens are uncovering the genetic basis of, and chemical regulators for,
various biological processes and diseases including a variety of cancers, leukemias, and infec-
tious diseases.
In this talk, I will give an overview of the current capabilities of high-throughput microscopy
experiments to quantify subtle cellular phenotypes. I will focus on fluorescent images of cul-
tured cells, but if time allows I will mention whole-organism screens in C. elegans as well as
ongoing work to profile and characterize compounds based on their effect on cells.

5.12.2 Székely G Modeling tumor growth and angiogenesis ... S12-2

Modeling tumor growth and angiogenesis

SZÉKELY G

Computer Vision Laboratory, ETH Zurich; Email: szekely@vision.ee.ethz.ch

The biology of cancer is a complex interplay of many underlying processes, taking place at
different scales both in space and time. A variety of theoretical models have been developed,
which enable to study certain components of the cancerous growth process. However, most
previous approaches only focus on specific aspects of tumour development, largely ignoring the
influence of the evolving tumour environment. In contrary, we present an integrative frame-
work to simulate tumour growth, including those model components, which are considered
to be of major importance. We start by addressing issues at the tissue level, where the phe-
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nomena are modelled as continuum partial differential equations. We extend this model with
relevant components at the cellular or even sub-cellular level in a vertical fashion. We present
an implementation of this framework, covering the major processes and treat the mechanical
deformation due to growth, the biochemical response to hypoxia, blood flow, oxygenation and
the explicit development of a vascular system in a coupled way. We also report on first efforts
to validate certain aspects of the developed modeling and simulation framework by relying on
murine tumour models. We are currently concentrating on the initialization of a realistic vascu-
lar model based on in vivo imaging observations, which is a necessary pre-condition of making
meaningful comaprisons between predictive simulation and actual in vivo observations. Our
results demonstrate the feasibility of the approach and its applicability to in silico studies of the
influence of different treatment strategies (like the usage of novel anti-cancer drugs) for more
effective therapy design.

5.12.3 Haraldseth O TBA S12-3

HARALDSETH O

MI Lab & Department of Circulation and Medical Imaging, Norwegian University of Science and Tech-
nology; Email: olav.haraldseth@ntnu.no

Abstract missing

5.12.4 Lundervold A Assessment of structural and functional connectivity ...S12-4 [S12-4]

Assessment of structural and functional connectivity of the human brain using multimodal
MRI and graph theory

LUNDERVOLD A1, WELTE T2, DE RIBET C3

1Department of Biomedicine, University of Bergen, Jonas Lies vei 91, N-5009 Bergen, Norway;
2Department of Biomedical Engineering, Eindhoven University of Technology, the Netherlands;
3Institut Supérieur d’Informatique de Modélisation et de leurs Applications, Université Blaise Pascal,
Clermont-Ferrand, France; Email: arvid.lundervold@biomed.uib.no

The advances in non-invasive brain imaging technologies have enabled new insights into the
structural wiring and functional connectivity of the living human brain – in both health and
disease.These technologies include high resolution anatomical 3D magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI), MR water diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), functional blood oxygenation level de-
pendent (BOLD) contrast MRI, as well as image processing and data analysis methods (e.g.
atlas-based image segmentation, nonlinear image registration, time series analysis, graph the-
ory and graph metrics). We present multimodal MRI recordings from a longitudinal study of
cognitive aging, and will briefly describe the broad range of tissue contrast mechanisms and
mathematical/statistical methods that come into play for quantitative analysis of such data, en-
abling subject-wise and group-wise morphometry, white matter fiber tracking, and (long dis-
tance) functional connectivity mapping. This kind of multidisciplinary data acquisitions and
analyses have emerged into the field of computational neuroimaging, providing macro- and
mesoscale ([mm] / [sec]) spatio-temporal information about human brain structure and integra-
tive function. In addition to computing image-derived features/biomarkers (”endophenotypes”)
from the examined subjects, complementary genetic analysis (genome-wide association studies
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and post-GWAS experiments s.a. deep sequencing) can be performed. By such combination
of multimodal imaging, genetics, and clinical/cognitive assessment we are entering a new and
very challenging level of human brain integrative physiology.

5.13 S13 - Adipose Tissue Physiology

5.13.1 Bass JT Circadian gene programming and energy homeostasis ... S13-1 [4153]

Circadian gene programming and energy homeostasis

BASS J

Division of Endocrinology, Metabolism and Molecular Medicine, Feinberg School of Medicine and
Department of Neurobiology and Physiology, Northwestern University Chicago, Illinois;
Email: a-wicher@northwestern.edu

Circadian systems are programmed by a transcription-translation feedback loop that generates
daily cycles of energy storage and utilization in synchrony with the 24 hr rotation of the Earth.
In mammals, the core clock is located in the suprachiasmatic nucleus and entrains extra-SCN
and peripheral clocks to the light-dark cycle, including peripheral tissues involved in glucose
and lipid metabolism. We have used experimental genetic approaches to dissect the mechanisms
through which the internal clock network contributes to energy balance and glucose homeostasis
with a specific focus on the interplay between peripheral tissue clocks and brain. This approach
has demonstrated a primary role of clock genes in endocrine pancreas insulin secretion. In con-
trast, ablation of the clock in liver and muscle results in altered oxidative metabolism, due to
effects on cellular NAD+ biogenesis and regulation of NAD+-dependent deacetylases within
both nucleus and mitochondrion. Surprisingly, we have also found that high-fat feeding causes
reciprocal disruption of both brain and peripheral tissue clocks manifest as period lengthening
and reduced amplitude of metabolic and circadian gene oscillations. These studies highlight
the interdependence of circadian and metabolic processes and uncover a network of molecular
interactions that impose temporal regulation on physiological systems.

5.13.2 Virtue S Adipose tissue expandability ... S13-2 [4162]

Adipose tissue expandability, Lipotoxicity and the Metabolic Syndrome

VIRTUE S

University of Cambridge Metabolic Research Laboratories, Level 4, Institute of Metabolic Science, Box
289, Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, CB2 0QQ, United Kingdom;
Email: sv234@medschl.cam.ac.uk

While the link between obesity and type 2 diabetes is clear on an epidemiological level, the
underlying mechanism linking these two common disorders is not as clearly understood. One
hypothesis linking obesity to type 2 diabetes is the adipose tissue expandability hypothesis.
The adipose tissue expandability hypothesis states that a failure in the capacity for adipose tis-
sue expansion, rather than obesity per se is the key factor linking positive energy balance and
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type 2 diabetes. All individuals possess a maximum capacity for adipose expansion which is
determined by both genetic and environmental factors. Many separate biological processes have
been implicated in mediating a limit on adipose tissue expansion, including the production of
adipokines, reduction in the formation of new adipocytes, local inflammation within the adipose
tissue, angiogenesis and extracellular matrix remodelling. Once the adipose tissue expansion
limit is reached, adipose tissue ceases to store energy efficiently and lipids begin to accumulate
in other tissues. Ectopic lipid accumulation in non-adipocyte cells causes lipotoxic insults in-
cluding insulin resistance, apoptosis and inflammation.

5.13.3 Bing C Adipose – muscle cross talk ... S13-3 [4125]

Adipose-muscle cross talk

BING C

Department of Obesity and Endocrinology, Institute of Ageing and Chronic Disease,
University of Liverpool, Liverpool L69 3GA, UK; Email: bing@liverpool.ac.uk

White adipose tissue and skeletal muscle are the largest organs with multiple sites or depots in
the body. Both adipose tissue and muscle involve in lipid metabolism and glucose homeostasis,
therefore being important in the maintenance of optimal body fat mass and insulin sensitivity.
The major cell type of adipose tissue is the adipocyte while myocytes are the defining cells
of skeletal muscle. The growing interest in understanding adipose tissue and muscle crosstalk
largely stems from the recognition of the endocrine and signalling role of adipocytes, and this
also becomes increasingly apparent for myocytes. Adipocytes release an array of protein hor-
mones and signalling factors, termed adipokines, such as leptin, adiponectin, interleukin-6 (IL-
6), monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 and zinc-alph2-glycoprotein. These adipokines exert
a multiplicity of physiological functions and the alterations in their expression and release by
adipocytes occur with adipose expansion in obesity. Myocytes also secrete bioactive protein
signals termed myokines such as myostatin and IL-6, and more myokines have recently been
identified by using proteomic approaches. Adipokines and myokines appear to be involved in
local autocrine/paracrine interactions within adipose tissue and muscle, respectively. They are
also involved in a network of endocrine crosstalk with other organs, including between adi-
pose tissue and skeletal muscle. Indeed, the adipose-muscle crosstalk through the adipokines
and myokines has significant implications for the biological processes, such as the modulation
of lipolysis and insulin sensitivity. This presentation discusses selected examples of crosstalk
between adipose tissue and skeletal muscle, particularly the pathophysiological relevance to
adipose expansion and insulin resistance.
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5.13.4 Enerbäck S Brown adipose tissue – a new role ... S13-4 [4046]

Brown adipose tissue – a new role in humans?

ENERBÄCK S

Medical Genetics Inst. of Medical Biochemistry Göteborg University, SE-405 30 Göteborg, Sweden;
Email: sven.enerback@medgen.gu.se

Scarcity of food and cold weather have accompanied us and constituted serious threats to our
survival for the entire duration of our species’ history. Fortunately, there are two tissues se-
lected by nature to help us deal with these difficulties – they are the white (WAT) and brown
(BAT) adipose tissue. While WAT helps us buffer for fluctuating energy availability BAT will
keep us warm at least during our first days of extra-uterine life and, as will be discussed herein,
most likely also be of importance to us for longer than that. The BAT-organ is unique in that it
has evolved to safely dissipate large amounts of chemical energy as heat – a quality that might
be harnessed to enhance human energy expenditure and together with fundamental life style
changes help us deal with a dangerously hyper-caloric environment and still remain in good
health.
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6 Abstracts - Free oral sessions

6.1 Cardiovascular Physiology I

6.1.1 Lunde IG et al. Cardiac O-GlcNAc signaling is increased in hypertrophic ... [4011]

Cardiac O-GlcNAc signaling is increased in hypertrophic and failing hearts

LUNDE IG, ARONSEN JM, KVALOY H, SJAASTAD I, TØNNESSEN T,
CHRISTENSEN G, GRØNNING-WANG LM, CARLSON CR

Institute for Experimental Medical Research, Oslo University Hospital Ullevaal, Kirkeveien 166, 0407
Oslo, Norway; Email: i.g.lunde@medisin.uio.no

Aim: Heart failure is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality in the Western world, yet the
underlying signaling processes in the heart are not well known. Post-translational modifica-
tions of cardiac proteins are important for cardiovascular function, e.g. protein phosphorylation
has been widely studied. O-GlcNAcylation is another such reversible protein modification that
has emerged as an essential signaling mechanism in several tissues. Currently, there is limited
knowledge about O-GlcNAc signaling in the heart, and we tested the hypothesis that cardiac
O-GlcNAc signaling is altered in chronic cardiac hypertrophy and failure of different etiolo-
gies. Methods: Cardiac protein O-GlcNAcylation and the two enzymes regulating O-GlcNAc,
O-GlcNAc transferase (OGT) and O-GlcNAcase (OGA), were measured by immunoblotting
left ventricular tissue from aortic stenosis (AS) patients and rat models of myocardial infarction
(MI), hypertension and aortic banding (AB). Echocardiography, hemodynamic evaluation and
post-mortem analysis were used to separate heart failure from non-failing cardiac hypertrophy.
Results: We show that cardiac protein O-GlcNAcylation was increased by 65% in AS patients,
by 47% in hypertensive rats, by 81% and 58% after AB and 37% and 60% after MI in hyper-
trophic and failing hearts, respectively. Noticeable, protein O-GlcNAcylation patterns varied in
hypertrophic versus failing hearts. OGT levels were increased by pressure overload (AS, AB,
hypertension), while OGA was increased in AS and AB. Neither OGT nor OGA levels were
regulated by myocardial infarction. Conclusion: Our data demonstrate that O-GlcNAcylation
of cardiac proteins, a novel concept in cardiac signaling, is dramatically altered in AS patients
and rat models of cardiac hypertrophy and failure of different etiologies. Although the func-
tional consequences remain unclear, and the specific protein targets are unknown, these results
represent an exciting basis for research aiming to understand the molecular mechanisms of heart
disease.
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6.1.2 Osadechii O et al. Non-uniform Na+ channel distribution contributes to ... [4025]

Non-uniform Na+ channel distribution contributes to electrophysiological heterogeneities
in guinea-pig ventricular wall

OSADCHII O, SOLTYSINSKA E

The Danish National Research Foundation Centre for Cardiac Arrhythmia, Department of
Biomedical Sciences, The Panum Institute, University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen N, Denmark;
Email: osadchii@sund.ku.dk

Aims: We explored the distribution pattern of Na+ channels across ventricular wall, and its
contribution to transmural electrophysiological heterogeneities, in the guineapig heart. Meth-
ods: Nav protein expression levels were measured in ventricular tissue by Western blotting.
Isolated, perfused heart preparations were used to record monophasic action potentials and
volume-conducted ECG, and to assess effective refractory periods (ERP), pacing thresholds,
and arrhythmic susceptibility, at epicardial and endocardial stimulation sites. Results: In both
ventricular chambers, Nav protein expression was higher at endocardium than epicardium, with
midmyocardial layers showing intermediate expression levels. Endocardial stimulation sites
showed higher excitability, as evidenced by lower pacing thresholds during regular stimulation,
and downward displacement of the strength-interval curve reconstructed following extrasys-
tolic stimulation, when compared to epicardium. The ERP restitution showed greater maximal
slope and faster kinetics at endocardial than epicardial stimulation sites. Flecainide, a Na+
channel blocker, reduced the maximal ERP restitution slope, slowed restitution kinetics, and
eliminated epicardial-to-endocardial difference in dynamics of electrical restitution. Greater ex-
citability and steeper electrical restitution were associated with greater arrhythmic susceptibil-
ity of endocardium than epicardium, as assessed by measuring ventricular fibrillation threshold,
inducibility of tachyarrhythmias by rapid cardiac pacing, and the magnitude of repolarization
alternans. Conclusion: Higher Na+ channel expression levels contribute to greater excitability,
steeper electrical restitution slopes, and greater arrhythmic susceptibility, at endocardium than
epicardium.

6.1.3 Baysa A et al. Targeted deletion of p66Shc adaptor protein gene ... [4043]

Targeted deletion of p66Shc adaptor protein gene improves early survival after
myocardial infarction in mice

BAYSA A, BILBIJA D, GIORGIO M, CARPI A, DI LISA F, VAAGE J, VALEN G

Dep. of Physiology, Institute of Basic, Medical Science, University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway;
Email: anton.baysa@medisin.uio.no

Aim: The ShcA gene encoding for p66Shc, p52Shc and p46Shc isoforms is crucial for heart
development and function. Targeted deletion of the p66Shc is beneficial during acute ischemia/
reperfusion injury. The possible role of p66Shc in postinfarction remodeling is not known. Aim
was to investigate if p66Shc gene deletion influences heart remodeling. Methods: Myocardial
infarction was induced in vivo by left coronary artery occlusion in C57Bl6 male mice, either
wild types (WT) or p66Shc knockouts (p66KO). Cardiac expression of p66Shc was evaluated
serially postinfarction in WT by immunoblotting (n=70). Heart function of WT and p66KO
was assessed by echocardiography and pressure-volume loops 6 weeks post-infarction (n=19
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per group). Hearts from WT and p66KO were harvested 3 days postinfarction for evaluation
of infarct size (LillieÕs trichrome), mRNA level for collagen type Ia1 (real time PCR) and
gelatinases-A,B activity (gel zymography) compared with uninfarcted (n=5 per group). Re-
sults: Cardiac p66Shc expression increased starting one week post-infarction (p < 0, 001).
p66KO had improved early survival - 84% vs. 43% (p < 0, 01). Heart rupture caused death
in 16% of p66KO and 63% in WT (p < 0.05). Heart function was similarly impaired in both
groups after 6 weeks, although p66KO had less left ventricular dilatation (p < 0, 01). Infarct
size did not differ between groups three days post-infarction. mRNA expression for collagen
type Ia1 was increased (p < 0, 05) and pro-gelatinase-A was down-regulated (p < 0, 01) in
p66KO post- infarction. Conclusion: The p66Shc isoform plays a detrimental role during early
post- infarction remodeling. Its deletion decreased the incidence of heart rupture, possibly due
to modulation of collagen turnover.

6.1.4 Vlasova MA et al. Effects of intravenously administered nanoparticles ... [4057]

Effects of intravenously administered nanoparticles on arterial blood pressure and heart
rate in rats

VLASOVA MA, RIIKONEN J, RAULA J, KAUPPINEN E, LOBACH AS, ELETSKII AV,
SALONEN J, LEHTO VP, HERZIG KH, JÄRVINEN K

A.I.Virtanen institute and School of Pharmacy, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Eastern Finland,
70211, Kuopio, Finland; Email: maria.vlasova@uef.fi

Aims: To examine the effects of drug-free nanoparticles on the mean arterial pressure (MAP)
and heart rate (HR) in conscious rats after an intravenous bolus injection. Materials & meth-
ods: Cardiovascular parameters in conscious rats were monitored with radiotelemetry sys-
tem. Porous silicon nanoparticles with three different surface chemistries, thermal hydrocar-
bonization (THCPSi), thermal carbonization (TCPSi) and chemical oxidation (COPSi), Eu-
dragit nanoparticles showing different solubility properties (Eudragit R© L100, Eudragit R© RSPO
and Eudragit R© E100) and single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) were tested. Results:
Intravenous bolus injection (5 mg/rat) of THCPSi nanoparticles, Eudragit R© E100 nanoparti-
cles and SWCNT bundles caused a prolonged decrease of MAP and a significant increase in
HR from 4 to 9 hours in a dose dependent manner. The corresponding injection of COPSi,
Eudragit R© L100 and Eudragit R© RSPO nanoparticles did not affect MAP. Conclusion: The
results demonstrate that nanoparticles themselves can affect MAP and HR. The mechanisms
remain unclear but hydrophobicity of the nanoparticles and shear stress-induced vasodilation
might contribute to this phenomenon.
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6.1.5 Brøndum ET et al. Acetylcholine sensitivity in abdominal subcutaneous ... [4068]

Acetylcholine sensitivity in abdominal subcutaneous arteries from obese patients

BRØNDUM ET, GRUNNET M, BORG M, RAMLØV P, FUNCH-JENSEN P, AALKJÆR C

Institute of Biophysics, Aarhus University, Ole Worms Allé build 1160, 8000 Aarhus C,
Denmark; Email: etb@fi.au.dk

Background: Patients with obesity have an increased risk for cardiovascular disease, possibly
related to endothelial-dysfunction. This study investigates the acetylcholine mediated relaxation
in subcutaneous resistance arteries from obese patients (BMI>40) undergoing gastric-bypass
operation or undergoing surgery for non-cardiovascular related reasons. (i.e. kidney trans-
plant donors). Methods: Arteries dissected from biopsies taken from 12 control and 12 obese
matched for age and sex were mounted in an isometric myograph. Endothelium-dependent
relaxation was investigated by increasing concentrations of acetylcholine on noradrenaline pre-
contracted vessels. The EDHF-like response was investigated in the presence of eNOS and
COX inhibitors and pharmacological modulators of the pathways involved in the EDHF re-
sponse. Results: There was no difference between the groups in maximal relaxation under
control conditions (86±6 and 89±3 %, obese and control, respectively). However, the sensi-
tivity to acetylcholine was significantly higher in obese (logEC50 was -7.4±0.1and -7.1±0.1,
obese and control, respectively (p = 0.02)). Also after blocking eNOS and COX the sensitiv-
ity to acetylcholine was higher in obese (logEC50 -6.6±0.1 and -6.2±0.1 (p = 0.02)) while
maximal relaxation was not different (61±9 and 70±4 % (p > 0.5), obese and control, respec-
tively). Treatment with the IK and SK channel opener NS309 (1µM) abolished the difference in
sensitivity (logEC50 -7.3±0.1 and -7.2±0.2) while increasing maximal relaxation (77±4 and
79±14 %, n= 11 and 3) obese and control, respectively. Conclusions: Subcutaneous resistance
arteries from obese patients seem to have increased sensitivity to the endothel.

6.1.6 Gaynullina DK et al. Developmental changes of skin feed artery ... [4074]

Developmental changes of skin feed artery endothelium in the rat

GAYNULLINA DK, KALENCHUK VU, SOFRONOVA SI, TARASOVA OS, SCHUBERT R

Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia; Heidelberg University, Mannheim, Germany
Email: Dina.Gaynullina@gmail.com

Aim: The skin circulation is very important for newborn rats, because they do not have a hair
coat. The fraction of cardiac output going to the skin decreases during development from 18%
at the age of 9 days to 7% at the age of 64 days (Stulkova 1977). However, the mechanisms pro-
viding this difference are still not well understood. We hypothesized that changes of endothelial
function in skin feed arteries may be responsible for the relative decline of cutaneous blood flow
during development. Methods: We studied isometric contraction of saphenous arteries from
young (1-2-week-old) and adult (2-3 months) rats. The saphenous artery is a muscular-type
artery supplying mainly the cutaneous vascular bed. The responses to methoxamine (MX, 1-
adrenoceptor agonist) and U46619 (thromboxane A2 analogue) were studied. For comparison
of mRNA expression we used qPCR. Results: The contractile responses of young arteries were
prominently weaker compared to adult. However, removal of the endothelium as well as inhi-
bition of NO-synthase using L-NNA completely eliminated this difference. Moreover, L-NNA
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caused an increase of basal tone of the arteries in young, but not in adult animals, indicating
spontaneous NO release from the endothelium. Further, we found a 2-fold higher expression of
eNOS in young saphenous arteries compared to adult. Importantly, smooth muscle sensitivity to
NO-donors did not differ between the two groups. Conclusion: The endothelium of saphenous
arteries in young rats spontaneously produces NO. NO decreases the resistance of feed arteries
and thereby increases blood flow in the skin. In adult saphenous arteries this mechanism is not
present. References: (1) Stulkova, B. 1977. Biol. Neonate 32, 119-124.

6.2 Renal Physiology

6.2.1 Helle F et al. ANG II and Ca2+-entry is un-coupled in notch3-/- ... [4021]

ANG II and Ca2+-entry is un-coupled in notch3-/- afferent arterioles due to compromised
T-type Ca2+ channel function

HELLE F, HULTSTRÖM M, IVERSEN BM, DUSSAULE JC, CHATZIANTONIOU C

Renal Research Group, Institute of Medicine, University of Bergen, Norway;
Email: frank.helle1@gmail.com

Notch3 plays an important role in the differentiation and development of vascular smooth mus-
cle cells. Mutations in this gene cause the hereditary stroke disorder CADASIL, which is
associated with degeneration of peripheral vascular smooth muscle cells in several vascular
beds, indicating important although unknown vascular functions of notch3. Recently, severe
renal injury was found in CADASIL patients without co-exciting nephropathy, indicating a role
of notch3 in renal microcirculation. To test if the ANG II signalling cascade was affected in
notch3-/-, we explored contractility and Ca2+i signalling in the afferent arteriole (AA). Notch3-
/- AAs were unable to maintain ANG II-induce d contractions longer than 2 min compared to
+/+ littermates (relative diameter: 0.63±0.06 vs. 0.92±0.05, respectively, p < 0.05, t=6 min),
indicating reduced contractile endurance. There was no difference in contractility if external
Ca2+ was removed from the medium, however, indicating compromised Ca2+ entry. The ANG
II Ca2+i response in fura-2 loaded AAs was reduced in notch3-/- compared to + /+ (340/380
fura-2 ratio-change: 0.38±0.04 vs. 0.17±0.03, respectively, p < 0.01). This difference dis-
appeared with Ca2+ removal or nifedipine blockade of the L-type Ca2+ channel. If activated
directly by KCl-depolarization, however, L-type Ca2+ entry was similar between the strains.
Screening the expression of 45 contractility-related genes revealed many-fold down-regulation
of the T-type Ca2+ channel Cav3.2 in notch3-/-. The Cav3.2 blocker mibefradil markedly re-
duced the ANG II Ca2+i response notch3+/+ (0.15±0.09, p < 0.05), but had no effect in -/-
(-0.04±0.03, NS). In conclusion, reduced contractile endurance in notch3-/- AAs is caused by
an un-coupling of ANG II stimulation and Ca2+-entry, likely caused by compromised function
of the Cav3.2. To our knowledge, this is the first time dys-regulation of a specific contractile
protein has been linked to noth3 expression and vascular function.
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6.2.2 Wallace PW et al. Measurement of glomerular sieving of plasma proteins ... [4044]

Measurement of glomerular sieving of plasma proteins in rats using mass spectrometry

WALLACE PW, OVELAND E, TENSTAD O

Jonas Lies vei 91 5020 Bergen Norge; Email: paalww@hotmail.com

The exact mechanism of the increased urinary excretion of albumin, a common feature of all
chronic kidney diseases, is not known. Furthermore, there is a controversy both regarding the
amount of albumin normally filtered by the glomeruli as well as tubular handling of albumin.
Two completely different theories have been discussed in the literature: The classical one im-
plying that the glomerular capillaries are almost impermeable to albumin and an alternative
model suggesting that large amounts of albumin are normally filtered and thereafter brought
back to systemic circulation by a specific tubular retrieval mechanism. Accordingly, the re-
ported values for the sieving coefficient of albumin (filtrate to plasma concentration ratio) are
in the range of 0.0006 - 0.03. We present a new approach to measure the sieving coefficient of
several endogenous plasma proteins in intact rats using mass spectrometry (MS). Briefly, the
tubular reabsorption was completely inhibited using maleic acid and the urine (U) and plasma
(P) were sampled in periods of 20 minutes. Proteins in samples of U and P were then identified
and quantified using label-free MS and selected reaction monitoring (SRM). The individual pro-
tein sizes were determined by size exclusion HPLC and the pI determined by offgel isoelectric
focusing. Preliminary results have given us a sieving coefficient (U/P) for albumin of 0.00053
in adult rats (n=6, average GFR = 1,022ml/min) confirming that the normal glomerular barrier
is almost completely impermeable to albumin.

6.2.3 Olsesen ETB et al. Vasopressin-independent targeting of aquaporin-2 ... [4047]

Vasopressin-independent targeting of aquaporin-2 by selective E-prostanoid receptor ag-
onists alleviates nephrogenic diabetes insipidus

OLESEN ETB, FENTON RA

Department of Anatomy, Aarhus University, Wilhelm Meyers Allé 3, 8000 Aarhus C, Denmark;
Email: etbo@ana.au.dk

Aim: Vasopressin (VP) binds to its type 2 receptor (V2R) and increases phosphorylation of
the kidney collecting duct water channel aquaporin-2 (AQP2) at three different sites; (pS256,
pS264 and pS269) and causes AQP2 apical membrane accumulation. The present aim was
to identify VP independent pathways for AQP2 phosphorylation and apical membrane accu-
mulation with focus on prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) receptors EP2 and EP4. Methods: MDCK
cells stably transfected with AQP2 underwent agonist stimulation followed by immunocyto-
chemistry or cell surface biotinylation. Ex vivo studies were per formed on cortical tubule
suspensions (CTS) and kidney slices (KS) from normal rats. In vivo studies were performed on
normal wistar rats, which were treated with V2R antagonist OPC-31260 (10mg/day) through-
out the study. After 12 hours, rats were additionally treated with either butaprost (3mg/kg) or
solvent control every 12 hours for two days. Results: PGE2 (Sigma, USA) (10−10 M-10−5 M)
and selective agonists for EP2 (butaprost (Sigma, USA), 10−9 M-10−6 M) or EP4 (CAY10580
(Cayman Chemicals, USA), 10−8 M-10−5 M) caused AQP2 apical membrane accumulation and
increased pS264-AQP2 in MDCK cells as well as pS256-AQP2 in CTS. PGE2 and b utaprost,
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but not CAY10580, increased pS269-AQP2 in MDCK cells. Moreover, PGE2 and butaprost
caused AQP2 apical membrane accumulation in KS. Rats treated with OPC-31260 developed
severe polyuria. Butaprost increased urine osmolality (265±27 vs 192±18 mosm/kg H2O on
day1; 455±47 vs 285±34 on day2, p < 0.05) and reduced urine flow rate to 59% on day1
and 51% on day2 with no decline in creatinine clearance (605±84 vs 536±45 µl/min/100g).
Conclusion: EP2 and EP4 increase AQP2 membrane targeting in cells and in native tissue with
differential effects on phosphorylation. Moreover, treatment with EP2 agonist butaprost allevi-
ates polyuria in rats.

6.2.4 Finne K et al. Microdissection and proteomics for ... [4052]

Microdissection and proteomics for investigation of hypertensive kidney damage

FINNE K, AYE TT, BERVEN F, SKOGSTRAND T, HULTSTRÖM M, REED RK,
TENSTAD O, IVERSEN BM, VIKSE BE

Institute of Medicine, University of Bergen, Laboratory building, N-5021 Bergen, Norway;
Email: kenneth.finne@med.uib.no

Introduction: The Norwegian Kidney Biopsy Registry holds formalin-fixed paraffin embedded
(FFPE) tissue from approximately 5000 human kidney biopsies since 1988 and is the largest
active kidney biopsy registry in the world. This tissue has previously been considered inacces-
sible for protein studies due to the formation of cross-bridges in FFPE stored tissue. Recently,
methods for extracting proteins from FFPE tissue have been published (Sethi et al., 2009),
making the Norwegian Kidney Register a potential very valuable resource. Aim: Establish a
method for extraction of proteins from microdissected FFPE kidney tissue. Furthermore, use
targeted and quantitative proteomic approaches to determine whether proteins related to kidney
disease are differently expressed in patients with hypertensive kidney disease compared to con-
trols. Methods: 5 µm thick FFPE tissue-slices are placed on MembraneSlide 1.0 PEN (Zeiss),
and microdissected using PALM Microbeam (Zeiss, P.A.L.M Microlaser Technologies). Sam-
ples are prepared as described by Sethi et al (Sethi et al., 2009). Samples are analysed using
reverse-phase HPLC connected to a mass spectrometer (AB SCIEX, QTRAP 5500). Results:
Proteomic analysis of extract from microdissected glomeruli (FFPE) has resulted in reliable
identification of high abundance proteins such as beta-actin and glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate
dehydrogenase (GAPDH). Conclusion: Analysis of FFPE kidney tissue has showed promising
results, and we estimate that the method will be applicable for analysis of low abundant proteins
within a short period of time. Reference: Sethi, S., Gamez, J. D., Vrana, J. A., Theis, J. D.,
Bergen, H. R., 3rd, Zipfel, P. F., Dogan, A. & Smith, R. J. 2009. Kidney international, 75,
952-60.
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6.2.5 Dahl TD et al. Adenosine sensitization after angiotensin II stimulation ... [4063]

Adenosine sensitization after angiotensin II stimulation in afferent arterioles from normal
rats does not occur during two-kidney, one-clip hypertension

DAHL TD, HULTSTRÖM M, IVERSEN BM & HELLE F

Renal research group, Institute of Medicine, University of Bergen, Laboratory building, N-5021 Bergen
Norway; Email: tone.d.dahl@student.uib.no

Aim: Many G protein-coupled receptors such as the angiotensin II receptor AT1aR are fre-
quently subjected to desensitization. In the present study, we explored angiotensin II (ANG
II) desensitization and effects of adenosine (Ado) in afferent arterioles (AAs) from two-kidney,
one-clip (2K1C) hypertensive rats. Our main hypothesis was that Ado affects ANG II contrac-
tility differently in 2K1C, because of persistently elevated levels of ANG II. Methods: AAs
were isolated with the agarose-infusion/enzyme treatment technique from normotensive and
2K1C hypertensive rats, and stimulated with ANG II (10−7 M) at baseline and re-stimulated
after 20 or 40 min, with or without Ado (2.5 x 10−5 M) in the vessel bath. Results: Vessels
from normotensive rats re-stimulated with ANG II after 20 minutes displayed a blunted contrac-
tile response (∆12.8± 4.3 %, p < 0.05), which disappeared when AAs were stimulated after
40 min (∆2.7± 2.3, NS), indicating that desensitization lasted for 30±10 min. Ado augmented
ANG II contractions after 20 but not after 40 min, suggesting that only desensitized vessels were
affected. Similar experiments in AAs from the clipped and non-clipped kidneys revealed no de-
sensitization when re-stimulating with ANG II after 20 and 40 min, and these responses were
not affected by Ado. Conclusion: The reduced duration of desensitization in 2K1C may cause
vessels to be sensitized for longer periods, hereby increasing vasoconstriction and maintaining
hypertension. The present study demonstrates that Ado does not augment ANG II-induced con-
tractions in AAs from 2K1C as seen in normotensive rats, probably due to a reduced period of
desensitization. This indicates that desensitized vasculature is a pre-requisite for Ado to have a
vasoactive effect in conjunction with ANG II.

6.2.6 Damkjaer M et al. Renal cortical and medullary blood flow during ... [4094]

Renal cortical and medullary blood flow during normotensive saline loading in man

DAMKJAER M, VAFAEE M, BRAAD PE, PETERSEN H, HOILUND-CARLSEN PF, BIE P

Institute of Molecular Medicine, University of Southern Denmark; Email: mads.damkjar@gmail.com

Renal medullary blood flow (MBF) is considered of pivotal importance for sodium homeostasis.
Nevertheless, the experimental data are conflicting. Studies in anaesthetized animals generally
support the concept, but chronic measurements in conscious animals do not. Using a new a
method for quantification of MBF in humans, we tested the hypothesis that the natriuresis of
acute saline loading is associated with changes in MBF. Methods: Healthy young men were
given a low sodium diet (40 mmol/day, 4 d). Compliance was assed by 24-hour urinary sodium
excretion. The following day the subjects were exposed to s low intravenous saline loading
(12 µmol/kg/min) for 4 hours. Renal medullary and cortical blood flow were determined by
positron emission tomography (PET) before and after the loading procedure. Blood pressure
was measured oscillometrically every 10 min. Cardiac output (CO), heart rate (HR) and to-
tal peripheral resistance (TPR) were recorded continuously by impedance cardiography. Re-
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sults: Urinary sodium excretion increased 3.7-fold during the loading procedure (21.7 to 78.0
µmol/min, p < 0.01). Renal medullary blood flow was 2.73 ml/g tissue/min in the baseline
setting and 2.89 ml/g tissue/min following saline loading (not significant). Cortical blood flow
was also unaltered. There was no significant change in mean arterial blood pressure (90.1 vs
90.7 mmHg). Conclusion: The results seem to reject the hypothesis that changes in medullary
perfusion precede the natriuresis associated with mild volume expansion. The volume-mediated
natriuresis can take place independent of changes in arterial blood pressure and medullary blood
flow and therefore seems to be regulated by neurohumoral factors.

6.3 Neuro / Muscle Physiology

6.3.1 Schomburg ED et al. From acute to chronic muscle pain ... [4022]

From acute to chronic muscle pain - different spinal motor effects due to short and long
lasting activation of muscle nociceptors

SCHOMBURG ED*, STEFFENS H*, DIBAJ P**, SEARS TA***

*Institute of Physiology, University of Göttingen, Germany, ** Dept.of Neurogenetics,Max Planck In-
stitute of Exp.Med., Göttingen, Germany, ***Neurorestoration Group,Wolfson CARD, King’s College
London, UK. Email: eschomb@gwdg.de

Aims: The contribution of muscle nociceptive afferents to pathological muscle tone remains un-
certain. The aim here is to provide an overview of the effects on motor activity of activating such
afferents in different ways and time courses. Methods: All terminal experiments were made
on anaemically decapitated, high spinal cats using different modes of stimulation of thin, to a
great extent nociceptive muscle afferents and the monosynaptic testing of reflex transmission.
Results: Short lasting activation of group III and IV muscle afferents by electrical stimulation
of muscle nerves, or by intra-arterial injection of KCL into the gastrocnemius-soleus (GS) mus-
cle, evoked an FRA (flexor reflex afferents) pattern of flexor excitation and extensor inhibition.
Longer-lasting activation of nociceptive afferents for several hours was achieved by infiltra-
tion of the muscle with 1% carrageenan, causing an acute myositis with significant facilitation
of both flexors and extensors. A more enduring activation of nociceptors, lasting 9-12 days,
was produced by infiltrating GS with complete Freund’s adjuvant, but this caused no signifi-
cant facilitation of monosynaptic reflexes in either flexors or extensors. However, the chemical
activation of group III and IV muscle afferents now induced bilateral flexor excitation, which
sometimes was accompanied by bilateral inhibition of extensors. Conclusion: The pattern of
activation of nociceptive afferents, in particular the time course of stimulation, importantly in-
fluences the outcome of motor activity; this indicates the need for caution when one tries to
explain symptoms of chronic pain by observations obtained from acute nociceptive stimulation.
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6.3.2 Dibaj P et al. Influence of methylene blue on microglia-induced inflammation ... [4049]

Influence of methylene blue on microglia-induced inflammation and motoneuronal degen-
eration in a mouse model for ALS

DIBAJ P, ZSCHÜNTZSCH J, STEFFENS H, SCHEFFEL J, KIRCHHOFF F, HANISCH UK,
SCHOMBURG ED, NEUSCH C

Max-Planck-Institute for Experimental Medicine, Hermann-Rein-Strasse 3, D-37075 Göttingen,
Germany; Email: p dibaj@yahoo.com

Pathological neuron-glia interactions contribute to the progress of ALS. Astroglial activation
encloses rapid morphological reactions and leads to microglial inflammation. Pro-inflammatory
microglia as the other determinants of disease progression are essentially involved in the non-
cell-autonomous motoneuronal degeneration during symptomatic stages. Methylene blue (MB)
inhibits the effect of nitric oxide, which mediates microglial response to injuries. Using ALS-
linked transgenic SOD1G93A mice containing labeled projection neurons and microglia, in
vivo 2P-LSM imaging was used to investigate the effect of MB on microglia-mediated inflam-
mation in affected motor parts of the spinal cord. In contrast to local superfusion of the lateral
spinal cord with MB, systemically treatment led to no alteration of microglial reaction towards
laser-induced axon transection in SOD1G93A mice. Oral and intraperitoneal MB treatment
of SOD1G93A mice delayed disease onset, but not progression of disease or the survival rate.
Accordingly, the number of motor neurons was higher in late-presymptomatic stage by sys-
temically applied MB while microgliosis was unchanged. This data suggest a critical influence
of systemically applied MB on mutated motor neurons while mutated microglia are unaltered.
Thus, the beneficial effect of systemic MB administration on mSOD1 disease onset seems to be
independent of microglia-mediated inflammation.

6.3.3 Lanner JT et al. AICAR prevents heat induced malignant hyperthermia ... [4065]

AICAR prevents heat induced malignant hyperthermia in RyR1 mutant mice independent
of AMPK activation

LANNER JT, AINBINDER A, YAROTSKYY V, GEORGIOU DK, JOSHI AD,
GOODYEAR L, DIRKSEN RT, HAMILTON SL.

Karolinska Institutet, Dept of Physiology & Pharmacology, 17177 Stockholm, Sweden;
Email: johanna.lanner@gmail.com

Aim: Heatstroke is a life-threatening illness that shows similarities to malignant hyperthe rmia
(MH), a disorder typically caused by mutations in the major Ca2+ release channel in skeletal
muscle (RyR1). MH predisposes affected individuals to potentially fatal hypermetabolic reac-
tions triggered by halogenetic anesthetics, exertion, heat challenge, and febrile illness. There is
no approved drug treatment for heatstroke and the only pharmacotherapy for MH is dantrolene,
which has adverse side effects. Here we treat MH susceptible mice with 5-aminoimidazole-4-
carboxamide ribonucleoside (AICAR) to see if this can prevent heatstroke. Methods/Results:
Mice with knock-in mutation (Y524S) in RyR1 undergo an MH response when exposed to el-
evations (37oC) in ambient temperature and less than 5% of untreated Y524S mice survived a
heat-challenge (37oC, 15 min). Injection with AICAR 10 min prior heat-challenge resulted in
100% survival. AICAR is commonly used to activate the energy sensing AMP-activated ki-
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nase (AMPK). However, our results show: no increase in AMPK phosphorylation after 25 min
of AICAR injection; Y524S mice crossed with constitutively active AMPK mice still suffer
heat-induced death; AICAR prevents heat-induced death in Y524S mice crossed with dominant
negative AMPK expressing mice. 3H-ryanodine binding experiments show that AICAR is a
partial agonist of RyR1 and prevents full activation of RyR1 in the presence of cellular concen-
trations of ATP both in Y524S and WT mice. Ca2+ imaging shows that AICAR inhibits the SR
Ca2+ leak in Y524S muscle fibers at 37oC. Conclusion: We show a novel, AMPK-independent
function of AICAR: it acts as a partial RyR1 agonist that dampens RyR1 Ca2+ leak at high
temperature, and thus, prevents the activation of RyR1 that underlies heatstroke.

6.3.4 Ivarsson N et al. AICAR reverses ketone body mediated insulin ... [4088]

ICAR reverses ketone body mediated insulin resistance in isolated oxidative muscle

IVARSSON N, ZHANG SJ, WESTERBLAD H, KATZ A

Dept. Physiology and Pharmacology, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden;
Email: niklas.ivarsson@ki.se

Aim: Recently it was demonstrated that the ketone body-hydroxybutyrate (BOH) inhibits insulin-
mediated glucose transport in isolated oxidative muscle. The purpose of this study was to deter-
mine if repeated contractions or pharmacological activation of AMP-dependent protein kinase
(using AICAR) could reverse the insulin resistance induced by BOH. Methods: Isolated mouse
soleus muscle was incubated in vitro in the absence or presence of 5 mM BOH for ∼20 h.
Results: Following prolonged incubation, insulin increased 2-deoxyglucose glucose (2 -DG)
uptake 3-fold and BOH blocked this insulin-mediated increase. A series of repeated con trac-
tions in freshly isolated muscles did not reverse the insulin resistance induced by pro longed
exposure to BOH. Addition of 2 mM AICAR during the last 2 h of prolonged incubation did to
some extent restore the insulin-mediated 2-DG uptake. This AICAR-mediated reversal o f the
insulin resistance was not associated with a restoration of the insulin-mediated phosphorylation
of Akt/protein kinase B. However, AICAR did restore the insulin-induced phosphorylation of
the Akt substrate, AS160. Conclusion: These data demonstrate that AICAR can reverse the
negative effect of BOH on insulin-mediated glucose uptake and that this is attributed to activa-
tion of a late step in insulin signaling.

6.3.5 Shapkova EYu et al. Electrical stimulation of cervical enlargement ... [4099]

Electrical stimulation of cervical enlargement can decrease motor deficit in upper limbs
in children with arthrogryposis multiplex congenita (AMC) neurologica

SHAPKOVA EYu, AGRANOVICH OE

Institute of Phthysiopulmonology, St.Petersburg, Russia Turner Institute of Children’s Orthopedy and
Traumatology, St.Petersburg, Russia; Email: eyshapkova@gmail.com

Arthrogryposis (AMC) comprises a heterogeneous group of nonprogressive disorders mani-
fested by multiple joint contractures found throughout the body at birth. The weakness or
paralys is of the arm and hand muscles often presents in AMC and makes limitation in daily
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living. The surgical correction of joint deformity is strongly limited by absence of motor con-
trol of the upper limbs. Our Aim was to activate motor function of the paralyzed arm and/or
hand by electrical stimulation (ES) of cervical cord. Method: 5 children (14-72mo) with AMC
and upper paraplegia with no (2) or minimal voluntary movements participated in our study.
The ES was performed via surface electrodes initially placed within cervical cord projection
(C5-6 and C7-Th1 vertebra levels); for the segmenta l ES the anode was placed on the body of
paralyzed muscle and the cathode - to the corresponding spinal segment. For every patient were
performed 4-14 sessions of ES, each of 60min. One child got two courses of ES. The clinical
effect, EMGs and ultrasound study of muscles were performed. Results: The most of paralyzed
muscles answered to segmental ES within the first session; but some of myotoms were not func-
tional despite of repeated ES. The firstly shown voluntary hand and finger motion appeared after
2-3days of ES. All patients show improvement but the main effects were obtained in cases of
complete paralysis: the ability to hold the pencil, to kick the ball, to draw. Conclusion: the
first experience of the ES of the cervical cord in children with AMC show decrease of motor
deficit in upper limbs in all patients. The method seems to be promising for both pre-surgical
diagnosis and treatment for infants with AMC affecting the upper limbs .

6.3.6 Pai BS et al. Regulation of the microRNA-induced silencing ... [4133]

Regulation of the microRNA-induced silencing complex during LTP in adult rat brain

PAI BS, TIRON A, FATHPOUR AP, WIBRAND K, BRAMHAM CR

Department of Biomedicine, University of Bergen, Jonas Lies vei 91, Bergen-5009, Norway;
Email: balagopal.pai@biomed.uib.no

Post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression plays an important role in activity-dependent
regulation of synaptic function and plasticity. One of the important class of regulators are mi-
croRNAs which pair in a sequence-specific manner to target mRNAs. The mature miRNA re-
cruits Arogonaute 2 (Ago2) and other proteins of the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC),
resulting in translational silencing of target mRNAs. At active synapses, derepression of mi-
croRNAs could function in protein synthesis-dependent plasticity. However, very little is known
about the regulation of microRNA-RISC proteins during the cycle of miRNA function, espe-
cially in in-vivo models. Here, we sought to identify changes in the composition of the miRNA-
RISC following induction of Long term potentiation (LTP) in the dentate gyrus of intact adult
rats. Induction of LTP is done unilaterally in the left dentate gyrus (LDG) of adult anesthetized
rats, stimulating the medial perfront path by high frequency stimulation (HFS) and recording
of evoked potentials in the hilar region of dentate gyrus. Following LTP induction, the dentate
gyrus is dissected and subjected to co-immunoprecipitation with anti-Ago2 antibody, to isolate
the RISC. A combination of immunoblotting and proteomic approaches is being used to iden-
tify and quantify possible changes in the miRNA-RISC during LTP. Co-immunoprecipitation
of RISC with anti-Ago2 identified several RISC proteins, including Dicer, Mov10 and DDX6.
The levels of Ago2 protein vary at various time points of High Frequency stimulation (HFS).
Analysis of modulation of the miRNA RISC could thus provide insight into how miRNAs along
with its protein partners mediate long term potentiation, in-vivo.
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6.4 Gastrointestinal Physiology

6.4.1 Flemström G et al. Stimulation of duodenal bicarbonate secretion ... [4017]

Stimulation of duodenal bicarbonate secretion by the incretins glucose-dependent
insulinotropic peptide (GIP) and glucagon like peptide-1 (GLP-1) but not the response to
pancreatic glucagon is prevented by overnight fasting

FLEMSTRÖM G, MÄKELÄ K, SJÖBLOM M, ÅRDAHL A, JEDSTEDT G, HERZIG KH

Physiology/Neuroscience, Uppsala University, BMC Box 593, SE-75124 Uppsala, Sweden;
Email: gunnar.flemstrom@neuro.uu.se

Aims: Overnight fasting abolishes the duodenal mucosal bicarbonate responses to appetite-
re lated peptides like orexin-A and apelin-13 but not those to melatonin or VIP. Incretins are
major regulators of insulin secretion and gastrointestinal motility. We have thus investigated
effects of GIP and GLP-1 on the duodenal alkaline secretion in fed and fasted rats. Effects of
glucagon like peptide-2 (GLP-2) and pancreatic glucagon were studied for comparison. Meth-
ods: Overnight fasted or continuously fed Lewis x Dark Agouti rats were anesthetized and
mucosal bicarbonate secretion titrated in situ. Peptides were administered to the duodenum by
close intra-arterial infusion. Total RNA was extracted from mucosal specimens and peptide re-
ceptor expressions measured by quantitative real-time PCR. Blood glucose was measured at the
start and end of experiments. Results: GIP infused at rates of 60, 240 and 600 pmol kg−1 h−1

induced a dose-dependent rise (p < 0.01) in bicarbonate secretion, and fasting abolished this
secretory response. GLP-1 caused a significant rise in the duodenal secretion but higher doses
were required (p < 0.05 at 2400 pmol kg−1 h−1). As found with GIP, stimulation by GLP-1
occurred only in fed animals. Glucagon (600 pmol kg−1 h−1) induced secretory responses in
fasted (p < 0.01) as well as fed (p < 0.05) animals. GLP-2 (600 pmol kg−1 h−1) did not affect
the duodenal secretion. Fasting did not significantly affect GIP and GLP-1 but increased GLP-2
and glucagon receptor expressions. Glucagon, but not GIP or GLP-1, prevented the decline in
blood glucose concentration observed in control animals. Conclusion: The incretins GIP and
GLP-1 stimulate duodenal electrolyte secretion. Stimulation is feeding-dependent in spite of
normal mucosal receptor expressions.

6.4.2 Xiao F et al. Membrane expression of deltaF508 mutant increases ... [4026]

Membrane expression of deltaF508 mutant increases epithelial HCO3- secretion via func-
tional Cl-/HCO3-exchanger(s)

XIAO F, LI J, SULTAN A, WANG J, RIEDERER B, ENGELHARDT R, RAUSCH B,
LAMPRECHT G, DE JONGE H, SCHOLTE BJ, SEIDLER U

Hannover Medical School Department of Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Endocrinology,
Carl.Neuberg.Str. 1, 30625 Hannover, Germany; Email: seidler.ursula@mh-hannover.de

Background: The cystic fibrosis (CF)-associated HCO3- secretory defect interferes with mu-
cus clearance, nutrient absorption and fertility. ”Corrector” drug therapy allows the most fre-
quent mutation in CF, the delF508 mutant, to partially escape proteasom degradation and reach
the apical membrane. But does this restore the HCO3- secretory defect? Aims: To find out
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whether, and by what molecular mechanism, delF508 membrane expression can promote ep-
ithelial HCO3- secretion in mouse intestine. Method and results: Basal and forskolin (FSK)
stimulated duodenal HCO3- secretion was studied in vivo in luminally perfused (duodenum
and colon) anesthetized mice, as well as in vitro in isolated duodenal and colonic mucosa of
CFTR knockout (KO), delF508 mutant4, and wildtype (WT) littermates, congenic on FVB/N
background. Western blot analysis was performed in isolated brush border membranes (BBM)
and demonstrated approx 5%, and 0% glycosylated band C CFTR in the intestinal BBM of
delF508, and CFTR KO, respectively, compared to WT BBM. The forskolon (FSK)-induced,
CFTR dependent Isc response in the delF508 mutant intestinal mucosa was also approx. 5-10%
of that in WT mucosa, whereas the CFTR-dependent HCO3- secretory response in delF508 was
almost half of the WT response. Similar results were obtained in vivo. This markedly higher
HCO3- than Isc response in the delF508 intestine was completely dependent on the presence
of luminal Cl- both in the duodenal as well as colonic mucosa and can be inhibited by CFTR
inhibitors Cftr(inh)-1725 (20µM) together with GlyH1016 (10µM). Conclusion: The data sug-
gest that even a very low Cl- membrane conductance significantly enhances apical Cl- /HCO3-
exchange. This suggests that delF508 ”corrector” therapy has the potential to significantly en-
hance epithelial HCO3- secretion.

6.4.3 Xiao F et al. Loss of anion exchanger Slc26a3 (DRA) expression results in ... [4027]

Loss of anion exchanger Slc26a3 (DRA) expression results in severely decreased murine
colonic HCO3- secretion, low surface pH, disturbed mucus barrier, signs of colonic
mucosal inflammation, and increased susceptibility to DSS-induced injury

XIAO F, SINGH AK, LI J, RIEDERER B, SCHWEINFEST C, SOLEIMANI M, TIAN DA,
XI G, JOHANSSON M, HANSSON G, SEIDLER U

Dept. of Gastroenterology, Hannover Medical School, 30625 Hannover, Germany;
Email: seidler.ursula@mh-hannover.de

Background: DRA (downregulated in adenoma, Slc26a3) is a member of the Slc26 family of
anion transporters which is mutated in congenital chloride diarrhea (CLD). Its genetic ablation
interferes with duodenal mucosal HCO3- secretion and Cl- and water absorption. However,
CLD patients also have a higher than average incidence of intestinal inflammation. Aim of the
study: In order to search for potential explanations for this clinical finding, we measured colonic
HCO3- secretion, epithelial surface pH, and mucus release in vivo and in vitro, searched for
molecular and histological signs for mucosal inflammation, and investigated the susceptibility
for DSS-induced intestinal inflammation, in DRA-deleted mice and WT littermates. Methods
and Results: HCO3- secretory rate (JHCO3-), measured by single-pass perfusion in vivo and
in isolated mid colonic mucosa in Ussing chambers in vitro, as well as epithelial surface pH,
measured by two-photon microscopy in exteriorized mid colon of 1.4% isoflurane-anesthetized
DRA-deficient mice in vivo, was significantly reduced. The buildup of a fresh mucus layer,
measured by two photon microscopy in vivo, was not different to controls. However, no firm
adherent mucus layer was present, implicating that neutral pH may be necessary for optimal
mucus gel formation. Proinflammatory cytokine expression was significantly elevated in DRA-
/- colonic mucosa, which also displayed signs of increased neutrophil infiltration. In addition,
DRA-/- mice were more susceptible to the development of DSS colitis. Conclusions: Knock-
out of DRA results in a severely reduced colonic HCO3- secretory rate, a low epithelial surface
pH, a lack of firmly adherent mucus, but a normal speed of overall mucin layer buildup in the
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colon. The mice also displayed signs of colonic mucosal inflammation and a severely reduced
resistance to the development of DSS colitis. The data suggest a relationship between colonic
HCO3- secretion, mucus layer stability, mucosal protection, and the development of intestinal
inflammation.

6.4.4 Lebeck J et al. Regulation of the hepatic glycerol channel aquaporin-9 ... [4079]

Regulation of the hepatic glycerol channel aquaporin-9 in starved rats is gender specific

LEBECK J, GENA P, LUND S, CALAMITA G, PRAETORIUS J

Department of Biomedicine, The Water and Salt Research Center, Wilhelm Meyers Allé 3, Aarhus Uni-
versity, 8000 Aarhus, Denmark; Email: jl@ana.au.dk

Aim: Aquaporin-9 (AQP9) and glycerol kinase (GlyK) are involved in the initial hepatic han-
dling of glycerol, a precursor for gluconeogenesis and lipogenesis. The aim of this study was
to evaluate the influence of gender upon regulation of hepatic AQP9 and GlyK expression in
starved rats. Methods: The effect of starvation was evaluated in male and female rats as well as
in ovariectomized (ovx) rats. AQP9 and GlyK expression levels were evaluated by immunoblot-
ting and immunohistochemistry. In addition, stopped flow light scattering measurement on
hepatocyte membrane vesicles was used to evaluate glycerol transport. Results: Starved males
demonstrated a more than 2-fold increase in hepatic AQP9 abundance whereas no effect upon
hepatic AQP9 expression was observed in female rats. Coordinately, plasma glycerol levels
were unchanged in male rats whereas it was increased in starved females. In addition, hepato-
cyte membrane glycerol transport from starved males showed higher permeability when com-
pared to females. The hepatic GlyK expression was not affected by starvation, however in the
fed state, the abundance was ∼2-fold higher in males as compared to females. Starvation of
ovx rats resulted in an increased expression of AQP9 similar to what was observed in starved
males when compared to fed ovx rats, whereas GlyK abundance remained unchanged. Like in
starved males, no increase in plasma glycerol was observed in the starved ovx females. Con-
clusion: These results demonstrate that sexual dimorphism exists in the initial hepatic handling
of glycerol in starved rats and our data suggest that female gender is involved in preventing the
increased hepatic AQP9 abundance observed in starved males.

6.4.5 Holm L et al. Lactobacillus reuteri, human- and rat-derived, ... [4138]

Lactobacillus reuteri, human- and rat-derived, each protects against Dextran Sulphate
Sodium (DSS) induced colitis in mice

AHL D, SCHREIBER O, JÄGARE A, ROOS S, HOLM L

Division of Physiology, Department of Cell Biology, Uppsala University, Sweden
Email: lena.holm@mcb.uu.se

Aim: We earlier demonstrated that a cocktail of four different lactobacillus reuteri strains pro-
tected rats against DSS induced colitis. The aim of this study was to further investigate if two
of these four strains (R2LC, rat-derived and ATCC PTA 4659, human-derived) could each sep-
arately protect mice against DSS induced colitis. Methods: Colitis was induced by DSS, 3% in
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drinking water for 8 days, in C57 Bl/6 mice. Two groups were given L. reuteri R2LC or ATCC
PTA 4659 by gavage once daily for 15 days with DSS the last 8 days. The severity of disease
was assessed through clinical observations (disease activity index, DAI) and histological evalu-
ation of hematoxylin and eosin stained sections of paraffin embedded colonic samples. ELISA
measurements of myeloperoxidase (MPO) and MULTI-ARRAY (meso scale) measurements of
the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-1beta, IL-6, TNF-α, INF-γ and mkc (mouse keratinocyte
chemoattractant) were also performed in colonic samples. Results: DSS induced colitis sever-
ity expressed as DAI is significantly reduced after both L. reuteri R2LC and ATCC PTA 4659
strains. The histology results showed that the colon tissues from mice treated with either of
R2LC or ATCC PTA 4659 strain showed less signs of inflammation than those exposed to DSS
alone. MPO was increased by DSS and significantly reduced by both strains of l.reuteri. All
cytokines were also increased by DSS and significantly reduced by l. reuteri R2LC. Cytokine
levels after l. reuteri ATCC PTA 4659 strain not yet analyzed. Conclusion: These results
demonstrate that each of the two different l. reuteri strains, one human-derived and one-rat-
derived, protects against IBD in mice.

7 Abstracts - Sponsor Presentation

7.1 SAGE labs, USA

7.1.1 Bock JO et al. Three knockout rat models ... [4159]

Three knockout rat models for Cardiovascular Research

BOCK JO, XUE JS

Sigma Advanced Genetic Engineering (SAGE) Labs, 2033 Westport Center Dr., St. Louis, MO 63146,
USA; Email: Jens-Ole.Bock@sial.com

As the leading cause of death in the modern world, cardiovascular disease is a symptomatic end
stage of different diseases, thus is multifactorial and polygenetic in character. The two major
underlying causes are disorders of lipid metabolism and metabolic syndrome. The ability to de-
velop preventative and ameliorative treatments will depend on widely-accessible animal models
that mimic human metabolism and will be large enough to permit physiological and metabolic
studies. Extensive studies have been conducted for the role of Apolipoprotein (ApoE), Low-
Density Lipoprotein Receptor (Ldlr), and Leptin in cardiovascular disease and lipoprotein trans-
port. The advent of Zinc Finger Nuclease (ZFN) technology has enabled the creation of ApoE,
Ldlr and Leptin knockout rat models for studying atherosclerosis, hypertension, and type II
diabetes. All knockout rat models show elevated triglyceride and cholesterol levels. Leptin
knockout rats are almost twice the size of wild type littermates. Male Leptin knockout rats at
18 weeks old will be over 700 grams. Some of the homozygous knockouts have mild insulin
resistance. I will discuss the technology used, methodology for creation, and the phenotypic
characterization of the above mentioned knockout rat models. SAGETM Labs will continue to
support the research effort towards finding the necessary cures for the diseases by making trans-
genic animal models available for the study of cardiovascular, renal and metabolic diseases.
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8 Abstracts - Posters

8.1 Poster Sessions 1-9

8.1.1 Herum KLM et al. Syndecan-4 regulates NFAT activation in cardiac fibroblasts ... P01 [4033]

Syndecan-4 regulates NFAT activation in cardiac fibroblasts following stretch

HERUM KLM, LUNDE IG, BEHMEN D, FLORHOLMEN G, CARLSON CR,
CHRISTENSEN GA

Institute for Experimental Medical Research, Oslo University Hospital Ullevaal, Kirkeveien 166, 0407
Oslo, Norway; Email: k.l.m.herum@medisin.uio.no

Aims: Cardiac fibroblasts respond to stretch by differentiating into myofibroblasts that have
contractile properties and produce large amounts of extracellular matrix. This may cause fi-
brosis and hence cardiac dysfunction. The mechanisms triggering this response are unknown.
Here, we investigated whether syndecan-4 is a stretch sensor in cardiac fibroblasts which ac-
tivates calcineurin-NFAT (nuclear factor of activated T- cells) signaling that may be involved
in stretch-induced fibroblast to myofibroblast differentiation. Methods: Cardiac fibroblasts
from wild type and syndecan-4 knockout mice were isolated and plated on collagen I-coated
silicon membranes and then subjected to cyclic stretch (10%, 24 hrs, 1 Hz). Colocalization
was determined with proximity ligation assay and overexpression of syndecan-4 was done in
HT1080 fibroblasts. Results: NFATc4 was dephosphorylated (activated) in response to stretch.
This activation was abolished in the presence of the calcineurin inhibitor cyclosporine A and
significantly reduced in cardiac fibroblasts from syndecan-4 knockout mice. Colocalization of
syndecan-4 and calcineurin implied interaction between these two proteins and previous stud-
ies in cardiomyocytes have identified a direct binding between calcineurin and the cytosolic
region of syndecan-4. Phosphorylation of ser179 in this region was reduced by 50% in cardiac
fibroblasts subjected to mechanical stress and could therefore be involved in the regulation of
calcineurin-NFAT signaling in response to stretch. Conclusion: Stretch activated NFATc4 in
a syndecan-4-dependent manner. The mechanism for this activation is likely to involve intra-
cellular dephosphorylation of syndecan-4 thereby enabling calcineurin-NFAT signaling. This
pathway may be important for the differentiation of cardiac fibroblasts to myofibroblasts fol-
lowing stretch.

8.1.2 Loose KO et al. Ryanodine receptor sensitivity determines Ca2+ wave ... P02 [4054]

Ryanodine receptor sensitivity determines Ca2+ wave velocity in cardiomyocytes

LOOSE KO, SADREDINI MN, SEJERSTED OM, STOKKE MK, LOUCH WE

Institute for Experimental Medical Research, Oslo University Hospital, Ullevål, N-0407 Oslo, Norway;
Email: k.o.loose@medisin.uio.no

Aims: In cardiomyocytes, arrhythmias can be caused by spontaneous release of Ca2+ from the
sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) via the SR Ca2+ release channel (RyR). Such release may initiate
a self-propagating process called Ca2+ waves, which may trigger spontaneous action poten-
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tials. Importantly, this process may be augmented when waves propagate more rapidly. We
have investigated the role of RyR sensitivity and SR Ca2+ content in regulating Ca2+ wave
propagation. Methods: Ca2+ waves were studied in isolated ventricular cardiomyocytes from
mice using confocal microscopy and Ca2+ fluorescent dyes. Results: To investigate the effect
of increased RyR Ca2+ sensitivity, we rapidly exposed cells to 1 mM caffeine. The first wave
following caffeine exposure exhibited increased propagation velocity (p < 0.05). However, at
steady-state, velocity was not altered from pre- treatment values, although mean wave magni-
tude and SR Ca2+ content were reduced (p < 0.05). The opposite intervention, i.e. partial RyR
blockade with 100 µM tetracaine increased wave magnitude and SR Ca2+ content at steady
state (p < 0.05) but did not alter wave speed. These observations suggest that SR content-
induced alterations in RyR sensitivity could account from differences in wave speed between
initial and steady- state conditions. To test this hypothesis, the effect of decreasing SR Ca2+
over time was examined using 5 Hz stimulation followed by a pause. Wave speed was observed
to progressively decline following the termination of stimulation (p < 0.05). Conclusion: Our
data suggest that RyR sensitivity is an important determinant of Ca2+ wave speed. An induced
increase in RyR sensitivity, such as that reported in heart failure, increases wave speed only
until steady-state reduction in SR content counteracts such effects.

8.1.3 Chladekova L et al. Time irreversibility of the spontaneous heart rate oscillations ... P03 [4061]

Time irreversibility of the spontaneous heart rate oscillations is dependent on the auto-
nomic nervous balance

CHLADEKOVA L, TURIANIKOVA Z, TONHAJZEROVA I, CALKOVSKA A, JAVORKA M

Department of Physiology, Comenius University, Jessenius Faculty of Medicine, Mala Hora 4, 036 01
Martin, Slovak Republic; Email: chladekova@jfmed.uniba.sk

Aims: Time irreversibility is the characteristic feature of the complex system dynamics, includ-
ing short-term cardiovascular control mediated by autonomic nervous system. Irreversibility
analysis in heart rate variability (HRV) signal represents a promising approach to assess cardio-
vascular control changes. The aim of the study was to assess the changes in time irreversibility
during orthostatic test. We also tested the behaviour of the irreversibility indices in relation to
different data lengths and their mutual dependence. Methods: We examined the irreversibility
of HRV time series from 28 healthy young subjects recorded during 20 minutes in supine po-
sition followed by 15 minutes in standing position. We used three different time irreversibility
indices – Porta’s, Guzik’s and Costa’s indices (P%, G% and A, respectively). Indices were
derived from data segments of 300, 600 and 1000 RR intervals. Results: Two of three time
irreversibility indices (P% and A) were sensitive to the shift in sympathovagal balance during
the orthostatic challenge. Indices were relatively insensitive to data length. Despite the differ-
ence in calculation algorithms of indices P% and A, these are closely mathematically related
and do not provide mutually independent information. Conclusion: We conclude that heart rate
irreversibility indices are sensitive to the changes in autonomic tone even when derived from
the 300 interbeat intervals. Porta’s index seems to be more sensitive to autonomic balance shift
compared to Guzik’s index. Costa’s index is closely related to P% and does not provide any
additional information.

This study was supported by project of Centre of Excellence for Perinatological Research
(CEPV II No. 26220120036, co-financed from EU sources)
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8.1.4 Øyehaug L et al. Structural remodelling of failing cardiomyocytes ... P04 [4069]

Structural remodelling of failing cardiomyocytes and impairment of SERCA function –
consequences for dyssynchrony of Ca2+ release

ØYEHAUG L, JØLLE GF, STOKKE MK, SEJERSTED OM, SJAASTAD I, LOUCH WE

Institute for Experimental Medical Research, Oslo University Hospital, Oslo, Norway. Center for Heart
Failure Research, University of Oslo, Norway; Email: leiv.oyehaug@medisin.uio.no

Aims: Unlike healthy cells, failing cardiomyocytes typically exhibit a disorganised t-tubule
network. This may cause disrupted excitation-contraction coupling, in which opening of ryan-
odine receptors (RyRs) may be triggered by Ca2+ diffusing from neighbouring RyRs rather than
by depolarisation-induced Ca2+ influx. Ca2+ release from these RyRs is delayed compared to
depolarisation-induced release and therefore reduces synchrony of Ca2+ release across the cell.
In failing cardiomyocytes, reduced expression of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) Ca2+ AT-
Pase (SERCA) pump may also contribute to dyssynchrony by reducing the amount of Ca2+

available for release. We investigated Ca2+ release synchrony in healthy, failing and SERCA2
KO cells using experiments and mathematical modelling. Methods: Experiments were per-
formed on cardiomyocytes isolated from conditional SERCA2 KO mice (KO) 6 days following
gene disruption. SERCA2flox/flox (FF) mice served as controls. Ca2+ release synchrony was
(i) analysed experimentally using confocal fluorescence imaging, and (ii) investigated theoreti-
cally using a mathematical model that describes Ca2+ influx and release, diffusion, and uptake
from cytosol into SR. Results: Theoretically, dyssynchrony increased with increasing t-tubular
network disorganisation, and with decreasing SERCA pump rate. Experimentally, SERCA KO
myocytes did not show more dyssynchrony of Ca2+ release than FF, contradicting model pre-
dictions. By assuming a simultaneous increased sensitisation of RyR in the KO, model and ex-
periment were reconciled. Conclusion: Both t-tubule disorganisation and reduction of SERCA
function promote Ca2+ release dyssynchrony. However, increased RyR sensitivity can compen-
sate for reduced SR content to maintain Ca2+ release uniformity.

8.1.5 Karppinen S et al. Sarcoplasmic reticulum calcium release regulates activity ... P05 [4076]

Sarcoplasmic reticulum calcium release regulates activity – dependent translocation of
histone deacetylase 5 (HDAC5) in mouse embryonic ventricular cardiomyocytes

KARPPINEN S, TAVI P

University of Eastern Finland, Yliopistonranta 1, PL 1627, 70211, Kuopio, Finland;
Email: samkarpp@student.uef.fi

Aim: Spontaneous activity of the developing embryonic cardiomyocytes originates from the
calcium oscillations triggered by sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) calcium release. These oscil-
lations maintain the heart beat and are also essential in development of the cardiac muscle.
In order to find the links between cell activity and gene expression in embryonic cardiomy-
ocytes, we studied the cellular translocation of class IIa histone deacetylases (HDACs), which
are known to control the activity - dependent gene expression in variety of cell types. Methods:
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Isolated mouse embryonic cardiomyocytes (E10) were used for intracellular calcium measure-
ments with Fluo4-AM and antibody-labelling of HDAC5. HDAC5 translocation was measured
with a confocal microscope in HDAC5-GFP transfected cardiomyocytes. Results: HDAC5 was
found to be localised mainly in the cytosol in spontaneously active cells. However, inhibition of
the SR calcium with ryanodine caused the translocation of endogenous and HDAC5-GFP into
the nucleus with τ ≈ 20 minutes. Electrical stimulation-induced calcium influx through L-type
calcium channels alone was not sufficient to prevent the nuclear import of HDAC5 induced
by ryanodine. Calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII) has been shown to
regulate HDAC-activity in cardiomyocytes. Inhibition of CaMKII by KN-93 had no effect on
the cytosol - localised HDAC5. However, when ryanodine was used to translocate HDAC5
into the nucleus, CaMKII-inhibition caused its subsequent nuclear export with τ ≈ 14 minutes.
Conclusion: Spontaneous activity of the early embryonic cardiomyocytes regulates nuclear-
cytoplasmic shuttling of HDAC5, establishing a link between cell activity and gene expression
in embryonic cardiomyocytes. SR calcium release is indispensable for removal of HDAC-
dependent repression of embryonic gene expression.

8.1.6 Arlock P et al. Excitation and contraction of cardiac muscle ... P06 [4085]

Excitation and contraction of cardiac muscle and coronary arteries of normal and brain
dead pigs

ARLOCK P1,2, DAVIS B1, LI M1, QIUMING L2, LÖVDAHL C1, RAHMAN A1,
SJÖBERG T2, WOHLFART B2, STEEN S2, ARNER A1

1Department.of Physiology and Pharmacology, Karolinska Insitutet, and 2Department of Cardiothoracic
Surgery, Heart and Lung Division, Lund university, Lund, Sweden; Email: Per.Arlock@med.lu.se

Aims: Excitability and contraction of cardiac muscle from brain dead heart donors critically in-
fluence the success of cardiac transplantation. We have examined membrane physiology, Ca2+

handling and contraction of cardiac muscle and properties of coronary arteries from the hearts of
brain dead pigs. Methods: A porcine model of 12-20 hrs of brain death was developed. Com-
parisons were made with non-treated pigs. Cardiomyocytes and trabecular preparations were
examined using whole cell patch clamp and microelectrode techniques. Calcium handling and
calcium sensitivity were determined using confocal imaging and permeabilized preparations.
Coronary arteries were examined in a wire-myograph. Results: Action potentials in isolated
cardiomyocytes and trabecular muscle were significantly shorter in the brain dead group. No
difference was found in the resting membrane potential. The alteration in the action potential
was associated with impaired cellular shortening and attenuated Ca2+ transients. L-type Ca2+,
inward (IK1) and delayed K+ currents were detected (IKr and IKs), while the transient outward
K+ current (Ito) was absent. No significant differences in the recorded currents were detected
between groups. Coronary arteries exhibited increased sensitivity to the thromboxane analogue
(U46619) and unaltered endothelium dependent relaxation. Conclusion: Brain death was as-
sociated with moderate shortening of the action potential, leading to attenuated Ca2+ transients
and cellular shortening which might lower the contractility after transplantation. Changes in
K+ channels could not be detected. Increased reactivity of coronary arteries could be associ-
ated with an increased risk of vascular spasm, although endothelial relaxant function was well
preserved.
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8.1.7 Skogestad J et al. Low extracellular potassium increases Ca2+ transients ... P07 [4104]

Low extracellular potassium increases Ca2+ transients and induces Ca2+ waves in
cardiomyocytes

SKOGESTAD J, ARONSEN JM, TOVSRUD N, HOUGEN K, SEJERSTED OM,
SJAASTAD I

Institute for Experimental Medical Research, Oslo University Hospital Ullevål, Kirkeveien 166, 0407
Oslo, Email: jonas.skogestad@medisin.uio.no

Aims: Hypokalemia is a common clinical condition, and is associated with increased risk of
ventricular tachyarrhythmias and sudden cardiac death. Our aim was to study how low extra-
cellular potassium affected Ca2+ transients, and to investigate whether this affected Ca2+ wave
probability. Methods: Rat cardiomyocytes were isolated, loaded with fluo-4, and field stim-
ulated on 1, 2 and 4 Hz. Ca2+ transients were measured with fluorescensce microscopy. The
stimulation was temporarily stopped for 30 seconds between each increase in stimulation fre-
quency, and Ca2+ waves were observed. The protocol was performed with [K+]e=2.7 mM and
[K+]e=5.0 mM. Results: Upon switch in perfusion from basal (2.7 mM) to low extracellular
potassium (5.0 mM), the Ca2+ transients increase through a biphasic response; a rapid decline
(p < 0.05 compared to basal), followed by a slower increase in Ca2+ transients. A stable phase
was reached after a few minutes, where the Ca2+ transients were increased compared with tran-
sients on basal potassium (p < 0.05). We also observed increased wave occurrence on low
extracellular potassium compared with basal perfusion on all frequencies studied (p < 0.05).
Conclusion: Low extracellular potassium increases Ca2+ wave probability, and increases Ca2+

transients through a biphasic response. This might be an arrhythmogenic mechanism in hy-
pokalemia.

8.1.8 Kizub IV et al. Myoendothelial gap junctions are involved in hypoxic ... P08 [4010]

Myoendothelial gap junctions are involved in hypoxic pulmonary hypertension
development

KIZUB IV, STRIELKOV IV, SOLOVIEV AI, WARD JPT

The Institute of Pharmacology and Toxicology of the Academy of Medical Sciences of Ukraine, Kiev,
Ukraine. Experimental Therapeutics Depatment, 18 Eugene Pottier Str., 03680, Kiev, Ukraine; Email:
buzzmann@ukr.net

Aims: It is known that hypoxia causes pulmonary artery constriction normally maintaining
optimal ventilation-perfusion matching in the lung but leading to pulmonary hypertension. Al-
though it is known that sustained hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction (HPV) is dependent on
the endothelium, the signaling pathways remain unclear. The aim of this study was to determine
the role of myoendothelial gap junctions in HPV. Methods: The vascular tone was measured
on isolated Wistar rat small intrapulmonary arteries (IPA) using a wire myography technique.
In vivo experiments were performed on anesthetized with chloralose/urethane Wistar rats with
retrograde catheterization of the right ventricle and the left common carotid artery for sys-
tolic right ventricular pressure (RVP) and mean arterial pressure (MAP) registration. Results:
Hypoxia (PO2 - 2-3 mmHg) elicited a biphasic constriction of isolated IPA preconstricted with
prostaglandin F2α (3 µM) or 25 mM K+ consisted of the transient phase and the sustained phase
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following 40 min of hypoxia. Gap junctions’ inhibition with 18-glycyrrhetinic acid (18-GA, 30
µM) or heptanol (3.5 mM) had not effect on HPV transient phase but abolished the sustained
HPV. Elevation in 18-GA concentration to 60 and 100 µM evoked a suppressing of both HPV
phases. In in vivo experiments hypoxia resulted in a biphasic increase in RVP consisted with
transient and sustained (during the course of hypoxia 30 min.) phases. In animals treated orally
with 18-GA (25 mg/kg) 20 hours before the experiment slight inhibition of the transient phase
and complete abolishing of the sustained RVP increase have been observed. Conclusion: Our
data indicates that gap junctions involved to the sustained phase of HPV reflecting a novel path-
way for signaling during hypoxic pulmonary hypertension development.

8.1.9 Koivumäki JT et al. Rate-dependent regulation of sarcoplasmic reticulum ... P09 [4020]

Rate-dependent regulation of sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ ATPase in human atrial
myocytes

KOIVUMÄKI JT, TAVI P

A.I. Virtanen Institute of Molecular Sciences, University of Eastern Finland, Finland;
Email: jussi.koivumaki@iki.fi

Aims: In mammalian cardiac myocytes, one of the most important regulators of intracellular
calcium dynamics is the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) calcium ATPase (SERCA), which affects
excitation-contraction coupling both ”upstream” (action potential) and ”downstream” (contrac-
tility). Accumulating evidence from ventricular myocytes suggests an important role for cal-
cium/calmodulin dependent kinase (CaMK) II in this context (Maier and Bers 2007); however,
in atrial myocytes relatively little data exists on the rate-dependent regulation of SERCA. Meth-
ods: Here, we implement CaMK-dependent regulation of SERCA into a recently developed
mathematical model of human atrial myocyte (Koivumäki et al. 2011), to study the rate depen-
dence of SERCA’s contribution to intracellular calcium recirculation. Results: Results indicate
that stimulation of SERCA function, at high heart rates, promotes a substantial increase in SR
calcium content and cytosolic calcium transient amplitude. Also, faster pacing shifts the bal-
ance of NCX vs. SERCA in calcium removal from cytosol during diastole. Conclusion: We
conclude that CaMK-mediated stimulation of SERCA function is an important modulator of
excitation-contraction coupling and rate dependence of action potential duration in atrial my-
ocytes. References: Koivumäki, J.T., Korhonen, T., Tavi, P. 2011. PLoS Comput Biol 7(1):
e1001067. Maier, L.S., Bers, D.M. 2007 Cardiovasc Res 73, 631-640.

8.1.10 Gao X et al. 1-Receptor deficiency blunts afferent arteriolar ... P10 [4023]

1-Receptor deficiency blunts afferent arteriolar responses to Ang II and L-NAME

GAO X, PATZAK A, SENDESKI M, FREDHOLM BB, PERSSON AEG, CARLSTRÖM M

Dept. of Medical Cell Biology, Uppsala University, Sweden; Email: gao.xiang@mcb.uu.se

Objective: Afferent arteriolar tone and reactivity importantly contribute to regulation of re-
nal hemodynamics and blood pressure regulation. Recently, we demonstrated that AngII and
L-NAME-induced hypertension is blunted in adenosine A1-deficient mice (Carlstrom et al.
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2011). Here we investigated the hypothesis that A1 receptors modulate arteriolar responses
during NOS inhibition and Ang II treatment. Methods: Isotonic contractions were measured
in isolated/perfused afferent arterioles from A1+/+ and A1-/- mice in response to I) AngII (10
-12 to 10 -6 M), II) L-NAME (10 -4 M), III) AngII+L-NAME, IV) AngII+L-NAME+tempol
(10 -4 M) and V) AngII+A2 antagonist (ZM241385; 10 -7 M). Results: Basal arteriolar diam-
eter was larger in A1-/- (9.9±0.6µm) than in A1+/+ mice (8.0±0.4µm), however, there were
no differences in media-to-lumen ratios between genotypes. Maximal arteriolar contractions
to AngII and L-NAME alone were significantly reduced in A1-/- (5±1% and 18±2%, respec-
tively), than in A1+/+ mice (13±2% and 41±3%, respectively). NOS inhibition with L-NAME
enhanced the contractile response to AngII in A1+/+ (51±2%), but had no effect in A1-/- mice
(21±2%). Simultaneous treatment with tempol attenuated the response to AngII+L-NAME in
A1+/+ (24±3%), but had no effect in the A1-/- mice (19±2%). Simultaneous treatment with
A2 antagonist did not change arteriolar responses to Ang II, neither in A1+/+ (39±2%) nor
in A1-/- (17±2%) mice. Conclusion: A1 receptors enhance preglomerular responses during
NOS inhibition and AngII treatment. Vascular remodeling or different A2 receptor signaling
do not mediate this effect but rather reflect different regulation of oxidative stress. References:
Carlstrom M, Patzak P, Gao X, Persson EG, 2011 FASEB J March 17, 2011 25:667.8

8.1.11 Talts J et al. Effect of arterial stiffness and pulse pressure ... P11 [4028]

Effect of arterial stiffness and pulse pressure on the accuracy of oscillometric blood
pressure measurement

TALTS J, RAAMAT R, JAGOMÄGI K

Dept of Physiology, University of Tartu, 19 Ravila St, 50411 Tartu, Estonia; Email: jaak.talts@ut.ee

Aims: To explore factors influencing the accuracy of oscillometric blood pressure measurement.
Methods: The applied computer-based simulator contained a model having arterial pressure
pulses as an input signal and cuff volume oscillations as an output signal. There was a possi-
bility to modify the arterial wall parameters to simulate different modalities of arterial stiffness.
Thereafter, the oscillation envelopes were drawn and oscillometric estimation of systolic and
diastolic pressures was performed using fixed characteristic ratios. Errors were calculated as
differences between the oscillometrically estimated blood pressures and corresponding refer-
ences (true values) measured from the pressure pulses as input signals of the model. Results:
For the tested range of affecting factors, the induced errors in systolic and diastolic pressures
ranged 15 and 14 mmHg, respectively. Systolic estimates moved towards underestimation and
diastolic ones slightly towards overestimation if pulse pressure increased. Arterial wall stiff-
ening induced systematic overestimation of the systolic and over- or underestimation of the
diastolic pressure compared to a normal artery, errors depending on the symmetry and steep-
ness indices of the arterial wall pressure/volume curve. A good accordance between simulation
and clinical measurements was revealed. Conclusion: We demonstrated that the accuracy of
oscillometric blood pressure estimation depended to a great extent on the functional-anatomical
aspects of the artery. Relationships were derived to quantitatively assess the errors induced by
changes in pulse pressure and in the shape indices (symmetry and steepness) of the arterial wall
pressure/volume curve.
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8.1.12 Dimitriev DA et al. Regression to mean: modification of ... P12 [4048]

Regression to mean: modification of examination stress data

DIMITRIEV DA, SAPEROVA EV, KARPENKO YD, DIMITRIEV AD

428000, Russia, Chuvash Republic, Cheboksary, K. Marks Street, 38; Email: kafedra-anatomii@mail.ru

Objectives: As known, regression to mean (RTM) is a statistical phenomenon that can make
natural variation in repeated data look like real change. On the other hand, typical investigation
of real life stress contains repeat measurement of physiological parameters. We have assessed
the extent to which RTM influences on the difference between baseline and stress levels of
heart rate variability (HRV) parameters. Methods: We compared HRV parameters and heart
rate (HR) of students at rest and shortly before real life stress. 165 healthy female students
with a mean age of 21.13±0.08 years volunteered for the experiment. To study the role of
probabilistic forecasting of results in the development of the real life stress affect on the heart
rate control, each student was asked to predict her mark. Groups were formed based on the
difference between the expectations and the actual mark (group 1: expectation = actual mark;
group 2: expectation > actual mark; group 3: expectation < actual mark). Graphs and linear
regression method were used to identify RTM. RTM was adjusted with ANCOVA. Results: We
find significant differences between groups during control day (group 2/3 HR, Mann-Whitney
(U)=265.50; p = 0.03; group 2/3 and 1/3 LF, p < 0.05). We observed significant increase of
HR and LF/HF in stress day for all groups, decrease of HF in groups 2 and 3 (p < 0.05). At
the same time, there were no significant differences between groups in crude value of change
(follow-up minus baseline measurements). Adjusted for RTM effects, differences in the val-
ues of change HR, LH, HF, LF/HF between groups were significant. Conclusion: Assessing
change in HRV from rest to real life stress may underestimate or overestimate response, due to
the impact of RTM and individual psychological features. Supported by the Ministry of Educa-
tion and Science of Russia (grant 2.2.3.3/2028).

8.1.13 Mikelsone I et al. The acute effects of cigarette smoking on microvascular ... P13 [4070]

The acute effects of cigarette smoking on microvascular reactivity and haemodynamic
measurements in healthy young and adult men

MIKELSONE I1, BORMANE I1, SIMSONE Z2, TRETJAKOVS P3

1Institute of Experimental and Clinical Medicine, University of Latvia, 2Department of Human and
Animal Physiology, University of Latvia, 3Department of Human Physiology and Biochemistry, Riga
Stradins University; Email: indra.mikelsone@gmail.com

Aim: to evaluate the alterations of the skin microvascular reactivity and haemodynamic mea-
surements due to the acute cigarette smoking (CS) in 20 healthy normotensive habitual smokers.
Methods: We investigated 10 young smokers (YS; 26 ±6 y.o.) and 10 adult smokers (AS; 44
±6 y.o.). with smoking status of 8.4± 4 and 15.7±7 pack-years, respectively. We used laser
Doppler imaging technique to measure the cutaneous blood flow on the dorsum of the palm.
The vasodilatory response to the iontophoretic administration of 1% acetylcholine (ACh), act-
ing via an endothelial mechanism, and the local heating +44oC application, acting via an axon
reflex-mediated and endothelium-dependent vasodilatation were studied before and after CS.
Systolic and diastolic blood pressure and heart rate were measured before and after CS. Re-
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sults: The acute CS significantly decreased endothelium-dependent vasodilatation in response
to Ach (p < 0.05) in both YS and AS groups. The vasodilatory response to the local heating
was slightly increased in neurally regulated vasodilatation and obviously tended to decreased
in endothelium-dependent vasodilatation in both groups. There were significantly increased
systolic (p < 0.05) and diastolic (p < 0.05) blood pressure and heart rate (p < 0.05) in YS
group. AS group showed significantly increased systolic blood pressure (p < 0.05). We found
endothelium-dependent vasodilatation significantly correlated with pack-years (p < 0.05; r=-
0.52) and age (p < 0.05; r=-0.50). Conclusion: The data show that cigarette smoking and
age results in attenuated endothelial function in peripheral microcirculation. As well, the acute
cigarette smoking contributes also to elevated sympathetic cardiovascular activity in healthy
men.

8.1.14 Bernatova I et al. Horizontal motor activity of hypertensive rats ... P14 [4126]

Horizontal motor activity of hypertensive rats is associated with level of blood pressure

BERNATOVA I1, PUZSEROVA A1, SESTAKOVA N1, MACH M2

1Institute of Normal and Pathological Physiology, 2Institute of Experimental Pharmacology and Toxi-
cology, Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava, Slovak Republic; Email: Iveta.Bernatova@savba.sk

Aims: This study investigated the relationship between open field behaviour, blood pressure
(BP), body weight and nitric oxide (NO) production in the hypothalamus and cerebellum of rats
with normal and elevated BP. Methods: Open field (100x100 cm, 10 min) behaviour was deter-
mined in adult normotensive Wistar-Kyoto (WKY) rats, borderline hypertensive rats (BHR) and
spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR). BP was measured by tail cuff method. NO synthase ac-
tivity was determined by conversion of [3H]-L-arginine. Results: BP of WKY, BHR and SHR
was 104±2, 141±5 and 192±3 mmHg, respectively (p < 0.01 among all). Body weight of
WKY, BHR and SHR was 427±8, 476±9 and 388±7 g, respectively (p < 0.01 among all).
Total distance travelled of WKY was 15±0.8m and it was elevated significantly in both BHR
(22±3m) and SHR (25±1m). Time spent and distance travelled in the central zone (55x55 cm)
were also increased significantly in BHR and SHR vs. WKY. Immobility time in the central and
peripheral zones was reduced significantly in hypertensive rats. In contrast, distance travelled in
the peripheral zone did not differ significantly among the groups. Horizontal motor activity of
rats in the open field correlated with BP (total distance travelled: r=0.66 p < 0.001; total immo-
bility time: r= -0.897, p < 0.001) but not with body weight. NOS activity in the hypothalamus
and cerebellum of WKY, BHR and SHR did not differ significantly and no association between
NO production and open field activity was observed. Conclusion: Results showed that hyper-
tensive rats were hyperactive in the open field and the level of their hyperactivity was associated
rather with BP than with body weight or disturbances in NO production in the hypothalamus or
cerebellum. Study was supported by the grants APVV-0523-10 and VEGA 2/0084/10.
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8.1.15 Puzserova A et al. Vascular function alterations in prehypertensive ... P15 [4127]

Vascular function alterations in prehypertensive and hypertensive rats are similar

PUZSEROVA A, BALIS P, SLEZAK P, SESTAKOVA N, BERNATOVA I

Institute of Normal and Pathological Physiology, Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava, Slovak
Republic; Email: Angelika.Puzserova@savba.sk

Aims: This study determined vascular function and nitric oxide production in adult borderline
hypertensive rats (BHR) as compared to normotensive Wistar-Kyoto (WKY) and spontaneously
hypertensive rats (SHR). Methods: Blood pressure (BP) and was measured by tail-cuff plethys-
mography. NO synthase (NOS) activity was determined by conversion of [3H]-L-arginine.
Acetylcholine (ACh)-induced relaxation was investigated in the serotonine-precontracted femoral
arteries using Mulvany-Halpern’s myograph in isometric conditions. Results: BP of WKY,
BHR and SHR was 104±2, 141±5 and 192±3 mmHg, respectively (p < 0.01 among all ).
Relative left ventricular (LV) mass was increased significantly in both BHR and SHR vs. WKY.
No genotype-related differences were observed in NOS activity in the hypothalamus. However,
NOS activity was elevated significantly in the aorta of BHR (by about 81%) and SHR (by about
106%) vs. WKY and in the LV of SHR (by about 96%) vs. WKY. Maximal endothelium-
dependent vasorelaxation (determined as Emax using acetylcholine test) was reduced signifi-
cantly in BHR (3.96±0.12 mN/mm) and SHR (2.83±0.19 mN/mm) vs. WKY (4.80±0.15
mN/mm). Nitric oxide (NO)-dependent component of vasorelaxation was not different among
genotypes. However, NO-independent component of vasorelaxation correlated negatively with
BP (r = - 0.66, p < 0.001) and it was reduced significantly in BHR and SHR vs. WKY. Con-
clusion: Data showed that LV hypertrophy and NO-independent endothelial dysfunction were
present already in BHR. Thus, results suggest that vascular alterations in adult borderline hyper-
tensive rats are qualitatively similar to those observed in rats with fully developed hypertension.
Study was supported by the grants VEGA 2 /0084/10 and APVV-0523-10.

8.1.16 Rahman A et al. The small GTPase Rac1 is required for smooth muscle ... P16 [4082]

The small GTPase Rac1 is required for smooth muscle force development

RAHMAN A, DAVIS B, LÖVDAHL C, VEENA TH, ARNER A

Department of Physiology and Pharmacology, Karoliniska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden;
Email: awahan.reheman@ki.se

Aims: Smooth muscle contraction is activated by Ca2+, and modulated by an extensive signal-
ing network including small G proteins of the Rho family. Rac1 is involved in several cellular
processes, but its function in smooth muscle is not known. We have examined the role of Rac1
in different smooth muscles using a novel inhibitor (EHT1864) and smooth muscle specific
ablation of the Rac1 gene in mice. Methods: Femoral artery, aorta and urinary bladder prepa-
rations were mounted for force recording at optimal length. EHT1864 was applied for 1 h.
F-actin was examined after staining with Rhodamine-phalloidin. Cre transgenic mice with a
tamoxifen driven smooth muscle specific promoter (SM22) were mated with animals carrying a
Rac1 gene flanked by LoxP sites. Results: EHT1864 (10 µM) inhibited contraction by 40-80%
in all tissues after activation with different agonists. The pattern of inhibition was different from
that observed with Y27632 (Rho-kinase inhibitor) suggesting that the recruitment of Rac1 and
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RhoA pathways differs between tissues and activation conditions. The effect of EHT1864 was
not present in fully permeabilized tissue, showing that the target is upstream of the contrac-
tile machinery and myosin phosphorylation/dephosphorylation. The effect of EHT1864 was
reversible and did not involve major alterations in the actin cytoskeleton. Femoral artery and
urinary bladder preparations from animals with smooth muscle specific and conditional ablation
of Rac1 (30-50% reduction in protein) exhibited a lower active tension. Conclusion: Rac1 is
required for active force generation in smooth muscle via effects on Ca2+ entry or activation
steps, independent of Rho/Rho-kinase, and upstream of the myosin light chain kinase and phos-
phatase.

8.1.17 Kaygisiz Z et al. The effects of diethylcarbamazine citrate on isolated rat hearts ... P17 [4037]

The effects of diethylcarbamazine citrate on isolated rat hearts

KAYGISIZ Z , KAYGISIZ B, OZKURT M

Department of Physiology, Medical Faculty, Eskisehir Osmangazi University, Eskisehir, Turkey
Email: ziyak@ogu.edu.tr

Aims: It is possible that diethylcarbamazine citrate, the antihelmintic drug and lipoxygenase
inhibitor affects cardiovascular functions, but little is known about the role of this drug on
myocardial contractility, heart rate and coronary flow. Furthermore, the possible action of di-
ethylcarbamazine citrate on contractile force, +dP/dtmax, heart rate and coronary flow has not
been investigated in isolated rat hearts. Therefore, we studied the probable effects of the drug on
left ventricular developed pressure (the index of cardiac contractility), +dP/dtmax (the maximal
rate of pressure development), heart rate and coronary flow in rat hearts. Methods: The hearts
were isolated under light ether anesthesia and perfused under constant pressure conditions with
modified Krebs-Henseleit solution. After stabilization 0.2, 1 and 5 mM diethylcarbamazine cit-
rate was infused to the hearts for 30 min. Results: Diethylcarbamazine citrate at a dose of 0.2
mM did not change the heart rate but, 1 and 5 mM significantly decreased (p < 0.001). All
the doses of diethylcarbamazine citrate markedly reduced developed pressure, +dP/dtmax and
coronary flow (p < 0.001 for all). Conclusion: There is sufficient evidence from this study that
diethylcarbamazine citrate possesses a negative inotropic action. These results might suggest
that the drug can also decrease coronary flow. Furthermore, higher doses of the drug may exert
bradycardic action. Diethylcarbamazine citrate in doses ranging from 0.2 to 5 mM may induce
depressant effects on cardiac functions.

8.1.18 Peng L et al. TLXR is expressed in the heart and causes lipid accumulation ... P18 [4045]

LXR is expressed in the heart and causes lipid accumulation

PENG L, ANTON B, HILDE N, GURO V, FRED H

Department of Physiology, Institute of Basic Medical Sciences, University of Oslo
Email: pengl@medisin.uio.no

Aims: Liver X receptors (LXRs) are ligand activated nuclear transcription factors functioning
as regulators of fatty acid, cholesterol and glucose metabolism. Cardiac LXR expression is so
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far not characterized, although the heart utilizes both fatty acids and glucose as energy sub-
strate. We aimed to investigate a potential role of LXRs in the heart. Methods: Hearts were
isolated and subjected to global ischemia, and reperfusion using langendoff apparatus in ex-
tra vivo. In vivo myocardial infarction was induced by ligation of the left anterior descending
coronary artery for 24 hours, the hearts were analyzed for infarct size lipid accumulation and
triglycerides constitution. Results: LXRα and β mRNA were expressed in the mouse heart.
Cardiomyocyte HL-1 cells and freshly isolated adult CMs had lower gene expression of LXRs
than cardiac fibroblast. In both tissue and cells, LXRβ expression was higher than LXRα.
Transcriptional activity of LXR was modulated in vivo by the LXR agonist GW3965, which
increased expression of the target genes Stearoyl-CoA desaturase 1 (SCD-1), Sterol regulatory
element-binding protein 1c (SREBP-1c) and ATP binding cassette transporter A 1 (ABCA 1) in
the ventricle. In parallel, intracellular lipid droplets accumulated in cardiomyocytes. Triglyc-
eride analysis of the left ventricle revealed an increased palmitoleic acid / palmitic acid ratio,
further suggesting increased SCD-1 activity. A similar response to GW3965 was seen in HL-1
cells. Gene expression of LXRβ was increased post MI as well as target genes, whereas LXRα
was unchanged. In isolated ischemia-reperfused hearts, GW3965 stimulation decrease the my-
ocardial infracted size about 50%. Conclusion: These results indicate that LXRs activation by
the agonist GW3965 lead to increased target gene expression and accumulation of lipid droplets
in the heart. LXRs play a role in cardiac lipid metabolism, potentially also in the post- ischemic
heart.

8.1.19 Pogorelova VN et al. Electro neutral K+/Cl− transport in cardiomyocyte ... P19 [4118]

Electro neutral K+/Cl− transport in cardiomyocyte during acute ischemia

POGORELOVA VN, PANAIT AI, POGORELOV AG

Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Biophysics RAS, Pushchino, Moscow province, 142290,
Russian Federation; Email: pogorelovavn@rambler.ru

Aims: Changes of elemental concentrations in cardiomyocells are supposed to develop during
ischemia. In the given investigation Electron Probe Microanalysis was applied to determine the
cytoplasmic elemental (K, Na, Cl) contents in cardiac cells of rat under acute ischemia. Meth-
ods: The experiments were carried out on male Wistar rats. An isolated heart was perfused by
Langendorff‘s procedure. Ischemic depletion was created by perfusion with Tirode’s solution
deep deoxygenated and in the absence of glucose. An isolated cardiac papillary muscle was
frozen in liquid propane and placed in a cryomicrotome chamber, where it was cut at -30oC into
10 µm thick cryosections. After low-temperature dehydration in vacuum the cryosections were
mounted in the holder of a JSM-U3 microanalyzer microscope (JEOL, Japan). The potassium,
sodium or chlorine concentration in the cell was determined from the intensity of the Kα line in
the characteristic spectrum of an element that was excited in a sample by accelerated electrons
of the probe. Results: It was found that the initial phase of acute ischemia was defined by
the potassium deficiency (96±2 mM vs. control 122±1 mM, these and all results below are
presented as mean and standard deviation), and accumulation of sodium (44±2 mM vs. control
36±1 mM) and chlorine (45±1 mM vs. control 24±1 mM) in cardiac myocells. Conclusion:
It should be noted that changes of the sum in main intracellular cations (K+, Na+) were not
equilibrated with the increased chlorine concentration. This result can be accounted for by the
appearance of ionic (K+ and Cl−) electro neutral transports coupled with removing the lactate
anions produced in cardiomyocytes during anaerobic glycolysis.
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8.1.20 Jensen A et al. NP postconditioning provides myocardial protection ... P20 [4130]

NP postconditioning provides myocardial protection from ischemic injuries via RISK- and
BNP-receptor signalling

JENSEN A, BREIVIK L, JONASSEN AK

Department of Biomedicine, University of Bergen, Jonas Lies vei 91, 5009-Bergen
Email: andreas.jensen@biomed.uib.no

Background: The influence and importance of B-type natriuretic peptide in acute myocar-
dial infarction has for many years been ignored, and BNP has been underestimated as only
a predictor of heart failure. Since it has recently been shown that exogenously administered
BNP can reduce infarct size when delivered before, during and after ischemia, a study of BNP-
postconditioning and mechanism in the ischemic myocardium was investigated. Aim: Deter-
mine whether postconditioning with BNP reduced infarct size compared to ischemic reperfused
hearts and determine if natriuretic peptide receptor A (NPR-A) and/or the RISK pathway is
necessary for the protection. Methods: The Langendorff perfused rat heart subjected to 30
min of regional ischemia (RI) and 120 min of reperfusion were exposed to Ischemic Postcon-
ditioning (IPost) by 3 x 30 s of global ischemia and 3 x 30 s infusion of recombinant BNP as a
postconditioning mimetic (BNPPost). Inhibitors of the RISK pathway (wortmannin (Wi), SH-6
and rapamycin (Rap) and NPR-A (isatin) were employed in order determine whether the acti-
vation of these pathways are required for BNP induced cardioprotection. Results: Compared to
ischemia reperfusion, BNP postconditioning reduced infarct sizes by more than 50% (BNPPost
17 ±2% vs. Ctr 42 ±4%, p < 0.05). Co-administation of inhibitors the RISK pathway (Wi,
SH-6 and Rap) or the NPR receptor (isatin) abrogated the cardioprotection, while the inhibitors
by themselves had no effect on the size of infarct. Conclusion: BNP is protective as a postcon-
ditioning mimetic and relies on both NPR binding and RISK signalling.

8.1.21 Hafstad AD et al. High intensity interval training normalizes cardiac ... P21 [4139]

High intensity interval training normalizes cardiac energetics and ventricular function in
diet-induced obese mice

HAFSTAD AD, LUND J, HÖPER AC, HADLER-OLSEN E, HAGVE M, LARSEN TS,
AASUM E

Cardiovascular Research Group, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Tromsø, Norway
Email: anne.hafstad@uit.no

Aims: Diabetes / obesity is associated with left ventricular (LV) dysfunction, altered myocar-
dial metabolism and impaired LV energetics. Exercise has been shown to influence myocardial
Ca2+ handling, oxidative stress and mitochondrial uncoupling, processes known to influence the
progression of cardiomyopathy associated with diabetes/obesity. The aim of the present study
was to examine the effect of high intensity interval training (HIT) on LV function and energet-
ics, using diet-induced obese (DIO) mice as experimental model. Methods: DIO mice (given a
Western diet) were subjected to 8 weeks of HIT (1 h, 5 days a week). Aerobic capacity, glucose
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tolerance, myocardial oxidative stress and LV function, energetics and metabolism were deter-
mined. Results: Hearts from sedentary DIO mice exhibited diastolic and systolic dysfunction
and reduced cardiac efficiency. HIT increased aerobic capacity, reduced obesity and improved
glucose tolerance in DIO mice. In addition, the adverse effects of obesity on LV function and
cardiac efficiency were normalized by HIT. Analysis of the relation between myocardial oxygen
consumption (MVO2) and LV pressure-volume area revealed unaltered contractile efficiency,
while unloaded MVO2 (oxygen costs for non-contractile work) was normalized, due to reduced
oxygen cost for basal metabolism and excitation-contraction coupling. These changes were ac-
companied by attenuation of DIO-induced myocardial oxidative stress, and not by changes in
energy substrate utilization. Conclusion: Exercise-induced improvement of LV function and
energetics are associated with attenuation of obesity-induced myocardial oxygen waste, most
likely due to decreased ROS-induced impairments of mitochondrial function and Ca2+ han-
dling.

8.1.22 Bilbija D et al. Activation of the retinoic acid receptors in acute ... P22 [4062]

Activation of the retinoic acid receptors in acute myocardial ischemia and post ischemic
remodelling of the failing heart

BILBIJA D, HAUGEN F, BASTANI NE, BLOMHOFF R, VALEN G

Det Medisinsk Fakultet; Institutt for medisinske basalfag; Avdeling for fysiologi; PB 1103 Blindern;
0317 Oslo; Email: dusan.bilbija@medisin.uio.no

Aim: Retinoic acid has profound effects on cell proliferation and differentiation. This study
evaluates if the nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR) are activated in acute myocardial ischemia
and post ischemic remodelling and if so, when and in which cardiac cells. Methods: In order
to investigate cardiac activation of RAR in vivo, RARE-luciferase reporter mice were subjected
to myocardial infarction or sham operated. Luciferase activity was imaged serially in a CCD
camera up to 6 weeks postinfarction, while other mice were collected for evaluation of target
gene expression with real time PCR. One week postoperatively, organs were harvested from
additional mice for ex vivo imaging. Cardiomyocytes and cardiofibroblasts were isolated from
the infarcted and uninfarcted regions of myocardium, and luciferase activity analyzed in vitro.
Results: RARE-luciferase activity was higher in the thoracic region of infarcted mice than in
sham operated. The activity peaked at the 7th post operative day and thereafter gradually de-
clined during the process of remodelling. Ex vivo luminescent imaging of explanted organs one
week post-operatively confirmed that increased RAR activation was exclusively in the heart.
In accordance, infarcted RARE-luciferase reporter mice had increased cardiac expression of
RAR-responsive genes. In vitro analyses of luciferase activity in cardiomyocytes and cardiofi-
broblasts revealed increased RAR activity in cardiofibroblasts from the infarcted myocardium.
Conclusion: Cardiac RAR are activated in the acute/early remodeling stages postinfarction,
where the largest contribution appears to be from cardiofibroblasts in the infarcted myocardium.
RAR activation may play a role in remodeling after acute myocardial infarction.
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8.1.23 Bliksøen M et al. Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) damage during myocardial ... P23 [4093]

Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) damage during myocardial ischemia – marker or maker of
injury?

BLIKSØEN M, MARIERO LH, OHM IK, YNDESTAD A, SOLHEIM S, SELJEFLOT I,
EIDE L, HAUGEN F, RANHEIM T, AUKRUST P, VAAGE J, VALEN G, VINGE LE

IEMR, Oslo Univeristy Hospital, Ullevål, Univeristy of Oslo, Kirkeveien 166, 0407 Oslo,
Norway; Email: martbl@medisin.uio.no

Objective: Myocardial injury may activate the innate immune system by activation of nuclear
factor kappa B (NFB) via toll-like receptors (TLRs). Mitochondria are evolutionary endosym-
biots and mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) might contain bacterial molecular motifs, potentially
causing a TLR9 mediated, NFB-dependent inflammation. We hypothesize that mtDNA is dam-
aged and released during myocardial ischemia-reperfusion injury and evokes an immune re-
sponse. Methods and materials: Patients: Blood was sampled for mtDNA extraction from 20
patients with acute myocardial infarction and 10 patients with stable angina pectoris undergoing
percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). Mice: Isolated, perfused hearts were were subjected
to global ischemia and reperfusion (n=10). Coronary effluents and hearts were collected for
mtDNA extraction and evaluation with real time PCR. Cells: Human embryonic kidney cells
(HEK293lucTLR9/elam), stably transfected with TLR9 reporting elam luciferase activity upon
NFB activation, were incubated with vehicle, nuclear DNA (nDNA), mtDNA or TLR9 agonist
(CpG-DNA) for 24 hours. Luciferase activity was photometrically assessed. Results: Patients
with myocardial infarction had increased release of mtDNA 3 hours after PCI compared to pa-
tients with stable angina (p < 0.01). There was a correlation between infarct size (measured
by MRI) and mtDNA release (p = 0.01). Ischemic-reperfused mouse hearts had evidence of
mtDNA damage (p = 0.01), and mtDNA was released into the perfusate (p = 0.0015). mtDNA
and CpG-DNA activated luciferase activity in HEK293lucTLR9/elam cells (p < 0.0001) in-
dicating TLR9 dependent NFB signaling leading to elam expression. Conclusion: Ischemia-
reperfusion caused mtDNA damage in the heart and leakage of mtDNA into the circulation.
mtDNA stimulated HEK293lucTLR9/elam cells in a NFB dependent manner.

8.1.24 Johansen D et al. Pannexin 1, a new channel protein in cardiac mitochondria ... P24 [4137]

Pannexin 1, a new channel protein in cardiac mitochondria?

JOHANSEN D, SANDEN E, MIKALSEN SO, YTREHUS K

Cardiovascular Research Group, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Tromsø, Norway
Email: david.johansen@uit.no

Aim: Recently a new group of channel proteins has been discovered, the Pannexins. They
have structural similarities to connexins, but appear to be two evolutionary distinct families.
We have previously showed that Connexin 43 is located in cardiac mitochondria in addition to
the intercalated disc. Our aim was to test if Pannexin 1 is expressed in the heart, and even-
tually the subcellular location of this protein in cardiac myocytes. Methods: All samples are
from Wistar rats. RT-PCR was used to investigate gene expression of Pannexin 1 in liver, heart
left ventricle and cultured heart myofibroblasts. Western blotting (WB) and immune-electron
microscopy (EM) with 3 different antibodies against Pannexin 1 were used for protein expres-
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sion. Samples were from left ventricle for EM and from left ventricle, heart myofibroblasts
and isolated cardiac mitochondria for WB. Results: Pannexin 1 is expressed in liver, heart and
heart myofibroblasts. WB showed that Pannexin 1 was present in isolated cardiac mitochondria.
Immune-electron microscopy confirmed mitochondrial location. Pannexin 1 did not seem asso-
ciated with the cell membrane. Conclusion: Pannexin 1 is expressed in the heart, and probably
located to mitochondria and not the cell membrane under normal condition. These findings are
important for the understanding of Pannexin 1 function in the heart.

8.1.25 Sofronova S et al. Reactivity of pulmonary and renal arteries after chronic ... P25 [4053]

Reactivity of pulmonary and renal arteries after chronic endothelin converting enzyme
blockade in rats

SOFRONOVA S, ILATOVSKAYA M, TARASOVA O, POZDNEV V, MEDVEDEVA N

Department of Human and Animal Physiology, Biological Faculty, M.V. Lomonosov Moscow State
University; Email: sofronova.mailbox@gmail.com

Aims: Endothelin (ET-1) is an endogenous peptide which is produced in the vascular endothe-
lium under endothelin converting enzyme (ECE) action. In overphysiological concentration
ET-1 has an evident vasoconstrictor activity but the role of ET-1 in circulation control in health
is poorly understood. ET-1 plays a very important role in regulation of lung and renal func-
tions. In this work we investigated the changes of rat pulmonary (PA) and renal (RA) arteries
reactivity after ECE inhibition by substance PP-36 (consumption with drinking water in the
dosage of 1.8 mg/kg per day during two weeks), that decreased plasma concentration of ET-1
by 12%. Methods: Contractile activity of PA and RA (3rd-order branches of main pulmonary
and renal arteries, diameters 571.6±21.1 µm and 350.9±18.6 µm respectively) was investigated
in isometric regimen. Results: PP-36 consumption had no influence on systolic arterial pres-
sure. PA constraction in response to α1-adrenoreceptor agonist phenylephrine did not change
while RA sensitivity to phenylephrine significantly increased (pD2=5.32±0.68 in control and
pD2=6.62±0.12 after ECE blockade). PA endothelium-independent relaxation (to sodium nitro-
prusside) did not change but endothelium-dependent relaxation (to acetylcholine) significantly
increased which indicates higher nitric oxide production by the endothelium. RA responses to
both acetylcholine and sodium nitroprusside increased which can be due to alteration of en-
dothelial secretion and/or higher smooth muscle sensitivity to NO. Conclusion: ECE inhibition
may be accompanied by the enhancement of arterial constriction as well as relaxation. Proba-
bly, in health ET-1 action contributes to stabilization of vascular resistance.
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8.1.26 Ilatovskaya ME et al. Renovascular hypertension development in rats ... P26 [4090]

Renovascular hypertension development in rats (1 kidney, 1 clip Goldblatt model) is
promoted by endothelin-converting enzyme inhibitor

ILATOVSKAYA ME, POZDNEV VF, MEDVEDEVA NA

M.V.Lomonosov Moscow State University, Institute of Biomedical Chemistry of the Russian Academy
of Medical Science; Email: ilamariya@yandex.ru

Aims: Endogenous peptide endothelin-1 (ET-1) is known as a potential marker and probable
participant of various cardiovascular disorders. In kidneys, ET-1 inhibits water and Na reab-
sorption. Urinary ET-1 is believed to have renal origin. The aim of the research is to determine
whether ET-1 plays any role in the development of experimental renovascular hypertension.
Methods: Male Wistar rats were divided into 4 groups. Groups H and HI were subjected to
right nefrectomy. The clip was placed on left renal artery. Groups S, SI underwent sham opera-
tion. After the operation groups HI and SI were administered to endothelin-converting enzyme
inhibitor PP36 with drinking water for 4 weeks. Blood pressure was controlled with the tail-cuff
method. 4 weeks after the operation the rats were sacrificed by rapid neck dislocation, blood
samples for ET-1 measurement were collected. The rats from H and S groups underwent urine
collection before and 4 weeks after the operation. Results: By the 4th week after the operation
mean blood pressure rise in group HI was significantly higher than in H group (63±6 vs 41±7
mmHg, p < 0.05). Plasma ET-1 concentration in group SI was 17% lower than in S group (me-
dian 14.8 (11-19) vs 17.8 (15-26) fmol/ml, p < 0.05), the concentration in group HI was also
decreased compared to H group (16.2 (11-26) vs 18.9 (10-23) fmol/ml, not significant). After
the operation ET-1 excretion rate significantly rised in H group, in S group it was unaltered
(median augmentation 647.3 (range 193-1172) vs 0.9 ((-130)-310) fmol/kg*day, p < 0.05).
Conclusion: We suppose, ET-1 excretion rise may be a compensatory mechanism, aimed to
promote water excretion by rats with one kidney. Water and Na retention could be one of the
reasons why hypertension is more pronounced while administering PP36.

8.1.27 Svenningsen P et al. Development of a renal collecting duct homing peptide ... P27 [4091]

Development of a renal collecting duct homing peptide using phage display

SVENNINGSEN P, PETI-PETERDI J

Cardiovascular and Renal Research, Institute of Molecular Medicine, University of Southern Denmark,
Odense, Denmark; Email: psvenningsen@health.sdu.dk

Homing peptides are useful for in vivo labeling and nonviral gene transfer to selective tissues
and cell types. The aim of this project was to develop a renal collecting duct homing peptide.
Using phage display, we identified a phage expressing a cyclic 7 amino acid peptide, which was
internalized in a collecting duct cell line. Moreover, the phage was internalized in the collecting
duct cells after i.v. injection in mice. To test if the peptide could be used for nonviral gene
transfer, we synthesized the identified peptide fused to a protamine fragment. The fusion pep-
tide was able to bind plasmid GFP cDNA and when the peptide/cDNA complex was injected
i.p. in mice, GFP expression was detected in the collecting duct cells. However, GFP expres-
sion level was very low. In order to track the fate of the peptide in vivo, we synthesized a FITC
labeled version of the identified peptide. Using in vivo multiphoton imaging, we found that the
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FITC labeled peptide was internalized in the collecting duct cells in both mice and rats. How-
ever, the peptide labeled the cells in a punctuated pattern, indicating that peptide is not able to
escape the endosomes after internalization. Together, our data indicate that we have developed
a peptide, which can be used to label the collecting duct cells in mice and rats; however, further
development is needed in order to use the peptide as a vector for nonviral gene transfer in vivo.

8.1.28 Isaksson GL et al. Sodium intake and renin system activity: Effects of ... P28 [4101]

Sodium intake and renin system activity: Effects of metoprolol on the log-linear relation-
ship in conscious rats

ISAKSSON GL, BIE P

Institute of Molecular Medicine, University of Southern Denmark, 21 Winslowparken, Odense 5000,
Denmark; Email: gisaksson@health.sdu.dk

Aims: In dogs, plasma renin concentration (PRC) is log-linearly related to sodium intake (NaI)
during steady state (Kjølby & Bie, 2008); i.e., PRC is a linear function of log(NaI). Here,
we hypothesized that this concept also applies to rats, and that the parameters are changed by
chronic blockade of β1 adrenoceptors. Methods: Sprague-Dawley rats were provided with
chronic, femoral, arterial and venous catheters and studied after >5 days of recovery and >3
days of low-salt diet. Sodium intake was varied from 0.07 to16 mmol/kg/d by intravenous in-
fusion. PRC was measured at the end of the dark phase of the diurnal periods. Mean arterial
blood pressure (MABP) was sampled 20 h/d, and glomerular filtration rate (GFR) measured
by inulin clearance using the constant infusion technique. Metoprolol (1 mg/kg/h) was infused
intravenously to block β1 adrenoceptors. Results: Over the ∼200 fold range of NaI, PRC was
log-linearly related to log(NaI). In control experiments, the relation was PRC = -8.2 log(NaI) +
19.6; MABP and heart rate varied significantly with sodium intake, but GFR did not. During
chronic metoprolol infusion, MABP was reduced (lowest salt intake: -23 mmHg, p < 0.01), in
contrast, the PRC- NaI relation followed PRC = -8.7 log(NaI) +19.6, i.e., a relationship indis-
tinguishable from control. Conclusion: The results confirm in the rat that PRC is a log-linear
function of NaI. Surprisingly they indicate either that β1 adrenoceptors are not importantly
involved in renin secretion, or that the β1-mediated effect is quantitatively replaced by the ef-
fect of hypotension. Reference: Kjølby M. & Bie P. Am.J.Physiol.Regul.Integr.Comp.Physiol.
294:R17-25,2008.

8.1.29 Skott M et al. Acute kidney injury (AKI) in rats with pre-existing chronic ... P29 [4128]

Acute kidney injury (AKI) in rats with pre-existing chronic kidney disease (CKD) induces
a major increase in pro-inflammatory cytokines (IL-1β, IL-6) and chemokines (RANTES,
MCP-1) in kidney and lung

SKOTT M, NOERGAARD RN, KWON TH, FROKIAR J, NIELSEN S

Institut of Biomedicin, Faculty of Health Science Aarhus University, Wilhelm Meyers Alle Building
1233, 8000 Aarhus C, Denmark; Email: mask@ana.au.dk

AKI in patients with pre-existing CKD have increased co-morbidity and mortality. Although it
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is well established that AKI is associated with a major increase in pro-inflammatory cytokines
and chemokines, it is unknown to which extent AKI in pre-existing CKD leads to changes in the
expression of proinflammatory cytokines/chemokines. The aim of this study was to assess the
changes in the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines in kidney and lung
in response to AKI in rats with pre-existing CKD. CKD was induced by 5/6 nephrectomy (5/6
Nx) for 6 weeks. AKI was induced by intestinal ischemia for 45 min followed by reperfusion
for 90 min (II/R): 1) Nx+II/R; 2) Sham Nx+II/R; 3) Nx+Sham II/R; 4) Sham Nx+Sham II/R, 5)
controls. Cytokines/chemokines were measured in homogenized whole kidney and lung prepa-
rations with LuminexTM 100. S-Cr increased significantly in response to II/R:from 66.2±7.3
to 88.9±8.3 in Nx rats, resp., and from 32.0±0.7 to 54.7±2.9 in Sham Nx rats. The levels of
IL-1β, IL-6, RANTES, and MCP-1 in lung and kidney, were significantly higher in rats under-
going II/R compared to sham II/R. Importantly also in the 5/6 Nx rats II/R induced a significant
increase in IL-1β, IL-6, RANTES, and MCP-1 expression in kidney and lung compared to sham
5/6 Nx. Morever the response was even more pronounced in the 5/6 Nx compared to the re-
sponse in sham 5/6 Nx rats. The results demonstrate a significant increase in pro-inflammatory
cytokines and chemokines in response to AKI in rats with pre-existing CKD.

8.1.30 Tveitarås MK et al. Alpha11 integrin affects osteopontin and Pdgfb expression ... P30 [4132]

Alpha11 integrin affects osteopontin and Pdgfb expression in renal fibrosis

TVEITARÅS MK, SKOGSTRAND T, LEH S, GULLBERG D, REED R, IVERSEN BM,
HULTSTRÖM M

Renal Research Group, Institute of Medicine, University of Bergen, Norway. Institute of Biomedicine,
University of Bergen, Norway; Email: maria.tveitaras@biomed.uib.no

Aim: Alpha11 integrin (A11) is a collagen binding integrin important in myofibroblast differ-
entiation and collagen fiber formation. It has not previously been studied in the kidney. Renal
fibrosis is the final common pathway in chronic kidney disease regardless of original pathol-
ogy. Unilateral urethral obstruction (UUO) is a well characterized model where the obstructed
kidney quickly develops fibrosis. Methods: A11 deficient mice (KO) and wild-type controls
(WT) underwent UUO, and were left 1 week. 47 genes, with 18S RNA as standard, were anal-
ysed by real-time PCR, and renal damage was assessed histologically using picro-sirius red.
Results: ANOVA showed differential expression in 27 genes. Comparison of KO-control to
WT-control, identified three differentially expressed genes (p < 0.05): Pdgfb (-0.84 log2 fold
change) , Col3a1 (-1.29) and Fmod (-0.83). 23 genes were differentially expressed in UUO vs.
contra lateral kidney (CL) in WT, where of 22 were up regulated: Adamts1, Adamts2, Col1a1,
Col1a2, Col3a1, Col4a1, Dcn, Fbln1, Fn1, Lgals3, Loxl1, Mmp2, Mmp3, Nid1, Pdgfa, Pdgfb,
Spp1, Tgfb1, Timp1, Timp2, Trf, Vim. The only down regulated gene was Vegfb. 25 genes
were differentially expressed in KO-UUO compared to KO-CL. The list was slightly different
from WT mice: Nid1 was not significantly changed, while Vegfc, Itgav and Cola1 were all in-
creased. Two genes were different between UUO-KO and UUO-WT: Pdgfb (0.88 log2FC), and
Spp1 (0.64). Sirius red staining showed a significant increase in renal fibrosis in UUO kidneys,
and UUO produced clear hydronephrosis with beginning atrophy and fibrosis after one week.
Conclusion: A11 deficient mice show lower baseline expression of Pdgfb and a stronger acti-
vation of Pdgfb and osteopontin (spp1) during development of fibrosis after UUO.
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8.1.31 Mänttäri S et al. Mitochondrial uncoupling protein 3 and its role ... P31 [4040]

Mitochondrial uncoupling protein 3 and its role in skeletal muscle metabolism during
seasonal adaptation of raccoon dog

MÄNTTÄRI S, KINNUNEN S, HERZIG KH, SAARELA S

Department of Biology, Insitute of Biomedicine and Biocenter of Oulu, University of Oulu, FIN-90014
Oulu, Finland; Email: satu.manttari@oulu.fi

Aims: Uncoupling proteins (UCPs) are mitochondrial transport proteins likely involved in ther-
mogenesis by dissipating the proton gradient and releasing stored energy as heat. The phys-
iological function of skeletal muscle-specific UCP3 is, however, contradictory; some studies
support a role for UCP3 in energy metabolism, others relate UCP3 expression to fatty acid ox-
idation or protection of mitochondria against lipid-induced oxidative stress. In an attempt to
clarify the role of UCP3 in skeletal muscle, protein levels were measured in different hind leg
muscles of control, fasted and wild seasonal raccoon dogs (Nyctereutes procynoides), which
have a prolonged fasting-induced winter sleep. Methods: UCP3 protein concentrations were
measured by Western blot. In addition, the relationship between selected metabolic and en-
docrine factors and UCP3 was examined. Results: The expression of UCP3 significantly varies
between different hind leg muscles and is most abundant in tibialis anterior (TA) muscle. UCP3
protein expression significantly correlates with type IIA fiber. Fasting decreases UCP3 protein
level in TA and extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscles. In wild dogs the levels are signifi-
cantly lower compared to farmed controls. UCP3 positively correlates with plasma insulin but
negatively with free fatty acids. Conclusion: Our results suggest that UCP3 is not directly
involved in fatty acid metabolism in raccoon dog skeletal muscle. In seasonal animal model
the changes in UCP3 concentration are different to those previously observed in rodents and
humans after fasting.

8.1.32 Kinnunen S et al. Effect of fasting on AMPK and GLUT-4 expression ... P32 [4042]

Effect of fasting on AMPK and GLUT-4 expression in skeletal muscle of the raccoon dog

KINNUNEN S1, MÄNTTÄRI S1, HERZIG KH2, SAARELA S1

1Department of Biology, 2 Institute of Biomedicine and Biocenter of Oulu, University of Oulu, FIN-
90014 Oulu, Finland; Email: sanni.kinnunen@oulu.fi

Aims: AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) is a cellular energy sensor functioning as a reg-
ulator of energy homeostasis in several peripheral tissues. In the skeletal muscle AMPK is
involved in glucose metabolism by stimulating the translocation and gene expression of glu-
cose transporter (GLUT-4). This insulin independent effect on muscle glucose uptake makes
AMPK a promising target for the treatment of metabolic disorders such as obesity and type 2
diabetes. Seasonal animals provide interesting model in the research of body weight regulation
and energy metabolism. The raccoon dog (Nyctereutes procynoides) is a wintering species with
autumnal fattening and long fasting period during winter. In our present study we used farm
bred raccoon dogs to evaluate the effect of fasting to the muscle energy metabolism. Methods:
Plasma insulin levels, phosphorylated AMPK (active form) and GLUT-4 protein expression
from various hind limb muscles were determined after ten weeks of fasting. Results: Fast-
ing had no effect on AMPK activity. Reduction in GLUT-4 protein was observed in extensor
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digitorum longus. No alterations in plasma insulin concentration were detected. Conclusion:
These results indicate that even severe fasting does not affects raccoon dogs muscle AMPK
activity. Furthermore, GLUT4 expression remains on steady level. Minor effects on pAMPK
and GLUT-4 concentrations may indicate adaptations to tolerate long periods of food scarcity.
Presumably raccoon dogs have effective regulatory system for preserving skeletal muscle func-
tion during winter time immobilization and food deprivation.

8.1.33 Cheng AJ et al. Prolonged low-frequency force depression ... P33 [4051]

Prolonged low-frequency force depression is not explained by reduced sarcoplasmic
reticulum Ca2+ release under physiologically-relevant conditions

CHENG AJ, BRUTON JD, WESTERBLAD H

Department of Physiology and Pharmacology, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden
Email: arthur.cheng@ki.se

Aims: In vitro studies of skeletal muscle fatigue have often used long-duration tetani (350 -
600ms) produced at room temperature to assess the role of myoplasmic free Ca2+ ([Ca2+]i)
in fatigue. These conditions differ from those experienced by the muscle during locomotion
in vivo. The purpose here was to investigate fatigue-induced alterations in [Ca2+]i and force
following repetitive brief tetani at high temperatures that more closely mimic locomoti on in
vivo. Methods: Fifteen mechanically dissected intact single fibers from flexor digitorum brevis
(FDB) muscles of C57 mice were perfused with Tyrode solution (32-34◦ C) and injected with
indo-1 to assess [Ca2+]i. Before fatigue and up to 30min after fatigue, FDB fibers were electri-
cally stimulated at various frequencies to determine force-[Ca2+]i relations hips. Fatigue was
induced with brief 150ms, 70Hz tetani given every 1s for a total of 60 contractions. Data are
reported as means ± SD. Results: Immediately after fatigue, 30Hz force was decreased to 48±
38% of the initial and this decrease was greater than that at 120H z (70±23%); [Ca2+]i was
not significantly (P>0.05) changed at either frequency (110±36% and 85±34%). During the
30min recovery period, prolonged low-frequency force depression was evident with greater rel-
ative reductions in force at 30Hz compared with 120Hz, whereas [Ca2+ ]i remained unchanged.
Conclusion: After fatigue induced under conditions similar to those prevailing during locomo-
tion in vivo, the prolonged low frequency force depression during the 30min recovery period
was not explained by decreased SR Ca2+ release, but rather by decreased myofibrillar Ca2+
sensitivity.

8.1.34 Li M et al. Myosin binding protein C (MyBPC) ... P34 [4084]

Myosin binding protein C (MyBPC) plays a role in contraction of zebrafish skeletal muscle

LI M, ANDERSSON-LENDAHL M, ARNER A

Department of Physiology and Pharmacology, Karolinska Insitutet, Sweden; Email: mei.li@ki.se

Aims: Myosin binding protein C is a thick filament associated protein in muscle with several
tissue-specific subtypes: cardiac type, skeletal fast type and skeletal slow type. The encoding
genes are highly conserved within vertebrates. Alterations in the cardiac type have been linked
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to human heart diseases, e.g., familial hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. However, the functions of
the skeletal types remain poorly understood. We have established a zebrafish model for muscle
physiology (Dou et al., J Gen Physiol, 2008) and present here functional data of the MyBPC
fast type in skeletal muscle. Methods: The expression pattern of the MyB PC gene in zebrafish
larvae was examined by RT-PCR. Morpholino antisense oligonuceotides were injected in fertil-
ized eggs to knock down gene expression, and protein products were later examined by silver
staining. Fish muscles were mounted for mechanical measurements during the larval stage (4-
7 dpf). Results: The fast skeletal type (MyBPC-2b) was dominantly expressed in zebrafish
somites, and could be knocked down with morpholino antisense oligonucleotides by about 50%
percent. The developmental process and morphology of skeletal muscle were not significantly
affected by knock-down. However, the maximal force generation was impaired in morphant fish
larvae, in comparison with control groups. In addition, the morphant muscles exhibited a ten-
dency to fatigue when stimulated with high frequency electrical pulses. Conclusion: MyBPC
fast type is abundantly expressed and is crucial for the contraction of zebrafish skeletal muscle.

8.1.35 Emelyannikov DV et al. Passive arm movements affect rhythmic ... P35 [4102]

Passive arm movements affect rhythmic activity in the hip joint in human

EMELYANNIKOV DV, SHAPKOVA EYu

St.Petersburg State University, Institute of Physiopulmonology, St.Petersburg, Russia,
Email: eyshapkova@gmail.com

We find that passive arm movements (PAM) rhythmically performed in human subjects under
the Achilles tendon vibration can induce non-voluntary step-like movements in ipsilateral leg.
Our Aim was to study the influence of afferent information from the moving arm on the rhyth-
mic activity in hip joint supposedly reflecting activity of central pattern generator. Method.
Rhythmic activity in hip joint was estimated by the decrement of oscillation (HipDe cr) in Hip
Release test (HR): The subject was placed on the left side with right arm and leg suspended.
The right leg was extended by experimenter up to 20degrees backward to the craniacaudal line
of body and released. PAM in shoulder, elbow and both joints were randomly performed at 2
frequencies, 2 amplitudes (100, 50deg.) and within 3 segments of the angular displacement.
Vibration of the Achilles tendon (60Hz 1mm) was constantly applied during the experiment.
Kinematics of the arm and leg joints was recorded by goniometric system in 9 healthy volun-
teers. Results: In both, individual and group data HipDecr was smaller with PAM as compare
to the same test without them (p=0,001). Biangular PAM show more influence than single-joint
movements (p=0,033). Effect of PAM in shoulder and elbow joints statistically differed in 5
subjects with no common trend. ANOVA show no significant difference between the influences
of PAM with high and low amplitude, frequency, speed and performed at different segments
of the angular displacement. Conclusion: the afferent information from the arms affects the
rhythmic activity in the hip joint regardles the specific parameters of the arm movements. The
data can reflect interact ion between central pattern generators of the legs and arms.
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8.1.36 Mäkelä KA et al. Human prepro-orexin transgenic mice ... P36 [4060]

Human prepro-orexin transgenic mice have elevated heat production independent of
uncoupling protein 1

MÄKELÄ KA, KETTUNEN TS, KOVALAINEN M, MARKKULA A, ÅKERMAN KE,
JÄRVELIN MJ, SAARELA S, ALHONEN L, HERZIG KH

Institute of Biomedicine, Department of Physiology, University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland
Email: kari.makela@oulu.fi

Aims: Orexins are peptides involved in autonomic control and thus also in energy homeosta-
sis. Prepro-orexin gene knock out mice display a phenotype towards to obese. We created a
transgenic mice line expressing human prepro-orexin (hPPO) under its own promoter in or-
der to investigate its effects on energy homeostasis. Methods: Transgenic mice were charac-
terized using real-time PCR, and mRNA expression of uncoupling proteins (UCP) 1-3 from
brown adipose tissue (BAT), white adipose tissue (WAT) and skeletal muscle were analyzed.
Metabolic performance, locomotor activity as well as drinking and feeding behavior of mice
housed either at room temperature or cold (+4◦C) were measured using an automated monitor-
ing system. Results: The hPPO/orexin-A was expressed in hypothalamus of transgenic mice.
Tg mice are slightly lighter than wt mice. At room temperature transgenic mice exhibited an
increased metabolic heat production with a significant change in cumulative daytime eating
(38% increase) while there was no change on total food consumption, in drinking behavior or
total activity. In response to cold exposure, transgenic mice decreased significantly their to-
tal locomotor activity compared with wt mice during the first two nights (4305 ± 416.9 and
6256 ± 623.8 counts, respectively). UCP1 or UCP3 expressions did not differ in BAT, WAT
or muscle tissue in mice at room temperature or cold. Expression level of UCP2 in WAT was
up-regulated 2-fold in transgenic mice housed at room temperature, but not in other tissues or
in cold. Conclusion: hPPO transgenic mice demonstrate that orexins affect energy metabolism
via a mechanism independent of UCP1-mediated heat production. Supported in part by the
Academy of Finland.

8.1.37 Ilveskoski L et al. Amount and intensity of physical activity ... P37 [4041]

Amount and intensity of physical activity and energy expenditure

ILVESKOSKI L, KERÄNEN N, PANKKONEN R, AHOLA R, JÄMSÄ T, LEPPÄLUOTO J,
HERZIG KH

Institute of Biomedicine and Biocenter of Oulu, 90014 University of Oulu, Finland
Email: lilvesko@mail.student.oulu.fi

Aims: Physical activity is known to be associated with many beneficial health effects, but un-
derstanding this association has been insufficient due to lack of objective measurements. Mo-
tion sensors can measure accurately the amount and intensity of physical activity. The aim of
the present study was to assess the association of the number and intensity of step-related im-
pacts with oxygen consumption. Methods: Resting metabolic rate was measured in ten healthy
young men with a portable indirect calorimeter. The subjects walked and ran on treadmill at
velocities of 3, 6 and 9 km/h and oxygen consumption was measured. The subjects wore on
their waist an accelerometer that recorded the number and magnitude of impacts. Oxygen con-
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sumption was converted to metabolic units (MET). Effect of velocity on MET was evaluated by
one-way analysis-of- variance, and of number of impacts per minute, mean acceleration, and
combined function of impacts and acceleration by linear regression analysis. Results: MET
differed significantly between velocity levels (Mean MET: 2.4, 4.7, 9.0 for 3, 6 and 9 km/h,
respectively). Number of impacts, mean acceleration, and combined impacts and acceleration
correlated positively with MET value (regression coefficients 0.021, 4.57, and 0.018; and R2’s
0.53, 0.87, and 0.92; respectively). Conclusions: The quadratic association between MET val-
ues and speed is caused by the change of walking to running after 6 km/h. Combination of
accelerometer-based number and magnitude of impacts is highly associated with energy expen-
diture in METs, showing that this method is applicable in metabolic studies.

8.1.38 Borzykh AA et al. The effects of endurance training ... P38 [4073]

The effects of endurance training on oxidative capacity of locomotor and respiratory
muscles in rats

BORZYKH AA, BOLEEVA GS, KUZMIN IV, TARASOVA OS, VINOGRADOVA OL

Laboratory of Exercise Physiology, SRC RF Institute of Biomedical Problems RAS, Department of
Human and Animal physiology, Biological Faculty M.V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, Moscow,
Russia; Email: borzykh.anna@gmail.com

Aims: Aerobic exercise is associated with an increase of functional activity and metabolic de-
mands of both locomotor and respiratory muscles. However, the effect of endurance training
on the muscle may depend on its untrained oxidative capacity. The aim of this work was to
compare the effects of treadmill training on citrate synthase activity (CSA) in hindlimb muscles
(gastrocnemius medial head - GM, plantaris - PL, gracilis - GR, soleus - SOL) as well as in
costal part of diaphragm (DIA). Methods: Male Wistar rats were treadmill trained for 8 wk at
20 m/min and 50 incline. Anaerobic threshold expressed as the running speed at which lactate
starts to accumulate in blood was used to evaluate systemic effect of the training. CSA was mea-
sured in whole muscle homogenates spectrophotometrically. Results: In sedentary rats CSA
(µmol*min-1*mg protein-1) did not differ in GM (0.210.02), PL (0.230.01) and GR (0.230.01),
but was higher in SOL (0.480.01) and DIA (0.570.06). Anaerobic threshold in trained rats (30
m/ min) increased as compared to sedentary rats (15 m/min). The training also increased CSA in
GM (28%) and PL (16%), but not in GR indicating less involvement of hip muscles in running
exercise. As well, CSA in DIA did not change after training, but increased in high- oxidative
SOL (20%). This suggests that low metabolic plasticity of diaphragm muscle is not due to its
higher untrained oxidative capacity. Conclusion: A non-uniform effects of endurance training
on locomotor and respiratory muscles is explained by their different activity in non-exercising
state. Metabolic shift in permanently active diaphragm muscle may require higher intensity or
duration of exercise training. Supported by RFBR (grant 09-04-01701-a).
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8.1.39 Malgoyre A et al. Aerobic performance improvement and mitochondrial ... P39 [4086]

Aerobic performance improvement and mitochondrial adaptations after endurance train-
ing in hypoxia

MALGOYRE A, SANCHEZ H, TONINI J, SERRURIER B, PROLA A, CHAILLOU T,
SIMLER N, BIGARD X

Institut de Recherche Biomédicale de Armées, BP87, 38702 La Tronche Cedex, France
Email: a.malgoyre@crssa.net

Aim: The aim of the present study was to examine the effects of hypoxic endurance training
on both aerobic performance and mitochondrial changes within plantaris muscle, independently
of hematopoietic modifications. Methods: Four groups of female rats were constituted either
sedentary (S) or trained (T), in either hypoxia (H) or normoxia (N). H conditions corresponded
to 14% O2 and the training program to 5 running sessions/week for 5 weeks. Duration and
intensity reached progressively 75Õ up to 80% of individual maximal aerobic running veloc-
ity (MAV) in either H or N. Performances of each rat were analysed through MAV values and
time to exhaustion at 65% MAV (T65). Mitochondrial oxidative capacities (Vmax) for pyruvate
(pyr), palmitoyl-carnitine (PC) and palmitoyl-CoA (PCoA) were measured in plantaris skinned
fibers. Citrate synthase (CS) and HAD activities were also measured. Results: MAV increased
in both TN and TH rats (respectively +52%, +39%, P<0.001) without difference between H
and N, whereas hypoxia specifically increased T65 (+ 39%, P<0.05) independently of training
effect. The training-induced increase in CS activity (P<0.001) was more marked in TN than in
TH group (+39% vs +26%, P<0.001) whereas HAD activity rose similarly in TN and TH (re-
spectively +83%, +64%, P<0.05). Physical training increased Vmaxpyr only in N rats (+30%,
P<0.001), while VmaxPCoA decreased in hypoxia (P<0.05) without change in VmaxPC. This
suggests that LCFA transport by CPT-1 was limiting in hypoxia. As expected, training im-
proved creatine kinase efficiency in N rats (+80%, P<0.005), but no change was shown in H
rats. Conclusion: Regarding the modest changes in mitochondrial function, it is likely that
other factors contribute to explain the improvement of physical performance after an endurance
training in hypoxia.

8.1.40 Mutt SJ et al. Cytokine secretion from adipocytes ... P40 [4064]

Cytokine secretion from adipocytes is regulated by vitamin D via the NF-κB pathway

MUTT SJ, KARHU T, LEHENKARI P, SAARNIO J, JARVELIN MR, HERZIG KH

Institute of Biomedicine, Department of Physiology and Biocenter of Oulu, Faculty of Medicine, PO
BOX 5000, Aapistie 7, Oulu University, 90014 Oulu, Finland; Email: sjagalur@mail.student.oulu.fi

Background: Adipose tissue inflammation is an important pathological process in obese people
leading to insulin resistance, diabetes and cardiovascular disease. An inverse correlation of vi-
tamin D (vitD) levels and BMI has been observed, in particular with abdominal obesity. During
weight gain adipose tissue increases the secretion of inflammatory mediators (lik e IL-6). VitD
deficiency is now recognized as a pandemic, and associated with numerous adverse general
health outcomes such as an increased mortality rate. In the Nordic latitudes we are addition-
ally lacking cutaneous vitD production during winter. Thus, we hypothesize that vitD inhibits
cytokine secretion from adipocytes via a direct inhibition of NF-κB. Methods: We utilized
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two different models of human adipocytes: Mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) were differen-
tiated into adipocytes and mature adipocytes isolated from fat tissue biopsies we re stimulated
with lipopolysaccharide (LPS 10 ng/ml) ± vitD [10-6 to 10-10 M] for 24 hrs. IL-6 secretion
was measured in cell culture supernatant by ELISA, RNA and cell lysate analyzed for NF-κB
subunits and its regulating proteins. Results: LPS dose dependently stimulated IL-6 secretion
from hMSC adipocytes and mature adipocytes. Incubation with vitD significantly reduced LPS
stimulated IL-6 (32% at 10-6M) and inhibit ed NF-κB. Conclusion: Our data demonstrate
that vitD inhibits LPS induced IL-6 release in both hMSC differentiated adipocytes and mature
adipocytes via NF-κB inhibition. Our results suggest that sufficient vitD levels would be ben-
eficial for reducing the inflammatory load in the obese population reducing the risks of known
co-morbidities of obesity. Supported in part by the Academy of Finland.

8.1.41 Guthe HJT et al. Effect of local anaesthetics on interstitial ... P41 [4121]

Effect of local anaesthetics on interstitial colloid osmotic pressure in human subcutaneous
tissue sampled by wick technique

GUTHE HJT, NEDREBØ T, TENSTAD O, WIIG H, BERG A

Department of Paediatrics, Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen, Norway;
Email: hans.joergen.timm.guthe@helse-bergen.no

Aims: To measure colloid osmotic pressure in interstitial fluid (COPi) from human subcuta-
neous tissue with the modified wick technique in order to determine influence of local appli-
cation of anaesthetics, pre-implantation condition of the wick and implantation time on COPi
. Methods: In 50 healthy volunteers interstitial fluid (IF) was collected by subcutaneous im-
plantation of multi-filamentous nylon wicks. The study subjects were allocated to two groups ,
one for direct comparison of the use of dry and saline soaked wicks, and one for the elucidation
of the possible effects of a eutectic mixture of local anaesthetic (Emla R©, Astra Ze neca, Swe-
den) cream on the COPi measurements. Implantation time was 30, 60, 75, 90 and 120 min.,
and IF was sampled in the skin of the shoulders at heart level. Colloid osmotic pressure was
measured with a colloid osmometer. Results: COPi estimated in fluid from wet as well as dry
wicks declined during the first 75 min. of implantation period. COPi values for both types of
pre-treatment increased slightly from 75 min. to 120 min. with no significant difference be-
tween 75 min. and 90 min. COPi measurements were not influenced by local anaesthesia and
implantation was significant less painful when evaluated by visual analogue score in 10 study
subjects. Conclusion: The present study shows that COPi from subcutaneous tissue in humans
is easily obtained and fluid harvesting is well tolerated when topical anaesthetic is used. The
difference in COPi assessed by wet and dry wicks between 75 min and 90 min. of implantation
are in accordance with previous reported values, with the assumption of same optimal wick
implantation time. The use of topical analgesia does not influence COPi. Application of topical
anaesthetics may establish the wick technique for sampling of IF in more accessible to persons
who dislike technical procedures, including children.
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8.1.42 Kume D et al. Physiological response to bicycle ... P42 [4019]

Physiological response to bicycle exercise with hypoventilation

KUME D, AKAHOSHI S, SONG J, YAMAGATA T, WAKIMOTO T, NAGAO M,
MATSUEDA S, NAGAO N

Graduate School of Kawasaki University of Medical Welfare; Email: w8509001@kwmw.jp

Objective: We investigated to the effect of hypoventilation on physiological response to bicycle
exercise. Methods: Ten healthy male subjects [mean (SD) age 22.9 (2.8) years, height 172.8
(2.5) cm, body weight 67.5 (6.1) kg] performed two occasions for 5- min bicycle exercise at
65% of peak oxygen uptake with normal breathing (NB) and with hypoventilation (HV). Car-
diorespiratory parameters were measured continuously and blood lactate was obtained at end
of exercise by finger capillary blood sample. Furthermore we monitored continuously muscle
oxygenation as concentration changes of oxyhemoglobin (Oxy-Hb), deoxyhemoglobin (Deoxy-
Hb) and total hemoglobin (Total-Hb), and surface electromyogram (EMG) from the right vastus
lateralis. Results: Ventilation, oxygen uptake and arterial oxygen saturation were significantly
lower (p< 0.05), and blood lactate was significantly higher (p< 0.05) in HV trial than NB trial.
In HV trial, ∆Oxy-Hb was lower and ∆Deoxy-Hb was higher compared to those in NB trial,
respectively significant (p < 0.05), while ∆Total-Hb was not significantly difference compared
to that of NB trial. Integrated EMG was no significantly difference between trials. Moreover,
there was a significantly correlation (r = -0.76; p < 0.05) between ratio of NB trial/ HV trial
of oxygen uptake and that of blood lactate. Conclusion: These results demonstrate that HV
during bicycle exercise causes hypoxic stimulation, which reaches to the working muscle. In
addition, we found an attractive association between decreased oxygen uptake and increased
blood lactate induced by HV during cycle exercise.

8.1.43 Zschuentzsch J et al. In vitro and in vivo modulation ... P43 [4066]

In vitro and in vivo modulation of microglial P2 receptors in the SOD1 G93A mouse model
of ALS

ZSCHÜNTZSCH J, SCHNELL C, SCHEFFEL J, DIBAJ P, SCHMIDT J, HUELSMANN S,
NEUSCH C

Departement of Neurology, University Medicine Goettingen, Goettingen 37075, Germany
Email: j.zschuentzsch@med.uni-goettingen.de

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a late-onset disease characterized by motor neuron de-
generation. Earlier experiments on transgenic mice carrying the human mSOD1 gene presented
strong evidence that microglia (MG) significantly contribute to disease progression in the later
phase of the disease. Here, we established a novel primary cell culture model of ALS using ex
vivo transplants of adult MG. Spinal cord EGFP-labelled MG of clinically affected transgenic
SOD1G93A mice or age matched controls were grown on a astrocytes monolayer and MG acti-
vation was analysed using the patch-clamp technique, and immunohistochemistry. In addition,
ELISA was used to measure the release of relevant inflammatory markers without and under the
influence of ATP and ATP-modifying substances, e.g. BBG, TNP-ATP and Clopidogrel (CG).
Subsequently, CG was applied orally to SOD1G93A mice and mouse survival was analysed.
MG cells from SOD1G93A mice revealed morphological signs of activation compared to con-
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trols. Proliferation activity, using WST-1 assay, showed unaltered viability of SOD+ MG. In
patch-clamp experiments SOD+ MG showed increased inward and outward currents compared
to controls. Supernatants of unstimulated SOD+-and control MG were devoid of measurable
amounts of cytokines. LPS induced a release of TNF-, RANTES, IL-6, IL-12, CCL3 and KC,
and 50 µM ATP led to a decrease in LPS-induced cytokine release in SOD+ MG and controls.
From the used substances, only CG, administered at a concentration of 100 µM in the presence
of ATP/LPS, reduced IL-12, MIP-1 and KC release in SOD+ MG. When applied orally. How-
ever, CG did not prolong survival of SOD1G93A mice. This novel cell culture model will allow
us to analyze adult MG cells of SOD1 mice under naive conditions as well as in response to
drug application.

8.1.44 Jäntti V et al. An arousal reaction caused by ... P44 [4092]

An arousal reaction caused by neostigmine in propofol anaesthesia

JÄNTTI V, AHO A, KAMATA K, KULKAS A, YLI-HANKALA A

Department of Clinical Neurophysiology, Seinäjoki Central Hospital, Seinäjoki, Finland
Email: Ville.Jantti@epshp.fi

Aims: The main effect of several anaesthetic agents is their effect on arousal mechanisms. Yet,
even very minor external stimuli may cause EEG arousal in deep anaesthesia at burst suppres-
sion EEG level. There are, however, considerable differences between anaesthetics, and the
reactions in propofol anaesthesia are minimal. In this study we investigated the possible effects
of reversal of neuromuscular blocking with neostigmine on EEG. Methods: 15 female patients
undergoing gynaecological operation were studied. They received intravenous anaesthesia with
propofol and remifentanil and muscle relaxation with rocuronium. EEG was collected with
an Entropy (R) module of S/5 Anaesthesia monitor (GE Healthcare). EEG was then analyzed
off-line with programs in Nicolet One EEG Monitor. Results: In the end of the operation the
patient was left untouched for 2-5 minutes. Neostigmine was then injected to reverse the effect
of rocuronium. In four patients, no EMG was detected, and the EEG of those patients was
analyzed in detail. During the rest period EEG slow activity gradually decreased. One minute
after the injection of neostigmine there was an abrupt decrease of delta activity and increase of
fast activity, which lasted approximately a minute. Several spectral parameters and ratios were
calculated to verify the change, including spectral edge and alpha - delta ratio. Conclusion: We
report an EEG arousal phenomenon after reversal of muscle relaxation which had similar EEG
pattern and temporal behaviour after neostigmine. This confirms earlier reports but this is the
first paper to analyze in detail this pattern. This is important because it affects the EEG-based
anaesthesia indexes and may cause false sign of lighter anaesthesia as the effect of neostigmine.
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8.1.45 Vincze J et al. Reliable identification of action ... P45 [4095]

Reliable identification of action potential-linked transients on multi-neuronal calcium im-
ages of dorsal cochlear nucleus slices

VINCZE J, KÕSZEGHY Á, SZÜCS G, CSERNOCH L

University of Debrecen, Medical and Health Science Centre, Department of Physiology, 98 Nagyerdei
krt., H-4012 Debrecen, Hungary; Email: janos.vincze@unideb.hu

Aims: Calcium transients in cells of the dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) are studied using a
multi-neuronal calcium imaging technique. In order to decide whether a specific event is linked
to an action potential, simultaneous patch clamp recording would be done. Our aim was to
establish a method that could differentiate between action potential-linked and other events on
calcium images. Methods: A fluorescent imaging system was used to capture image series of
DCN slices loaded by Oregon Green 488-AM calcium binding dye. 172 by 130 pixel frames
were captured every 100 ms . Simultaneous extracellular loose patch recordings were done in
voltage clamp mode at a sampling rate of 10 kHz. We developed and implemented algorithms
for automatic region of interest (ROI) selection and automatic analysis of data in each ROI. Re-
sults: In order to select ROIs, time series data of individual pixels are analysed using stationary
wavelet transform (SWT, Szabó et al. 2010). Frequency components not corresponding to cal-
cium transients are removed and neighboring pixels with high intensities are formed into ROIs.
Transients from each ROI are also analysed using SWT. In addition to traditional parameters
(amplitude, slope etc), a wavelet-based parameter is used to differentiate fast, action-potential
linked events from others. In case of recordings where both calcium imaging and patch clamp
recording were done, the classification algorithm reached o ver 90% accuracy. Conclusion: The
developed algorithm enables us to detect action potential linked (neuronal) calcium transients
on fluorescent calcium images, eliminating the need for parallel patch clamp measurement.
Reference: Szabó L.Z., Vincze J., Csernoch L. & Szentesi P. J Theor Biol 264, 1279-92

8.1.46 Hafting T et al. Long-term in vivo imaging ... P46 [4097]

Long-term in vivo imaging of dendritic spines in layer II/III of visual cortex during the
critical period

FYHN M, HAFTING T, STRYKER MP

Dept of Molecular Biosciences, University of Oslo, Norway; Email: torkelh@imbv.uio.no

Aims: Motility of dendritic spines underlie the brains remarkable ability to adapt to experience,
and stability of synapses are thought to be necessary for long-lasting memories. Functional
rewiring of cortical circuits are thought to rely on structural plasticity with synapse formation
and elimination. While plasticity is most pronounced during a period of hightened plasticity,
Ôthe critical periodÕ, during postnatal development, most studies of spine dynamics have been
performed in adult animals. Furthermore, studies of spine dynamics have mostly focused on
apical dendrites of layer V neurons in layer Is. The aim of the current study was to investi-
gate spine dynamics in layers II/III, in which neurons are more likely to be directly involved
in processing of visual input from thalamocortical projection reaching visual cortex in juvenile
animals. Methods: In order obtain sparse and strong labeling of excitatory neurons in layer
II/III we used in utero electroporation and single-cell electroporation (Kitamura et al., 2008 )
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of C57Bl mice. Mice, P19-P21, was implanted with a cranial window. Before the peak of the
critical period, P28-P32, the binocular region of V1 was determined by use of intrinsic opti-
cal imaging and dendritic branches from neurons within the binocular region was identified.
Chronic two-photon laser-scanning microscopy was used to repeatedly image the same den-
dritic branches and spines. Results: Neurons expressing fluorescent proteins by use of single-
cell electroporation seemed to be healthy and could be followed for up to 90 days. Dendrites of
neurons expressing fluorescent proteins after in utero electroporation were followed repeatedly
during a brief period of eyeclosure during the peak of the critical period.

8.1.47 Jimenez JR et al. A physiological model that relates ... P47 [4122]

A physiological model that relates colour discrimination from retina photoreceptors
information and depth discrimination from disparity-neurons data

JIMENEZ JR, ANERA RG, SOLER M

Department of Optics, University of Granada, Spain; Email: jrjimene@ugr.es

Aims: Colour discrimination from photoreceptors data is trivariate. Disparity discrimination
(stereopsis) from binocular neurons is also a trivariate system. We propose to check if both
discrimination systems are similar in order to quantify discrimination. For it, we will use a
model based on discrimination ellipses. Methods: Measurements of disparity discrimination
data were taken from a stereoscopic device. 23 patients took part in the experiments. Disparity
discrimination was measured for different positions within the Panum area and along different
directions. Experimental data were adjusted to a discrimination ellipse. Data on disparity dis-
crimination were compared with classical results on color discrimination. Results: Disparity
discrimination data were significantly fit to ellipses for all patients. Orientation and ellipse axes
differ for the different zones of binocular space. Discrimination data are more irregular for
points far from the fixation point. Discrimination-disparity ellipses show similarities to ellipses
obtained for color discrimination from sensitivity curves of photoreceptors (cones L, S and M).
Conclusions: Experimental data show that physiological mechanisms to quantify colour dis-
crimination and disparity information are similar and they are based in an equivalent trivariate
system. Disparity neurons and photoreceptors data are managed in a further stage with a similar
procedure although in different parts of the visual path.

8.1.48 Hartveit E et al. Developing computational models of ... P48 [4135]

Developing computational models of neurons with electrical synapses using multi-photon
excitation (MPE) microscopy and electrophysiological recording

HARTVEIT E, VERUKI ML

Department of Biomedicine, University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway;
Email: espen.hartveit@biomed.uib.no

Aims: Understanding the dynamic and integrative properties of a neuron requires realistic com-
puter simulations that take into account neuronal morphology and the functional properties of
the expressed ion channels. The first step to develop biophysically realistic models involves de-
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termining the morphology and passive membrane properties. The standard procedure involves
electrophysiological recording and injection of a diffusible tracer. When neurons are electrically
coupled via gap junctions, corresponding morphological and functional data can no longer be
obtained. Here, we present an alternative workflow where we fill cells with non-gap junction
permeable fluorescent dyes during electrophysiological recording and block electrical coupling
pharmacologically. Methods: MPE microscopy was used t o obtain fluorescent image stacks
of electrophysiologically recorded AII amacrine cells in rat retinal slices, followed by morpho-
logical reconstruction and computational modeling. Results: AII amacrines were filled with
Alexa Fluor 488 during current-clamp recording with sampling of passive voltage transients.
To enable accurate measurement of fast charge distribution, we employed dual somatic record-
ing with separate electrodes for current injection and voltage recording. Meclofenamic acid
was added to block gap-junction coupling and electrically isolate the recorded cells. Passive
cable properties were estimated by directly fitting the voltage responses of the models evoked
by current pulses to the physiologically recorded responses. Conclusion: We have established
a method to generate models that can serve as electrical skeletons onto which voltage-gated
conductances and synaptic inputs can be added, to build up complete, biophysically realistic
computational models.

8.1.49 Moe K et al. Imaging millimeters thick tissues ... P49 [4140]

Imaging millimeters thick tissues using confocal microscopy

MOE K, LUUKKO K, KVINNSLAND IH, KETTUNEN P

Craniofacial Developmental Biology Group, Department of Biomedicine, University of Bergen, Jonas
Lies vei 91, 5009 Bergen, Norway; Email: kyaw.moe@biomed.uib.no

Aims: Immunohistochemistry is widely used to detect the expression of proteins, nerve fibers
and blood vessels in tissues sections or whole mount embryos. Currently serial section method
is widely used to obtain three-dimensional images of nerve fibers and blood vessels. How-
ever, this method is time consuming and suboptimal. The advance of confocal and multiphoton
microscope allows imaging of 50-100 µm thick tissue sections. However, very thick tissues
cannot still be imaged due to scattering of excitation and emitted lights. In this study we used
an optical clearing agent to eliminate scattering in thick tissues. Methods: 3-4 mm thick mouse
brain slices were stained with fluorescent antibodies. They were then optically cleared with
benzyl alcohol and benzyl benzoate mixture (BABB) and imaged with confocal microscopes
using different objectives. Results: Thick tissues become transparent after optical clearing and
can be imaged up to the working distance allowed by the objectives without losing resolution.
The whole length of the nerve fibers can be imaged as it courses through from superficial to
deep tissues. We noticed that once tissues were cleared confocal microscope could image as
deep into the tissue as multiphoton microscope. We also found that fluorophores can maintain
its fluorescence for many months when tissue sections and slices were stored in BABB solution.
Conclusion: We were able to image millimeter thick tissues with this method. Since scattering
is completely eliminated it was no longer necessary to use multiphoton microscope. We found
that this method is much better than serial section method to obtain three-dimensional images.
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8.1.50 Nissilä J et al. The abundance and distribution ... P50 [4143]

The Abundance and Distribution of Enkephalopsin (OPN3) Protein in Human Brain

NISSILA, J, MÄNTTÄRI S, TUOMINEN H, SÄRKIOJA T, TIMONEN M, SAARELA S

Department of Biology, University of Oulu, PO Box 3000, 90014 Oulu, Finland
Email: juuso.nissila@valkee.com

OPN3 (aka. panopsin or enkephalopsin) belongs to the families of extraretinal opsins having
putative role of CNS tissue photosensitivity. OPN3 mRNA has earlier been localized in rodent
brain and in mRNA expression level in Human brain, but actual protein and itÕs location has
not been clarified. In this study, we aimed to define OPN3 protein localization and abundance
in human brain and the site of cellular locality.The distribution and localization of OPN3 pro-
tein in human brain and peripheral tissues was assessed by immunohistochemical staining using
polyclonal antibody against OPN3. OPN3 protein content was measured using western blotting
and SDS-PAGE. The samples from altogether nine cadavers were assessed during forensic ex-
amination and their tissues prepared. Samples were cut into sections and fluerescent dye labeled
antibody was used to stain before confocal laser scanning microscopy. The specificity of label-
ing and immununoreaction was secured by primary antibody omitting and immunizing peptide
blocking experiment. Results: We found OPN3 protein abundant in Human brain, but not in
periphery or in negative controls. Neuronal OPN3 was present in granular pattern intracellularly
altogether in fifteen out of eighteen examined sites, including numerous cerebral cortical areas,
cerebellar cortex and several nuclei in phylogenetically old regions. Immunoreaction took place
mostly in neuronal soma, but not in nuclei. Conclusion: Previously in mRNA-level assessed
OPN3 encoding is actually resulting abundant presence of OPN3 protein in neurons of human
brain, but not in non-neuronal peripheral tissues.

8.1.51 Panja D et al. Translation initiation during Arc-dependent ... P51 [4145]

Translation initiation during Arc-dependent LTP consolidation is controlled by sustained
TrkB activation coupled to ERK-MNK signalling and inhibition of the translation repres-
sor CYFIP1

PANJA D, WIBRAND K, BRAMHAM CR

Department of Biomedicine, University of Bergen, Jonas Lies vei 91, 5009, Bergen, Norway
Email: dpa081@uib.no

The consolidation of long-term potentation (LTP) in the dentate gyrus of anesthetized rats re-
quires a sustained synthesis of activity-regulated cytoskeleton-associated protein (Arc) over a
period of hours. Brief intrahippocampal infusion of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)
similarly evokes Arc-dependent enhancement of medial perforant path-evoked synaptic trans-
mission. Here we examined the role of endogenous BDNF signaling in high-frequency stimu-
lation (HFS)-evoked LTP. Unilateral local infusion of TrkB-Fc, an extracellular fusion protein
that sequesters secreted TrkB ligands, prior to HFS inhibited LTP, blocked TrkB activation and
Arc protein in dentate gyrus synaptoneurosomes prepared ex vivo. LTP was rapidly and com-
pletely reversed by infusion of TrkB-Fc at 15 min, 2 h, and 4 h (but not 8 h and 10 h) post-HFS.
We studied the signaling pathways and molecular mechanisms that underlie the involvement of
TrkB in LTP with precipitation assays. The activated forms phospholipase C gamma1 (PLC?1)
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and RasGrf1 were transiently recruited to TrkB during the early-phase of LTP while Shc was
observed to be activated in the late-phase of LTP thus proving that TrkB activation during LTP
leads to conjoint temporal activation of several pathways. Previous work identified a role for
extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) and mitogen-activated protein kinase-interacting
kinase (MNK) signaling in protein translational initiation and Arc synthesis during LTP con-
solidation. In this study ERK-MNK signaling was found to be crucial for the sustenance of
translation process in the maintenance of LTP and associated TrkB signaling. Increased trans-
lation initiation during LTP was associated with release of translation repressor cytoplasmic
FMRP interacting protein (CYFIP1) from mRNA cap-binding factor 4E (eIF4E) and this was
dependent on TrkB- ERK-MNK signaling.

8.1.52 Pai BS et al. Identification of microRNAs targeting Arc ... P52 [4154]

Identification of microRNAs targeting Arc: a key regulator of protein synthesis-dependent
forms of synaptc plasticity

WIBRAND K, PAI BS, OLSEN S, BRAMHAM CR

University of Bergen, Department of Biomedicine, Jonas Lies vei 91, Bergen 5009, Norway
Email: balagopal.pai@biomed.uib.no

The immediate early gene, Arc (activity-regulated cytosekeletal-associated protein), regulates
multiple forms of protein synthesis-dependent synaptic plasticity, including long-term potenti-
ation (LTP), long-term-depression (LTD), and homeostatic plasticity in the vertebrate nervous
system (Bramham et al., 2010). Following LTP induction, Arc mRNA is rapidly induced and a
substantial fraction of the mRNA is transported into dendrites. During LTP consolidation in the
dentate gyrus of adult rats, sustained translation of dendritically transported RNA is required for
stable expansion of F-actin at activated synapses. Understanding the translational regulation of
Arc and other dendritically localized mRNAs may therefore give fundamental insights into the
fine-control of consolidation at the synaptic level. Here, we sought to identify microRNA regu-
lators of Arc. MicroRNAs are an important class of regulators which pair in a sequence-specific
manner to the 3´ UTR of target mRNAs, resulting in translation repression through recruitment
of the RNA-induced silencing complex. At active synapses, derepression of microRNAs could
function in protein synthesis-dependent plasticity. Target prediction algorithms (CrossLink and
TargetScan) predicted possible miRNA binding sites in the Arc 3´UTR. Initial validation was
performed by co-transfecting HEK cells with microRNA precursors and luciferase constucts
expressing the wildtype Arc 3´UTR or Arc 3´UTR with mutations within the predicted seed-
region for microRNA binding. Primary hippocampal neuronal cultures were used to validate
the effects on Arc protein expression following overexpression and antimir-induced inhibition
of select microRNAs. Supported by the Research Council of Norway. Reference: Bramham
CR, Alme MN, Bittins M, Kuipers SD, Nair RR, Pai B, Panja D, Schubert M, Soule J, Tiron A,
Wibrand K. (2010) Exp Brain Res 200,125-140.
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8.1.53 Gerasimenko NYu et al. Forward masking: influence of ... P53 [4123]

Forward masking: influence of categorical similarity for tests and masks

GERASIMENKO NYu, KALININ SA, SLAVUTSKAYA AV, MIKHAILOVA ES

Institute of Higher Nervous Activity & Neurophysiology of RAS, Moscow, Russia
Email: nataliagerasimenko@gmail.com

Aims: It is well known that configuration similarity of mask and target improves masking ef-
fect, but the role of categorical similarity is still unclear. The aim of our study was to investigate
object recognition under forward masking with images that belong to the same or different cat-
egory of objects. Special attention was paid to masking effect of faces with different emotional
expression. Methods: Thirty-eight healthy subjects with normal vision participated in the ex-
periments. Sets of black and white drawings of animals, nonliving objects where used as tests
(17 ms) and animals, nonliving objects and faces with threatens, fearful, happy, neutral expres-
sions - as the masks (51 ms). The accuracy and reaction time (RT) were studied. Results:
The masking effect was the strongest in the experiments where the test and masking images
belonged to the same category, and the recognition impairment was more marked for ”animals”
as compared to ”objects”. It is remarkable that faces did not influence effectively as masking
stimuli, on the contrary they slightly accelerated the recognition and negative expressions seem
to be more significant than happy and neutral ones. The type of facial expression correlated with
RT but not with accuracy of recognition. Conclusion: The observed effects are assumed to be
determined by lateral inhibition. The contribution of this mechanism depends on the categorical
proximity of the stimulus, and hence, their topographical ÒneighborhoodÓ in the extrastriate
visual cortex (Weber et al. 2009). The faces are not classical masks and probably mobilize
processing resources and enhance spatial attention towards test stimuli. Reference: Weber, M.,
Thompson-Schill, S.L., Osherson, D., Haxby, J. & Parsons, L. 2009. Neuropsychologia 47,
859-868.

8.1.54 Sommansson A et al. Ethanol stimulates duodenal bicarbonate ... P54 [4013]

Ethanol stimulates duodenal bicarbonate secretion via activation of apical Cl-/HCO3- ex-
changers

SOMMANSSON A, SJÖBLOM M

Division of Physiology, Department of Neuroscience, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden
Email: anna.sommansson@neuro.uu.se

Aim: Ethanol in high concentrations is a known irritant of the gastrointestinal tract. After alco-
hol ingestion ethanol is absorbed by passive diffusion, the largest fraction in the proximal small
intestine. The ethanol exposure can induce both functional and morphological changes in the
duodenal mucosa. Duodenal mucosal bicarbonate secretion (DBS) is considered an important
mechanism of epithelial defense against discharge from the stomach. Previously, ethanol has
been reported to decrease DBS in the rabbit duodenal mucosa mounted in Ussing chamber. In
the present study, we examined the mechanism involved in the duodenal secretory response
to a moderate dose of ethanol in the rat in vivo. Methods: Rats were anaesthetized and a
30 mm segment of the proximal duodenum with an intact blood supply was perfused in situ
with saline or saline containing ethanol (15%, v/v). Effects on DBS and net fluid flux were
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investigated. Agents were administered luminally, intravenously (i.v.) and/or intraperitonealy
(i.p.). Results: Perfusing the duodenal segment with ethanol (15%) for 30-min increases DBS
two-fold but does not alter the net fluid flux. Pre- treating the animals with a CFTR inhibitor
(CFTRinh172) i.p. or i.v. did not change the secretory response to ethanol. Hexamethonium
(i.v.), but not capsazepine (i.v.), reduced the ethanol-induced increase in DBS. Removing Cl?
from the luminal perfusate abolished the ethanol-induced increase in DBS whilst the net fluid
flux remained unchanged. Conclusion: Ethanol induces increases in DBS by activating ep-
ithelial apical Cl−/HCO3− exchangers. The duodenal secretory response to ethanol is partly
mediated by enteric neural pathways involving nicotinic receptors.

8.1.55 Kupari J et al. Cholinergic innervation of mouse ... P55 [4081]

Cholinergic innervation of mouse gastric mucosa requires neurturin-GFR2 signaling but
is dispensable for basal and histamine-stimulated acid secretion

KUPARI J, ROSSI J, HUOTARI A, HERZIG KH, AIRAKSINEN MS

Neuroscience Center, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland; Email: jussi.kupari@helsinki.fi

Aims: Efferent signals from the vagus nerve that converge on intrinsic neurons in the stomach
wall mediate both basal and meal-induced gastric acid secretion. However, the development and
the complex interplay of the neuronal, paracrine and hormonal mechanisms underlying gastric
acid secretion are still incompletely understood. Neurturin, signaling via GDNF-family recep-
tor 2 (GFR2), is essential for the target innervation of parasympathetic and a subset of enteric
neurons but its role in stomach is unknown. Methods: Gastric innervation was quantified us-
ing neuronal and glial markers in adult wild-type and GFR2-deficient (KO) mice. Basal and
drug-stimulated gastric acid secretion was measured under urethane anesthesia using the acute
gastric fistula method. Results: GFR2-KO mice lacked most (>90%) of the intrinsic, efferent
cholinergic nerve fibers and associated glial cells in the gastric mucosa but not in the smooth
muscle, consistent with the selective expression of neurturin mRNA in the gastric mucosa. Sur-
prisingly, gastric acid content and basal gastric acid secretion were similar between wild-type
and GFR2-KO mice. Moreover, serum gastrin levels, thickness of gastric mucosa, number of
parietal and D-cells, and maximal histamine-induced gastric acid secretion did not differ be-
tween the genotypes. Importantly, while gastric acid secretory response to vagal stimulation by
2-deoxyglucose was reduced, carbachol-induced acid secretion and serum ghrelin levels were
increased in the GFR2-KO mice, presumably as a compensatory mechanism. Conclusion: Our
results show that the efferent innervation of the gastric mucosa depends on neurturin-GFR2 sig-
naling but is not necessary for basal acid secretion. GFR2-KO mice provide a useful model to
study neural regulation of gastric mucosal functions.
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8.1.56 Sand SL et al. The cationic peptide plantaricin A ... P56 [4105]

The cationic peptide plantaricin A produced by Lactobacillus plantarum permeabilizes
eukaryotic cell membranes by a mechanism dependent on negative surface charge linked
to glycosylated membrane proteins

SAND SL, NISSEN-MEYER J, SAND O, HAUG TM

Department of Molecular Biosciences, University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway;
Email: sverre.sand@medisin.uio.no

Aims: Lactobacillus plantarum C11 releases plantaricin A (PlnA), a 26-mer cationic peptide
pheromone that also has a membrane-permeabilizing, antibacterial effect. We have previously
shown that PlnA may also permeabilize eukaryotic cells, with a potency that differs between
cell types. It is generally assumed that cationic antimicrobial peptides exert their effects through
electrostatic attraction to negatively charged phospholipids in the membrane. The aim of the
present study was to investigate if also negative charge linked to macromolecules at the cell
surface may be essential for the permeabilizing effect of PlnA. Methods: We have tested this
hypothesis by studying the effects of PlnA on clonal rat anterior pituitary cells (GH4) using
patch clamp and microfluorometric techniques. Results: In normal solution, GH4 cells are
highly sensitive to PlnA, but the sensitivity was dramatically reduced in solutions with either
10x elevated Ca2+ concentration or containing 5 mg/ml poly-D-lysine. Such solutions partly
neutralize the negative surface charge of the cells, thus confirming that electrostatic interactions
are probably important for the PlnA effects. Trypsination of the cells prior to PlnA exposure
also rendered the cells insensitive to the peptide, suggesting that negative charges linked to
membrane proteins are crucial for the permeabilizing action of PlnA. Finally, pre-exposure of
the cells to a mixture of enzymes that split carbohydrate residues from the protein backbone
of proteoglycans also abolished the permeabilizing effect of PlnA. Conclusion: Electrical at-
traction between PlnA and glycosylated membrane proteins is probably an essential first step
before PlnA can interact with membrane phospholipids.

8.1.57 Ruus A et al. Effect of osmolality on growth ... P57 [4150]

Effect of osmolality on growth, budding and aquaporin expression in embryonic mouse
salivary glands

RUUS A, GALTUNG HK

Department of Oral Biology, Postboks 1052 Blindern, N-0316 Oslo, Norway;
Email: a.k.ruus@odont.uio.no

Aims: Changes in the extracellular milieu can affect organ development and protein expres-
sion. We have previously studied aquaporin expression profiles in mouse embryonic salivary
glands, in addition to the effect of varying extracellular osmolalities on aquaporin expression
in a salivary gland cell line. Here we examine whether osmolality variations affect salivary de-
velopment and aquaporin expression. Methods: Submandibular salivary glands (SMGs) were
dissected from E13.5 mice and cultured in standard conditions in DMEM/F12 on filters in mi-
crowell dishes. Glands were cultured for 24h in isosmotic (310 mOsm), hyperosmotic (350
mOsm), or hypoosmotic (270 mOsm) culture media (total 135 glands) and photographed at 1
and 24 h. Real time-PCR was used to analyse AQP3, 4, and 5 expression. MetaMorph soft-
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ware was used to measure gland areas and bud development. Results: Glandular growth was
similar in both isosmotic and hyperosmotic conditions (110 and 100% relative area increase, re-
spectively). But glandular growth in hypoosmotic conditions was significantly decreased (10%
relative area increase, P<0.001). Glandular budding was significantly decreased in the hypoos-
motic and hyperosmotic media (20% decrease, P<0.001 and 110% increase, P=0.01, respec-
tively) compared to isosmotic conditions (250% relative budding increase). Furthermore, AQP5
expression showed a 20% upregulation in glands cultured in hyperosmotic medium (P<0.005).
The rest of the aquaporins showed a 4-14% expression decline (P<0.05). Conclusion: Salivary
gland morphogenesis and growth can be influenced by variations in extracellular osmolality.
AQP5 expression seems to be most sensitive to the osmolality changes. Our findings indicate
that this aquaporin may hold a special role in adaptations to varying osmolalities.

8.1.58 Pogorelova MA et al. Volume regulation of mouse ... P58 [4031]

Volume regulation of mouse oocyte with taurine under hypotonic stress

POGORELOVA MA, POGORELOVA VN, KORNIENKO EV, PANAIT AI,
POGORELOV AG

Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Biophysics RAS, Pushchino, Moscow province,
142290, Russian Federation; Email: pogm2007@rambler.ru

Aim: Early preimplantation mouse conceptuses are susceptible to the detrimental effects of
anisotonic conditions. Taurine has been proposed to function as an organic osmolyte and to
provide intracellular osmotic support and maintain cell volume. The goal of this study was to
investigate taurine influence on the kinetics of mouse oocyte osmotic response under hypotonic
stress. Methods: The keeping of the intact volume of mouse oocyte was based on freeze-drying
technique. Osmotic adaptation in cell has been studied employing the direct measurement of
cell volume with laser scanning microscopy followed by three-dimensional reconstruction. The
hypotonicity was created by replacing 140mM NaCl in Dulbecco‘s solution with 70mM NaCl.
Oocytes were exposed for 60 minutes in the hypotonic conditions. The similar procedure was
employed for Dulbecco‘s containing 10 mM taurine (Sigma, USA). A Z-stack of optical sec-
tions was obtained in a confocal microscope (Leica, Austria). 3-DR was performed in the 3ds
max medium. Results: Our data indicate that hypoosmotic incubation for 20 minutes resulted
in the swelling peak of oocyte volume 221±15 pl (these and all results below are presented as
the mean and the standard deviation). After 60 minute exposure the cell volume was recovered
to initial level 141±12 pl vs. 215±13 pl in hypotonic Dulbecco‘s with taurine. Conclusion:
Long-term hypoosmotic shock results in the mouse oocyte volume recovery. Cell volume regu-
latory decrease is abolished after incubation in hypotonic Dulbecco‘s containing taurine. Thus,
the β-amino acid transporter seems to be involved in volume regulation in mouse oocytes.
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8.1.59 Kivastik J et al. Correlation between maximal inspiratory ... P59 [4016]

Correlation between maximal inspiratory pressure and flow-volume loop indices in young
rowers

KIVASTIK J, AREND M, RÄMSON R, MÄESTU J

Department of Physiology, University of Tartu, Ravila 19, 50411 Tartu, Estonia
Email: jana.kivastik@ut.ee

High ventilatory capacity is essential for sports such as rowing or cycling. Maximal inspira-
tory and expiratory pressures can describe respiratory muscle strength. Portable devices are
available to measure those maximal pressures, but it can be highly dependent on participant
effort. Aims: To find out whether maximal inspiratory pressure (MIP) correlates with different
flow-volume loop parameters in a group of college level rowers and to compare the data from
athletes with reference values. Methods: We studied 19-33 year-old rowers (n=14, two of them
female) with mean (range) height 187 (173-202) cm. Spirometry was performed to determine
forced vital capacity (FVC), forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1), peak expiratory
and inspiratory flows (PEF and PIF). Measurement of MIP was performed with a hand-held
mouth pressure meter. All measured values were compared with reference data and correlations
between MIP, lung function and anthropometric indices were determined. Results: Measured
values of FVC and FEV1 were mostly above average when compared to reference population
(97-130% of predicted), whereas PEF ranged from 85 to 120% pred. All 3 indices describing
forced expiration correlated with height (p<0.01). When using MIP references depending on
age only, we obtained values in a range of 88-212% pred (absolute values 98-234 cm H2O). The
only significant positive correlation was found between MIP and PIF (p<0.05). Conclusion:
High lung volumes and flows compared to the predicted values from untrained persons indicate
the increased functional capacity of respiratory system in studied rowers. We found a wide
between-individual variability of MIP in healthy young subjects. MIP values did correlate with
neither anthropometric nor spirometric indices (except for PIF).
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Imatinib mesylate disturbs bone growth and remodellation in postnatal rats

NURMIO M, JOKI H, KALLIO J, MÄÄTTÄ JA, VÄÄNÄNEN HK, TOPPARI J,
JAHNUKAINEN K, LAITALA-LEINONEN T

Physiology, University of Turku, Kiinamyllynkatu 10, 20520 Turku, Finland
Email: mirja.nurmio@utu.fi

Aims: Imatinib mesylate (STI571, Glivec R©, Novartis) is a well-tolerated receptor tyrosine
kinase (RTK) inhibitor used to treat chronic myelogenous leukaemia (CML), Philadelphia-
positive acute lymphoblastic leukaemia and gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST). It has re-
cently become evident that bone forming and bone resorbing cells are affected by imatinib.
Imatinib targets PDGF, ABL-related gene, c-Abl, c-Kit and c-Fms receptors, many of which
have multiple functions in the bone microenvironment. In the present study we investigated the
effects of imatinib in growing bone. Methods: Young rats were exposed to imatinib (150mg/kg
on postnatal days 5-7, or 100mg/kg on postnatal days 5-13), and the effects of RTK inhibition
on bone physiology were studied after 8 and 70 days (3-day treatment), or after 14 days (9-day
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treatment). X-ray imaging, computer tomography, histomorphometry, RNA analysis and im-
munohistochemistry were used to evaluate bone modeling and remodeling in vivo. Results:
Imatinib treatment eliminated osteoclasts from the metaphyseal osteochondral junction and
shifted the balance from bone resorption toward bone formation, thereby altering bone mod-
eling. At the distal bone trabeculae, in turn, the balance was turned towards bone resorption
leading to a bone loss. Conclusion: The present study shows that inhibition of RTK receptors
during longitudinal bone growth leads to long-term adverse effects on bone growth and remod-
eling in rats.
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Exhibitors

At Roche we focus on developing medicines and diagnostics that will help patients live

longer, better lives. We strive to address unmet medical needs thorough excellence in sci-

ence - from early detection and prevention of diseases to diagnosis, treatment and treat-

ment monitoring
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